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Major Earthquake Alert! 
7113192 #3 HATONN YOUCANSEETHATITSURELY 

WOULD BE A GOOD TIME, IN 
Confirmation of my earlier FACT, TO ALSO BRING DOWN 

writings [7/13/92 #2 and 7/12/ NEWYOFWANDPLACESEAST. 
92 # 1, followhg this urgent wam- The guard units are under 
ing] has come in from outside orders not to even tell spouses of 
sources and I am asked to share activities-but allmilitary planes 
it with you. I repeat what 1 have are being emptied of fuel in order 
said over and over again-I will to prevent loss to fire-“BE- 
not tell you WHEN a thing is to be CAUSETHE BIG ONE IS GOING 
happening-I can only give you TO HAPPEN ‘BY’ THE SEVEN- 
that which is “planned” and TEENTH”-INDEED, OF JULY. 
awaiting orchestration and play- I would remind you to look at 
ing. clues and locations of various 

~ispZannedbyyourpeop& “players” in this game of Rus- 
to Mggef the “Big O&’ w Sian roulette. I suggest you read 
the 17th of July! my earlier writing of today and 

I will lay out what has come perhapsyou can see thepossibili- 
now, from two diverse directions ties a bit better. 
and locations: This activity is taking place in 

Deactivated “guard” units many locations-and at least as 
have been put on emergency alert far East as Bakersfield and as far 
and ureactivated? throughout south as San Diego and north to 
the CaBf” coastal areas. I aI.lunitsalongtheHaywardFault, 
have no input in other loca- etc. This means expectations of 
tions as yet. massive upheaval is anticipated. 

I DOASKTHATIFYOU With the pressures built up 
HAVE INFORMATION--SEND along that San Andreas, chelas, 
IT, FOR I BELIEVE ALL OF it wiIl be vei intense under the 
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best of circumstances. I know not mont radio station this morning 
what else to do for I cannot tell wherein a great deal of fun was 
your fortunes and perhaps wis- had and I quite enjoyed it for I, 
dom will prevail. I would guess, too, see the seeming absurdity of 
however, that “wisdom” is not the circumstance. However, I 
among the attributes of your en- urge you to be cautious and AL- 
ernies. Ones who will kill off mil- LOW unfolding. Let me give you 
lions with virus AIDS are not apt some CLUES to discern for self 
to consider your inconvenience in that which is remarkably reveal- 
stricken areas. Remember those ing while the world chuckles. 
Executive Orders? I won’t use “inside” “higher 

It is up to you to decide WHO is information”-1 will simply give 
a great planner for I will not jeop- you things to observe. 
ardiz my crew by telling more. I 
realize it is very difficult to tell LOTS OF “NATURAL” 
WHO is the immediate culprit and DISASTERS GOING ON 
who is the hostagebut, it mat- 
ters not in the immediate need for I suggest you “inside” intelli- 
preparations and care. You have gence current workers-pay at- 
been sitting on the explosives for a tention. What is happening is 
long time and the explosion is that “orders” are showing 
overdue-so, I can only hope you through which tell more than 
take heed and listen within for actualdirect mail speeches. I ask 
guidance. God walks with you if that oneswho are intent on bring- 
you but respond. ing Truth to this nation and the 

world’s people-take heed from 
7113/92 #1 HATONN oneswho still have contactswithin 

the wolf fold. 
(EARTHOUAKE ALERT, You will note that ones who 

Continued) still have access to “inside infor- 
mation” (and some are very, very 

I would ask that readers who close in contact with our group) 
just come into this information on are MOVED from areas wherein 
a new hype and sensational story danger is great. This means that 
be a bit selective in that which you ones who have been located, say, 
have tendency to repeat and “de- in this area are quite urgently 
noun&. making moves away from this 

I was interviewed on a Ver- Please see EARTHQUAKE, page 29 

“THE PHOENLY LZBERATOR Is Not Published By And Has No Afiiliation With 
America West Airlines, Inc.” 
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Now You See It, Now You Don’t: How 
The Banksters Control Your Life 

(Editor’s note: The following is THE INTERNATIONALISTS 
a discussion that Commander 
f-htonn first presented in late Let us call the group which 
1989. It malces use of a remurk- has elaborate, and successful, 
able lecture taped in April of1 988 plans to rule your nation and 
by expert banker Jonathan May your world, the Internationalists. 
from his Mtiestem jaiZ cell. May When I refer to the International- 
landed in jail after really irritating ists I am referring to a very elite 
the elite e - bank- group of about twelve to thirteen 
ingw-heusedtaserve. “fdies”. These“families” hold 
May knew quite a lot abouf how your “purse strings”-the zipper 
banks work and had formed an and lock, to all the bags of money 
honestbwt&oz&idethetZite’s in your world. Sound impossi- 
FedemlR -cZub by utilting ble? Nay, it is not only possible, it 
the cambined assets of a group of isextremely easy tovisualize after 
local Midwestern fanners. This I have explained it to you. 
r-ummtim amounts to an insider’s As I move along, I will give you 
eye-opening tour through the ev- some names and places whereby 
eyday machine y of international you can check it out on an indi- 
financial maneuvers by these vidual basis. I wish never to place 
“gnzy men- to achieve total con- any human at risk, however, so in 
tml of the world and its resources. all instances I will only refer to 
This originally appeared czs Ap- those already having come forth 

pendix I in JOURNAL #3: SPACE- with “public” statements or infor- 
GATE, THE VElL REMOVED and mation. 
as Chapter 2 in JOURNAL #4: I will also have to explain a few 
SIWALTOECONOMICDZSASTEI?. terms used to have any sense of 
Since rww a few f~u)re years haue continuity. Therefore, aswe move 
gone by and the economies of the along, forgive me of any digres- 
major nations more obviously sion in attempt to give definition, 
hangbyjustajingemailfmmtotal i.e., “fractional banking”. 
collapse, held up mostly by the First, you must fully come into 
“helium balloons” of InternationaZ understanding that there truly 
Monetary find mampulations, it ARE the elite few, with plans well 
seems apprvpria-te ta reprint this foundationed and functioning, 
refresher caurse in banlcing that who control both the world fman- 
one is not likely to come czcmss in cial markets and ultimately will 
a% university’s Economics 101.1 control all peoples of the world. 

Do not err in your thoughts by 
8/89 HATONN thinking I am speaking of ‘some- 

one else in the world”, I speak 
THE “GREY MEN” TAPE more for the United States of 

America than I do of the remain- 
This is an edited transcription der of your world. 

of a lecture taped April 23,1988. 
The information is valid and, if THE MAIN PLAYERS 
anything, more easily recognized 
today-Hatonn. As I pull portions of the puzzle 

I will be utiliziing this informa- together for this document I shall 
tion again when I speak of eco- again be referring to such groups 
nomics, but for now, I will modify asTh&I’rilatemI Commission, the 
from the audio tape to save time Councilon Foreign Relations, and 
and repetition. the Bilderbergers. Forgive me if1 
,-‘,,~‘,‘,‘m.k,, I, - t I 1, t VI, , --- . . . ..A. I .‘d.<‘L _) F Il. 4 , c ‘ am,repe~tious.- 

repetitiousinordertofit the pieces fractional “rzserve” banking. 
in proper perspective. Lenders are allowed to loan a 

You must know that there are maximum of up to 20 to one. This 
certain families (literzlly) that con- is perfectly legal, practiced by ev- 
trol the hard currency. The coun- ery lending institution in America 
tries wherein these families abide and elsewhere. 
are known as hard currencycoun- Example: Mr. A goes to his 
tries. These thirteen families have friendly banker, Mr. B, and de- 
control of the policy making and posits one thousand dollars 
the decisionmakingofthe central ($1,000) into Mr. B’s bank. Mr. 
banks of those countries. They B’s bank is a Savings and Loan so 
are owners, these families, of the Mr. A puts the $1,000 into his 
majority of the stock of the re- own savings account. The Sav- 
gional banks of the Federal Re- ingsand Loan is required by your 
sene System. “Federal Reserve” laws, to keep only 5% in reserve. 
would indicate to the more unin- They are allowed to loan out 95% 
formed, that this is a Federal of the money invested or 95% of 
Governmental Branch. This is that which is placed into savings 
untrue, the Federal Reserve Sys- accounts. This means of $1,000 
tern is NOT a branch of your there is$950 which is available to 
federalgovernment. Justasthese be’ loaned out. In turn the Sav- 
families control the regional banks ings and Loan takes the $950 and 
of the Federal Reserve System, loans it to Mr. C to do some home 
they also control the currencies repairs, let us say. This gentle- 
that are not allowed to fluctuate. man takes his borrowed $950 
Note here that the American dol- and goes to the 1oca.l hardware/ 
lar is the standard against which lumber company and purchases 
all other currency is measured. supplies, lumber, nails etc. 
All other nations are affected ac- The lumber company carries 
cording to the changing values of on regular banking and there- 
the dollar. Not only do these fore, he goes to his bank with the 
families control the currencies, $950 for deposit, to Bank D. Bank 
but they likewise control the D is now required to keep 5% but 
banks. This, friends, is in al.l the can loan out 95% which would be 
leading nations of your world. $902.50. Bank D now loans that 

to Mr. X who in turn filters it back 
FRACTIONAL RESERVE into the economy, let us suppose, 

BANKING through the grocery store and 
other business stores. He spends 

For ease of understanding, let it and now we are going to have 
us just consider the industrial- that money end up inthe BankZ. 
ized nations at this point. I will Bank 2 is required to keep 5%. 
also need to explain fractional That means that Bank Zcan loan 
banking to you, because without out $857.37. It is again loaned 
understanding the lending sys- andf~terd backinto the economy. 
tern you cannot get the picture This is continued right down to 
properly. All of the banks under zero. With your $1,000 deposit 
control of these families practice those bankers using fractional 
fractional banking-and be- reserve banking are now allowed 
yond-(somet&es there is no to loan out $20,229.60. This is 
hard money present at all). But, practiced by EVERY lending in- 
let us explain by example on a stitution in America and else- 
personal level. where. The amounts above do 
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money borrowed, only the princi- 
paI amount. 

You must now keep it in mind 
that this results in an increase in 
the money supply through the 
Federal Reserve System. Your 
‘big boys” simply turn up the 
speed ofyour money presses and 
run them a little faster and faster 
in order to pump more into the 
economy just to boost up the 
fractional reserve banking. Let 
me remind you to keep in mind 
that the thirteen families control 
ail of the hard currencies of the 
world and are allowed to practice 
this fractional reserve banking- 
thiswillbeimportant aswemove 
along. 

GLOBAL CREDITORS 
UNILATERAL PLAN 

We will now talk about some- 
thing referred to, on your pIanet, 
as, “System 2OOo”, which is a 
Global Creditors Unilateral plan. 
This plan went into effect some- 
where about the early 1970’s. At 
that time a Pentagon official and 
several other officials visited Ni- 
geria They went to the Prime 
Minister and they paid him fifty 
million dollars ($50 million) to 
raise the price of his oil to.more 
than double. Nigerian oil is “light 
crude” of quality such as it is 
almost pure enough to bum im- 
mediately, without distillation, in 
automobiles. This type of oil sets 
the price of oil for the entire world. 
The $50 million was cash across 
the board with no repayment re- 
quirements if Nigeria would 
double the price of light crude. 

We will refer to this as light oil. 
There are only two locations in 
the world that have this light oii 
and, of course, it is the most 
valuable oil in your world. There- 
fore, it is the standard against 
which all other oil in the world is 
measured. So,whoevercontrolled 
the price of the light oil at that 
time controlled the price of alI of 
the oil in the world. 

EXTER THE ARABS 

At this point, let us bring the 
Arabs into this scenario. This wilI 
also bring in 4he fh-ila~~ Corn 

mission-that also includes Mr. Remember the gas lines and the 
Bush. It was now time to bring prices of oil skyrocketing?. It .was 
pressureandpersuasiontoOPEC. because the international bank- 
What most of you Americans do ers, who hold the purses of the 
not remember is that the United world, knew that the increase in 
States of America IS A MEMBER the price of oil that was going to 
OF OPEC. It is kept most low the Arabs would come rushing 
profile. right back to their bank in 30- 

At that time a “deal was cut” year time certificates of deposit. 
with the Middle Eastern Oil Pm- Turn now to the 30-year time 
ducers and this is how it went: all deposits and let us examine the 
buyers were prepared to pay sig- banker’s plans. Back in the late 
nificantly higher prices for the 70’s and early 80“s Sheik Ymani 
oil-PROVIDED-allMiddleEast- and his bunch had no idea that 
ern nations’sunnorted the United there was a-connection-between 
StatesofAmerica, BY INVESTING those banks, or that they were the 
THE REVENUES INTO THE BIG same people that had the control- 
BANKS IN AMERICA. ling interest of the major oil com- 

To make this picture clear, panies. Do you see what has been 
you must remember that the Ar- woven here? After a& how could 
abs, who are wealthy sheiks to- the camel-riding nomads realize 
day, had been wandering around the international bankers were 
on camel-backin avery big desert. ‘having them” hook, Iine and up 
They were nomads and they were to the fishing pole? How could 
certainlymostunsophisticatedin theypossiblyknowthatwhatwas 
business affairs. Years earlier happeningthroughtheseoilcom- 
when the international bankers panies, was that the monies were 
found out there was oil in their being cycled right back into the 
countries, they went forth and selected, no exceptions, banking 
persuadedtheArabstoallowthem system? They couldn’t and they 
toproducetheoilbyfinancingthe didn’t! 
oil flelds,drilling, riggineall sup 
plies including expertise. ROCKEFELLER JOINT STOCK 

After the bankers fmanced the TRUST 
oil fields they then charged the 
Arabs usury fees for building the Going along ways back now, 
oil supply systems--along with in the 1870’s the Rockefellers set 
refineries. The usurywas quickly upsomethingcalledaJointStock 
repaidbecausetheArabsbecame Trust. Here I will add, this was 
very rich, very quickly. (Way back just a brief period of time before 
then you were only paying about the American Government de- 
30 cents per gallon in your gaso- clared these trusts illegal. BUT, 
line stations). Let us now take it YOU SEE, THESE ONES COULD 
further: you go to Nigeria and pay FUNCTION FOREVER UNDER 
them to double the price of light WHAT YOU CALL A “GRANDFA- 
crude, unbeknownst to the Ar- THER” CLAUSE. THAT, BROTH- 
abs. Those ones who had become ERS, IS THE ULTIMATE CON- 
wealthyovernightanddidntknow TROLLINGFACTORINAMERICA 
zero about business, much less OFTHE PRIME BANKS AND THE 
international finance, the camel FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD. 
nomads, you call them together That %ust” is in the control of 
and say, “We will take the price of the Rockefeller Foundation, and 
crude just as high as you want it in turn controls the Federal Re- 
to gc+IF-you will deposit an serve Bank and is the method 
established portion of the funds 
thatyougetfromthisNEWPR&lT 

whereby the Internationalists are 
able to gain control of the cur- 

and Savingsand Loansaregoing 
broke and failing. THAT, 
FRIENDS, MEANS YOU ARE 
BEING MANIPULATED RIGHT 
ALONG WITH THE ARABS AND 
EQUALLY AS BLINDLY-WITH 
NO RECOURSE. 

THE DEAL 

Let us come back now, and 
speak of the deal which %as 
CUP (your ones in power love that 
term) with the Saudi Arabians 
andonesoftheMidd.leEast. These 
ones were required to put their 
money into the prime banks; keep 
in mind that. they did not know 
that the prime banks were ableto 
lend in amounts of twenty to one. 
(20 to 1 was quite awhile ago, it is 
higher at present). All they were 
receiving was the interest on the 
moneytheyhaddeposited. Worse 
for them, in some of these coun- 
tries it is unacceptable to receive 
interest for religious reasons so 
they might wait thirty years to get 
any money tirn their certif?cates 
of deposit. In other words, they 
did not know that this I?actional 
type of banking could be done, 
but through this, the bankers of 
the world were able to gain con- 
trol of the money of the Arab 
world,andintum,theArabworld 
only received back part of the 
interest from the money that they 
placed into the International 
Ban king System-UNDER 
THESE 30-YEAR TIME DEPOSIT 
CERTIFICATES. 

ENTER THIRD WORLD 
NATIONS 

Through the money gained 
fmm the Arabs through the ma- 
nipulation of the price of oil, and 
taking the price of gasoline from, 
let us say, 30 cents a gallon to 
$1.25 a gallon-there is a lot of 
money being made. Nuw, with 
that mlOxM!y’~ into the 
international bank8 at 20 to 1, 
IthidKpllCSUXS88th~8bgg~- 

ins e* Let =f-f-9 
f**-moneyMw 
t-fame- YOU. Because the 
bankers had locked in the depos- 
its they were then, in tum, able to 
makeloanstoTbix6Worldnations. ~~ ~..~-~~-. 

RISE IN 30-YEARTIME CERTIFI- rency of the U.S.A. 
CATES IN CERTAIN MAJOR U.S. Does it begin to become rea- 
BANKS. sonable that those New York 

Perhaps you ones can now banksareshowingaIl-timerecord 
understand the problems you earnings? Yet, allaround the rest 
experienced~inyourearly@?70’s. of3EoUr~~~nt~~fthe~J:S.~-~s ~~__ 

. 
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Think back fifteen or twenty THE TEXAS CONNECTION thatTumshadtheabiUtytoset 
years ago when the International 
BankersstartkdinvestinginThird 

uptheirowncountryandhave 
I will hereby digress to a story their awn currency. That is 

World country loans. Look vew from Dharma’s Earth home why w could be sohrent and 
closely at the countries which are state-Texas-most of you have not be under the dictates ofthe 
goingbankrunt Icompletelvbmke) heard of it. Let us go back some Federal Reserve System. Or, 
todav. It was fully intended that years (not too many) to jog some simply stated, under the con- 
those countries go broke and I memories. Do you remember trol of the international bank- 
will ezc~hin that in a little bit. someone named John Connally, m. 

you might wonder how I know who was governor of Texas? Do At about the same time they 
so much. Well, I have the best you recall that he was also in the were in the process of gaining a 
computer system in the universe vehicle and was injured during comer on the silver of the world. 
and all I have todo is key it up and John Kennedy’s assassination? This was in order to fmance a 
it is spread out before me. My Well, Mr. ConnaIly was also Un- process whereby they could over- 
computers rarely reflect errors; der SecretaryoftheTreasury-he come the international bankers 
only changes in “probabilities” was a lot of things and titles. and it was at that point the Hunt 
and perturbations in human ac- TIaesc oozes urith M+. Con?&@ brothers were smashed. John 
tion and reactions. dfdamostf~ fiw Connally was almost killed, and 

I avn s~tly, fu jput thg( pw fo imp- a Texas, whichcould havebeen the 
fMbcuJwR setitrp,&- new v for ti strrte of only state in the union to fulfii 
2-Q 90 w the TAird T~Yousee,Texasisapartof bnxkingoutofthetrap,hasbeen 
World countries would 90 the Union only through a renew- punished with some extremely 
brpcoC. You have to pay attention able “treaty”. The treaty is auto- majorproblems. Today, portions 
to history and look back to the maticaIIyrenewedevexyyear, but of Dallas and Fort Worth, Hous- 
time ,when those Third World it isn’t necessary that it be re- ton and other wealthy, wealthy 
countries were beginning to gain newed. That means, friends, that cities have gone on to resemble 
independenceandsettingupinde- the U.S. only has a treaty with ghost towns in your Old West. 
pendent governments. It was at Texas to keep it in the union of Ones who had grown rich in the 
such -times that these bankers states. It was not voted in as were oil industry have been severely 
loaned the upstartsgreat sumsof your other states. punished; the Hunts and Con- 
mmey which actually had come Texas was at one time-I be- nally are bankrupt. 
to them through the Arabs, basi- Iieve your term might be “filthy me -#sts’be- 
tally. - ‘- . rich”. The state was weahhy and came so &SCWW&, =cuagry,d 

“l’lrc-- there were many very, very whut thssc! TaKams had t&me 
notconfyum&sd, but iras6d, wealthy individuals. Rich indi- thatthqbmkethefmbk#!he 

-f?F=ltb- viduals such as the Hunt broth- oil incEusby, and the majotoil 
u&&#nt3suse tiocfundbyp. it ers, who actually had nothing pmx&uwsofT-. Itams-a 
was fulIy intended that those originahy, but became extremely we22 des@ad pLcut Q& e&c- 
countries would go broke. It was wealthy, overnight, by OIL. That cz&d in perfection 
prearranged that the funds could was all the way backwhen oil was When ones attempt to inter- 
be mismanaged through greed first struck and became so very ferewiththe plansoftheinterna- 
and simply be squandered. You popular. tional bankers, you can see what 
must remember that the leaders I am truly going to tie all this the results can be. The Hunt 
of these countries had never gov- to&her but you must bear with brothers were working dim&y 
emedanythingoranybody. They mefortherearesomanyfacets. I with the Shah of Iran, on the 
knewnothingaboutgovernment. must make it clear what I am aboveplan. ImmediateIythereaf- 
They had been colonies under the going to say. , I wilIexplain to you ter one of the Texas bankers was 
govemorshipofotherlargercoun- why, ifyou don’t already know, it killed, the Shah of Iran was de- 
tries. was so very important to ones of posed, and the Hunt brothers 

-The international bankers *the opposition”, and why there were forced into bankruptcy. 
knewthattheleaderswerebound was an wssination attempt 
to squander the funds. It was against Mr. Connally%3 life as well BANKERS REVENGE 
known they would have no way to as Kennedy’s. 
know what to do with them (and _ Whyare those men abmken~ _ There are many ways the in- 

r. they were massive) and so the- @day and in a state of severe temational bankers can get me- 
cycle goes. Th%( w acWaZ& financial trouble? It is because vengeonones who attempt inter- 
~moolq(&zJren~ the IntemZtionalists learned of ference with their overall plan: 

: y~~thnnrgh~A~&~thrposgh what&e Hunt brothers and Mr. thr&gh murder, or you might 
whoilm dc. Let us now Conri&lywc&tryirigtodcL Texas; welIbeplacedi.ntoamentaIinsti- 
folknv it on through. a state by treaty, can legally se- tution and locked away perma- 

cede from your union. The Hunt nently, or you can have trumped- 
brothmurdlUr.copnJlyLrrcRlr up charges brought against you 

whereby you are locked away 
indefinitely in prison. This latter 
has also happened to numerous 
ones in the “UFO” investigation 
circles who find and bring forth 
truth. It is exactly what hap- 
pened to Colonel Wendelle 
Stevens. Colonel Stevens prob- 
ably has investigated mom UFO 
incidents than any other one in- 
dividual. Further, an assassina- 
tion plot was arranged and at- 
tempted while Colonel Stevens 
was incarcerated. Strangely, the 
perpetrator, who dressed as a 
religious leader, was caught in 
the act, turned over to the FBI, 
and has never been heard from 
again. So be it. 

If you wiII recall, the Shah of 
Iran was in perfect health when 
he was deposed and departed 
Iran. He was only declared to be 
sick after he reached the United 
States. You were told he was 
being held in ‘protective” cus- 
tody at a military base. There, 
you were also told, he was being 
treated for his illness-which was 
not present at the time of his 
arrival. He died ,anyway, didn’t 
he? Face it-his death was 
plannedandthemu&rexecuted. 

In your present months 
[Editor’s note: This means late 
1989.1 there is an international 
uproar over the use of chemical 
and germwarfare utilized by Iran 
and Iraq. Some of the viruses 
cannot be tmced-nor, in such 
above instances, would anyone 
dare to, pursue it. 

Who would question a man 
becoming iU, being mated and 
thenexpitingunexpectedly? Cer- 
tainly no one in the United States 
would question it. It was un- 
comfortable enough just having 
the man in your country. Death 
c8n most effectively be brought 
about in any number of non- 
traceable ways; one of which is 
through micro-dots and varia- 
tionsof vibration frequencies, as 
well as through viruses. (This is 
exactly what happened to 
Dhaxma, in her own dwelling- 
causing cardiac arrest. We just 
happen to’ have her under con- 
stant monitoring for she is a re- 
ceiver of severaI of us in this 
higher frequency dimension; 
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A&ust23, 1982 

(Editor’s note: Here’s a Pat Oliphant cartoonfiom the early ’80s when the 
Ban&es were bringing Mexico under control.) 

. 

therefore, we can catch these at- 
tempts and can counter them, 
Doesn’t do much for the mental 
relaxation of the victim, however.) . 

SENATOR HANSEN AND 
&AN HOSTAGE’S 

Youcangetverificationofthese 
little stories from Senator John 
Hansen ofyour own government. 
1 am going to speak of Iran and 
your people who were taken hos- 
tage. 1 doubt many of you have 
heard the truth of the matter. 

Senator Hansen was in the 
House of Representatives in 
Washington, D.C. He knew what 
was happening in Iran and re- 
quested permission to go to Iran 
and investigate. Congress re- 
fused. -Mr. HeEn .then pur 
clji+d @3’ OV+I ‘pr+te airline 
ticket and proceeded $0 Iran my- 
way. 

When Senator Hansen arrived, 
the one Khomeini proffered an 
audience. Guess what the 
Khomeini said? He said, ‘We 
don’t want these hostages, cer- 
tainly not any more than you 
want xs to have them. As a 
matter of fact,” Khomeini con- 
tinued, “I’d like to give you these 
hostages, at least half of them 
anyway, and you can take them 
. It~IC11.*rll.‘L4 L”.!tl>l:elill k:.~&l<~Tl:, 

._ 

I 

home withyoti tom&row mom- 
ing. That is, Mr. Hansen, if you 
will protise to begin an investi- 
gation into the relationship be- 
tween the Shah of Iran, Cha@ 
Mw@tt+n Bmk, Mr. .Hqpry 
Kissinger &d ‘$&ii Pre’sident 
Carter.” 

At this point, Senator Hansen 
was most delighted. He rushed to 
call back to the U.S. to someone 
who could give authorization and 
said, “Hey, 1 can bring half of the 
hostages home tomorrow. How 
shall 1 arrange it?” The person on 
the other end of the line said, 
@Well, 1 will call you back tomor- 
row and let you know.” Now 
please guess what happened on 
the following morning? When the 
call was placed back to Mr. 
Hansen, he was told the follow- 
ing, ,“Get ‘y+rself on the next 
airpiatie coming ‘to America. 
Come home immedi&ely. Do not 
bring hostages. Do not do any 
negotiating. You have no right to 
speak on the part of the Congress 
of the United States of America 
even if you are a congressman. 
Get home immediately with no 
further discourse.” 

Here is what he found upon 
his return to Washington-that 
the incident was entered into the 
Congressional Record. Further, 
rrb\ .Ib~iL~t)t. I. sbjCI*#l I .Sl,~I*:l*.9 *:z# 

he found that President Carter 
knew the hostages were going to 
be taken and further-knew that 
they were? there for a reason and 
he was not to interfere. Now, you 
onesgctyourselfreadyforabobb 
if you- have not already’ had ac- 
cess to this expose’. The release of 
the hostages in Iran was negoti- 
ated by a negotiator of Chase 
Manhattan Bank in New York, 
U.S.A. All outside overt and co- 
vert attempts to gain release was 
a facade. Ask any Marine who 
was involved in the military ef- 
forts thereof. 

GRAB IRAN’S MONEY 

Is it really any wonder to you 
ones that Iran is all ticked off at 
you today? Those hostages, and 
America, were held in terror while 
bankers got the Shah’s money 
safely into their banks before the 
Shahwas killed and then, in turn, 
got much of the money belonging 
to Iran. A pretty wicked way to 
get Iran’s money into the Chase 
Manhattan Bank so it could 
remain solvent and be one of 
the wealthiest institutions ix 
the entire world. 

Congress, that grarld old benevo- 
lent aylum for the helpless. 

- Mark Twain 
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ENTER THE “HOLDING - 
COMPANIES” 

The international banks 
formed bank “holding compa- 
nies” so that they could not be 
held responsible. The Chase 
Manhattan, Chemical Bank and 
J . P. Morgan’s bank were the pre- 
dominant banks for money de- 
posited by the Arabs. The hold- 
ing companies were fqed in 
ordert01oauoutm0neytotbe 

Third World countries while 
knowingfclllwelltlu&theThtid 
Woald -tries were going to 
go broke. 

Afteithe Shah had been de- 
stroyed and the money was safi$y 
in the banks, there were massive 
amounts of money loaned to third 
worldcountries. Thesenoteswere 
shifted~ from the banks to the 
bank holding companies in an- 
ticipation of the eventual bank- 
ruptcy of the borrowing coun- 
tries. 

One holding company was for * 
the purpose of loaning money to- 
the third world countries. me 
purpose of the second holding 
company was to borrow money 
from’ the ihtehational bank in 
order to purchase agricultural ._ 
lands. That means your farms 
and also certain coi-porations in 
the United States. The farms and 
businesseswillprobablycontinue 
to make some money, but the 
third world countries are desig- 
nated to go down. This is ongo- 
ing, dearones, not a passing fancy. 
[Editor’s note: This was outlayed 
several years ago; since then even 
the farms and industties are col- 
bP~ng~l 

SLEIGHT OF HAND 

Here things began to happen 
rapidly and with sleight of hand. 
There have followed myriads of 
liquidations, foreclosures and 
bankruptcieswhich were effected 
by the FDIC and FSLIC, which are 
under the total control of the Fed- 
eral Reserve Board. Literally doz- 
ens of banks all over America 
quickly were, and are, being 
bought up. But the big question 
is by whom? Who has the money 
in sufficient amounts to make 



~~~hp~~&ases? &rther,where 
could such sums of,.money origi- 
nate? The great sums come from 
the higher oil price money that 
goes to the Arabs, then deposited 
into the international bankers’ 
banks. The banks being pur- 
chased are then intentionally 
closed. Some of those banks are 
still solvent. Theyarealso buying 
upfarmlandthroughoutAmerica 
through the farmers who are now 
being put into bankruptcy be- 
cause of the high American dollar 
(in relationship to foreign cur- 
rency). At least this is the way it 
was up to a year or so ago-it is 
fluctuating somewhat at the 
present time for other heinous 
things are under way which are 
the next step in the plan. I shall 
not go into those things in this 
document for I intend to do a 
document relative to your econo- 
mies. First, let us consider what 
is happening now and has been, 
for your past few years-a lot of 
things are beingdone now through 
the Oriental communities. Ah 
SO? 

We are going to now consider 
currency on a world basis. We 
willalsopointoutwhysomeofthe 
monetary plans and money mak- 
ing formats are valid and viable. 

MR. MARCOS AND THE 
PHILIPPINES 

Let us speak a bit about Mr. 
Marcos, who was (in 19891 IX- 
cently deposed from the Philip- 
pines. This is most typical, friends, 
so watch the hands closely: A 
representativeoftheintemational 
bankers’bankwent to those ones 
and said, “Mr. Marcos, we will 
note all your loans and offer you 
alternatives. We will forgive all of 
your loans. You cannot pay them 
back; you cannot pay back the 
interest, you can’t pay back the 
principle, but, we would like to 
make you a bargain. We will just 
forgive the loans.” 

Digress time: remember, who 
did that money belong to that 
they loaned out to these third 
world places? It was not the 
bankers’. Well, of course, it was 
that Arab money, because of the 
hiaher m-ices that the neonle all 

over the world had paid. So, back excamte the minetrals &tbors 
to what the bankers say, ‘We’ll saidcountrieswhohadjnstp~t 
just forgive your loans, the princi- those same mineral retsources 
pal and the interest and you never up as collateral. This would all, 
have to pay it back-IF (ALWAYS thereby, supposedlybringpros- 
THE IF!). The “if’ goes about as peuitytothosestrivingnations. 
follows: You have to do awaywith Mr.Marcoswasabitsharper 
your nationalcurrency, whatever up Front, however, and he pin- 
it is. The dollar will be your pointed on the word PER- 
currency basis of value. You will PETUAJ, in the contract. He 
be set up with a type of debit card rU that quite obviously 
system instead of the usual cur- he would be signing away the 
rency system. Then, too, you sovereignty of his nation. 
must give us perpetual rights to I make no comment or judg- 
all of the natural resources in ment regarding Mr. Marcos as a 
your country. person, nor do I make comment 

Interestingly enough, it was about any individual-those ones 
right after that little gift gesture, are of human format, not mine. I 
that friendly little suggestion, that am just telling you the way it is 
Mr. Marcoswasdeposed. Why do and how some things happened. 
you suppose that happened? In the case of the Marcoses, it 
Well, Mr. Marcos was pretty fiesty was only a matter ofweeks before 
and he told the international the bankers brought down the 
bankerswheretheycouldgoright guillotine blade. Riots were Ii- 
after they got immediately out of nanced by, and originated 
his country. He had no intention through, onesoftheintemational 
of giving them sovereignty over bankers’ groups. It is never hu- 
his country, and look what hap- manly wise to cross these ones; 
pened. you see, Mr. and Mrs. Marcos 

Everyone in that country found were exploiting the people well 
that suddenly their social secu- enough on their own and did not 
rity number was synonymous wish to share. 
with their credit number; further, 
their central bank was to act as a BACK TO THE HOLDING 
wholesaler for credit, which in COMPANIES 
turn, was extended to it by the 
new super bank which was an- Ah, let us not forget those 
nounced by your Mr. PaulVolcker holding companies of which I 
in the fall of 1985. That was spoke. Remember holding com- 
ratified immediately by President panics one and holding compa- 
Reagan. Just a fun aside for you nies two? The second group was 
who love to play with numbers receivingcreditfromthefirstgroup 
and speculate about coinci- ofholding companies to purchase 
dence+thenamesandnumbers, assets and liabilities from the 
the digits, added up to six. Lots of “prime” banks. The only liabili- 
things around Mr. Reagan add ties they would purchase were 
up to sixes--even his retirement liabilities represented by Certifi- 
home address. I take very little cates of Deposits of the Arab na- 
stock in these things, but many of tions. The assets they were buy- 
you seem to like the game. Also, ingwere loans made to the debtor 
because a President is not re- nations. Remember, it was de- 
elected does not mean he is van- signed that third world countries 
quishecl from the fray. would default on the loans which 

A further contingent condi- would bankrupt the holdingcom- 
tion of the benevolent gift, if panies which had purchased the 
you will, of the International Arab’s CDs from the banks. 
Monetary Fund, was that in At such a point, the intema- 
ordm to help the economy of tional bankers say to the Arabs, 
thti countriti the ‘IMF was “OK fellows, sorry, but all those 
going to nominate external, billions of dollars in 30 year term 
nondomerrtic corporations to deposits that you have been de- 
D~OW& tmzineer. er~~loit and nosilina all these vears are gone. 
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They were sold to a holding com- 
pany, unattached to us, which 
loaned the money to third world 
countries which are bankrupt- 
broke-gone kaput. Sorry Mr. 
Arab, but as of today you are 
bankrupt. Just like that-all 
gone!” 

You mighe ask, “Is it possible 
for the Arab world to go bank- 
rupt? Really now, the richest 
people in the world with all that 
oil?” It is alittle bit shocking isn’t 
it? Poor souls, they didn’t even 
know those CDs had been “sold” 
to those holdingcompanies. They 
had deposited the money right 
into the New York bank as ,re- 
quired. How could they possibly 
know they were transferred out 
and. into bankruptcy-destined 
companies? How could they un- 
derstand the inner manipulations 
of international financiers? They 
were nomads, they didn’t know 
anything about business. One 
cannot even consider them fool- 
ish. How much of this intrigue do 
you know, much less understand? 

DOOMSDAY PANIC 

The Arabs could not know 
what they were up against. But 
now let us look at what has hap- 
pened. Before the end of 1986 the 
Arab world became a bit aware of 
what was happening to them. 
The word went out that before 
May lst, 1987, millions and mil- 
lions had to be transferred out of 
the Arab world into America, to 
start preparing for doomsday. 
Money was to be shifted into 
anykindofsecuritiesthatwere 
even halfway decent. Why do 
youthinkthiswasso? 1twasso 
thatwhentheArabsheikscame 
tothepointofbankruptcythey 
could be sure the people under 
them, those millions of pemple 
of the Arab countries who have 
literally been “kept” by give- 
away progfams, could not get 
at them. They would have a 
place to run to and, hopefully, 
Me. Well, when this all comes 
down that these Arab countries 
have literally been sold out, inno- 
cently or knowingly, there will be 
uprisings, turmoil and literally, 
massacresabounding. It isgoing 
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to happen, friends, right in the and efficiency without being course, equate to hunger and yourbenevolentbankersandthey 
Arab nations. accountable? SCSUC~ SUP& sad, b&&m, are going to say to you, “You have 

This is why they have pur- I fear, Mends, it knot very but it is a well laid out plan got to have a new currency and 
chased, and set in place, silk- different f?onh what is being working to perfection. then the next thing we will do is 
worm-type missiles from China. done unto you dear ones, but It all boils down to CONTROL use that new currency to stop this 
Long range, nuclearcapable, and that is another story. and how do you ever recover. dope trafficking. You know, that 
they have the nuclear devices to Further, let us look at your stock which is coming in from Centi 
armthem. Coulditbetheywillbe ARAB BANKRUPTCY situation. What is going to hap- America and those other coun- 
needed against their own peoples? pen when these multitudes of tries. Then, of course, we arealso 
Thepeoplearegoingtobequite What happens next after this stocks are dumped on the stock going to have to have a debit card 
irritated when they are no point in insolvency and negotia- market? Chaos. What will be the to stop people from tax cheating 
longerreceivingan~~m tions, is that the assets would result of catastrophic chaos? IT because, after all, Mr. Public, if 
theoilreventaes,thattheirawn have to be liquidated, The Arabs HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO we don’t do this we will never get 
country & bankrupt and that now have to liquidate. They THROW THE AMERICAN STOCK ourselves back on our feet. So, 
fruther, they were sold out by bought farm land, for instance, EXCHANGES, PRIVATE CORPO- brothers, ifyou?l just turn every- 
their-leaders. Atthat point all over America. Likewise, they RATIONS, PRIVATE BUSINESS, thing over to us benevolent bank- 
there will be mass migration of bought stocks in a lot of corpora- AMERICAN REAL ESTATE AND ers we will take care of everything 
she&s, headed for America, tionsaswell asalot of bonds and QUITE FRANKLY, THE PEOPLE and straighten out the whole 
where they have already trans- some other kindsofrealestate. In IN GENERAL, INTO A STATE OF mess.” You know what, breth- 
fmed the most of thek assets. fact, they have controlled a large TOTAL CONFUSION. ren? You will hop on that bahd- 

The Arabsweretryingtomake portion of the New York Stock wagon and agree to your impris- 
the bigpurchasesby May of 1988; Exchange. Keep in mind the BANKSTERS TO THE onment like babes to candy. YOU 
it is now a year and a half later. Japanese control a large portion, “RESCUE” wiIl not only agree to it, you will 
Do you not think things might be also. demand it. For you will forget to 
starting to come down pretty Let us look at the morning kt me finish the plan for you. hear the big IF. “YOU WILL GET 
soon? Could it be relatively corm- followingthenotice ofbankruptcy. At the time of total confusion and ALL THIS DONE FOR YOU IF 
lated in timing to Savings and The Arabs will dump their stocks inability to function, those be- YOU WILL JUST TAKE A DEBIT 
Loan problems and private pen- onto the New York Stock Ex- nevolent bankers are going to CARD FOR YOU INDIVIDUALLY 
sion plan troubles and failing change and what isgoing to hap- come through with a “save the WITH OUR LITTLE OLD NUM- 
economy and-and -3 pen when billions ofdollars worth world proposal”. They are going BER ON IT!” YOU WILL HAVE 

I continue to see problems as of their stock comes on the mar- to be prepared to eliminate cash JUST FALLEN FOR THE OLD 
I look upon my scanners. The ket? I am talking billions and because of its collapse. Second- IDENTIFICATION CARD 
probability of you makingit very billions of dollars and, suddenly, arily, they must then stop drug SCHEME. 
farintoyour 1990sbeforeamajor there it all is to be sold1 trafficking. Then, they must also HOW CAN THIS HAPPEN TO 
depression is not reflected there. What happens to farm land push to stop tax cheating. Now, YOU? BECAUSE YOU HAVE 

YOU only need a couple more that is already depressed? In what self respecting American NEVERBEENTOLDTHETRUTH, 
countries to default and your mon- 1987 prime farmland that had citizen can possibly be against FRIENDS, AND WILL YOU BE- 
etary systemwillcokpse. You sit been worth 83,000 an acre was such noble efforts? They (the LIEVE IT NOW AS I GIVE IT TO 
on the target for several methods less than $700 per acre be+ bankers) have set up and or- YOU? NO, MOST OFYOU WILL 
ofpulling you down into collapse. cause of deflation and the in- chestrated all of these programs DISCOUNT ME AS A FIGMENT 
Well, back to the original story. abilitytorepayfkmloans. Now andnowwillpretendtostopthem. OF SOME NUT’S WILD IMAGI- 

We are talking of holding corn- you have added drought and all What will the average Ameri- NATION. SO BE IT FOR I AM 
panies in trouble. The interna- sorts of other bad dreams. By can dowhenyourt&vision says, GREATLY SADDENED FORYOU 
tional bankers have removed re- the way, this de&&ion was “Look at what those dirty Arabs AS A SPECIES. 
sponsibility from themselves. brought about by your Federal have done to you? What would 
They pas=d the notes, etc., on to Reserve System. Well, the Ar- you do? YOU are going to believe DEBIT CARD SYSTEM 
the holding companies, who in abs don’t want that farmland, what they tell you, aren’t you? 
turn made the bad ~OZUIS. All tha: they have aJl the problems they You me going to be right up there Thishasbeenascenarioabout 
money belonging to the Arabs can handle. What happens to in front saying, “Sure they did it the Middle East. Where do you 
has been passed on into the hold- the price of the kmland? It is to us. Those Arabs want to con- think you are today and what do 
ing companies. All the intema- goingright tothefloor,isn’t it? trolthe world.” Pretty soon itwill you think you will be when you 
tional bankers have to do is say to Brothers, when that happens be, “Those Japanese want to con- have this new currency3 It will 
the Arabs, ‘YOU are broke. As of with the vahre, what does it trol the whole world,” and then, only devalue the old ‘dolla?’ to 
today-all gone!” When the Ar- mean? It means it has no “The Chinese want to control the zero. It is planned already and 
abs demand payment of the 30 collateraltieanylonger. With whole world.” You will join the named already: the Phoenix. A 
yearterm notes, theholdingcom- no collateral value, how can a chant that says, “Look, they little prior to this, there is a plan 
panies arc insolvent-simple as fatmerborrowmoneynextyear bought up all ofthismajor pa :of to bring forth an international 
that, no funds-broke. for hb crops? In turn, what America, Look at all the money credit card ID. Let us refer toit as 

Do YOU see now, that this happens to the crops? Who is wehavegiven them, and seewhat a government ID card with your 
group “mad& people some going to feed the people? What they have done. They have col- socialsecuritynumberonitwhich 
Years back and now they can is goiug to happen in the gro- lapsedourstockmarket,etcetera would be, and get this because 
“tie&” them with equal speed cery markets? The results, of and so on”. Ah ha, but here come the next is important, satellite 

. .‘I_ - .I. A. _ ~- __~.. , 
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linkcdthroughtheStarWarssys- justpaidyourhaxdearnedmoney 
tem. Does -any of this sound to finance thatpmgramtoinitiate 
familiar to you? This program of the bankers’ international credit 
Star Wars is at least 60% geared card system and number system 
towards this very purpose and thatwillbeimplementedwhether 
only40% for the claimed defense or not you choose of it. IT IS 
systems, etc. DONE, BROTHERS, IT IS IN 

This major space linkup will PLACE-DONE! DONTTELLME 
facilitate the transmission of YOU WILL NOT PAHTICIPATE- 
banking information throughout YOU ARE ALREADY A PARTICI- 
the world instantly. This would PANT, DEAR LITTLE ONES. 
be a debit card with a number Oh yes, what of your defense 
which would be required for you system? Doesn’t look too good, 
to do business, and friends, ifyou does it? Well, we are not going to 
know anything at all about your let those nuclear warheads out 
Biblical prophecies, Cod has al- here in our space past one hun- 
ready told you it willbe, itwill take dred fifty miles anyway. That is 
place. Further, it will be done in our prerogative and we stop them 
such acleverway that you ‘Chris- or dismantle them. 
tians” who say you will NEVER Do you not see, brothers, that 
sign up nor participate will never this is the way the prophecies are 
see it hit you and you will have coming into your focus? It is 
joined the program without even happening all about you but you 
realizing it. How else are you don’t seem to knowwhat it is you 
going to survive? Let us not be look for. 
foolish in our claims for you are Please, all I want you to do at 
dealingwith mostcleverplanners present is HEAR ME. There is 
who have out-thought you com- naught you can do about it to any 
pletely up to this date. great extent as it stands. 

Now,1 hopeyouwillbelieveme You who will hear me and 
when I tell you that the “Star mine own groups, hear me. You 
Wars” program of satellite sys- must utilize all of the remaining 
terns is in place. Satellites are up time to its maximum efficiency 
there, friends. We of other plan- for we will have to continue to 
ets are allowed to stop nuclear workunderthenewsystems. Our 
warhead-we are not permitted projects will never be less than 
to touch satellites which are not excellent investments and they 
geared to some type of nuclear must, and will, be funded. It 
detonation. needs to be done rapidly, how- 

Well, all those wonder-filled ever, before we are caught up in 
bits of technology called eyes in total collapseofthe monetaiysys- 
the sky and spy satellites “for tern. We can work through de- 

and welcome all who wish to verse leverage of the loans, only 
participate. We have no corn- 5% of the third world countries 
munes, all work for fair reward could basically declare the world 
We plan good business with total bankrupt and the ownership of 
integrity and latest technology. all falls to the international bank- 
We are here to help, not over- ers. 
throw. We am here only to walk When this program is ‘in&i- 
our brothers through, for it will all ated and in place, it will wind up 
come downjust as the prophecies with the inter national bankers 
are given. Therewillbe somevery owningallmortgagesandallprop- 
bad times ahead most surely if erties. What is that going to do to 
plansare not made for those days your country? What about the 
of tribulation. ,uorld? What control will they 

Let me speak a bit more re- have when they initiate the debit 
garding ?im.ing”. I know that card? It will be an automatic 
what i have said is truth. number which will be given and 

Itwasconfiied bytopsources would be required because the 
in Switzerland that by October of country is devastated. 
last year [ 19881 there were twelve IhWUIdth.t?n-It& 
debtor nations who had agreed to the eb who 
the proposal of debt forgiveness m &up ofallthese m 
in exchange for perpetual con- aftdconlplerrcomnritteeslhar# 
signment of natural resources. el& discussed, would 
There only need to be one or two now own the majoricy of the 
more that give enough leverage to UWted Sfx&zs and most other 
announce the Arabs bankrupt. cmunt&s (for all witl faU in 
As of now, all the top leaders in shotiom, u~nrzdcontrp2 the 
the Arab world know the story Amb wwZd and theqfm, by 
andtheyarescaredtodeathabout Q&Z& a thirty jlear p&zn of 
it. They don’t know what they are manipulation, wiL2 have 
going to do about it; there is actu- brvught the peqplt~ of the 
ally nothing they can do about it. world under ConbpZ. 
They certainly do not know how Two years ago, your Senator 
to announce it to their populace. George Hansen said you had only 
There doesn’t seem to be anyway about a year to get this under 
to get the information out to the control, to get the information out 
people. and do something about it. Well, 

Further, nooneknows how to your year has passed into two 
announce all this to the American and a half. How much have you 
people. It hasbeenattempted by heard about it? I doubt very 
some and fallen on deaf ears. I much. Brothers, this is how men 
hope that by the time many ofyou make slaves of their fellow men. 

your security” are largely for the pression if we have fundings have read this document, there It has, however, been pxoph- 
purpose of transfer of the very monetary collapse shuts usdown will be recognition of our pres- esied since the beginning of your 
banking and income information for all practical purposes, until ence in your space. What I tell world that these things would 
which I have just been describ- the system can be put on track you is truth. come to pass. This statement is 
ing. It can set up immediate and functioning, not to give you negative feelings. 
transfer of funds from all over the It can work and will work, for IN SUMMARY This is to tell you that you are IN 
entire world, from the debit card, in these confused, rushed and the time of the evolution of your 
that the internationalists will see h arasseddaysthereisgreatmad- I would like now, to sum up planet where these things are 
to it are established with every ness to shift money and make this scenario. now coming to be. 
living persoq. You will bc on the money on money and etc. Coun- Because the 20-to-1 debt-to- I go through all this that you 
system whether you know it or tries such as China, Japan-all asset banking ratio also operates might recognize the signs which 
not. In f&, you who are old non-hard currency countries are in reverse (that’s how it is with am all around you. The time, in 
enough to read these words- desperate to convert to dollars, leverage), it only takes about fwe your perception of time, is fleet- 
and every child-are already en- I will further tell you that your percent of the third world coun- ing. The “time” we call sequence 
tered therein. governments know we are here. tries to declam bankruptcy and of event-is fleeting. We have 

All informationwill be entered They also knowwe are not here to when they do, and they accept much to do and we are here and 
into acentral computer and from iiitei=fer&~W& are hcti to’walk our theplanoftheinternationalbank- available to assist you ones of 
that place the world will come people through a transition and ers, then the bankerscandeclare God and the children of your 
under instant financial control. we plan nothing subversive. We the bank holding companies planet called Earth Terra YOU 
a, dear Americans, you have do plan good busme-= ventures _ bankrupt, Becau.se of the m- am a si$..r p&et to .usof .neia- 
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des. Manyofouroneswalkamong tance ifwe are so petitioned. And 
you. There are many duties and you might ask, Why would you 
jobs that must now be ftished. ones do that? Because Father 

The story, thework, willgo out God the Total&, the Light which 
for that is God’s promise to man. is your Source and My Source 
His promise is to allow man to loved you enough to send forth 
hear and to see, followed by proof. His Celestial Son, before us. We 
He will send these things through now serve that same ‘Son” who 
us of the space brotherhood. is our Commander and act in His 

These things shaII be docu- service. 
mented and sent forth to man so Further, for you who are our 
that man can see what he wishes brothers, we will not leave you 
to do-what choices he wishes to stranded on that place. Ye who 
make regarding his divinity. do not yet know me, will come to 

I am going to leave this portion understanding of our presence. I 
now, that you ones can ponder leave mine seal and my blessings 
these things. on this portion, which I fear is 

We come in love and we can quite lengthy. Please ponder it 
see farther than you. We have several times until you have un- 
access to all records, so we can derstanding for it is most impor- 
see and know. We can give a&s- tant. 

Mission Of The Hosts 
7/S/92 81 HATONN 

Hatonn present--again filled 
with both appreciation and re- 
quests. 

I now ask you readers to send 
a card of appreciation to Sam 
Russell at KTKK RADIO, 3595 
South 1300 West in Salt Lake 
City, Utah 84 119. He hosts a talk 
program called “Open Mind” on 
K-TALK and again, on very short 
notice, we conversed and had a 
most informative evening of shar- 
ing. Perhaps if we see to it that 
thesedaringspeakersandreceiv- 
ersare kept on theairwaves, there 
may yet be opportunity to share 
greatly. 

NO BUSINESS BUT THE 
WORD” 

I have no opportunity to speak 
in generalities to listeners and 
discuss purpose, mission and 
limitations of information, so I 
will present it again herein. 

I DO NOT come forth to pull 
you FROM anything other than 
misperception, lies and evil in- 
tent ta devour you as a species 
and civilization. I have no interest 
in running anything or political 
involvemer? of any kind. Mine is 
to tell you truth of circumstances 

so that YOU have options from 
which to work to change that 
which is WRONG. Obviously if 
things are “right? there is no 
need to change. 

I had only two angry callers 
last ever&q-both of whom I ap- 
preciate greatly for it gives op- 
portunity to share some points 
with you who might come into 
attention of our work and con- 
tact. I come as a ‘host” from 
God, the ONE LIGHT. A place has 
been prepared for all who would 
come within the intent of God and 
the Christed path. I use NO 
NAMES for these energy forms for 
that would limit God and Cm- 
ation in perception of receivers 
and BOTH ARE WITHOUT LIM- 
ITS. 

Icomenottoindividually’tear 
down” any religion for religion is 
a thing of MAN-not GOD. It is 
fine IF THE TEACHINGS ARE 
TRUE AND WITHOUT LIMITA- 
TION OUTSIDE THE LAWS AS 
GIVEN FORTH FOR MAN UPON 
PLANETEARTHANDWITHINTHE 
LAWS OF NATURAL UNCHANG- 
ING (FOREVER) UNIVERSAL 
LAW. WE HAVE FOUND NO 
SUCH “RELIGION” ON YOUR 
GLOBE! 

The point is NOT the Mormons 
against the Catholics of Rome, 

the Baptists against the Method- 
ists of the Satanist8 against the 
Rapturists. Each =sect? will bear 
its doctrine according to the rules 
as perceived for each group and 
those who follow or ‘behave” 
accoxdingtothoseindividual~~les 
are acceptable into the “club”. 
GOD HAS NO CLUBS, RITUALS 
OR TEMPmther than that 
within each being expressing in 
experience acco&ing to hi8 in- 
diddualchoices. 

Thelawsarre-and 
weul4w&bnand-con- 
tradiction nor ability to 
A5wERSTAND. Angmdsun- 
&mbndhgisashamfott)ae 
-andagoa 

--d=Yqtcrrottiwy 
inElmeYcohllCEPT. 

WE UI’ILIZE MATERIAL 
FROM ALL RESOURCES 

Please note that in SATAN’S 
DRUMMER’S for instance, I gave 
you rituals utilized by the Satanic 
groups-THATDOES-EAN 
THAT I OFFER YOU SANCTION 
TO USE THEM FOR SELF-H IS 
TO INFORM YOU SO THAT YOU 
ARE IN KNOWLEDGE AND NOT 
IGNORANCE. 

I research material which has 
been GIVEN BOTH DMNELY 
AND WITHIN THE MINDS OF 
THOSE RECEMNG TRUTH- 
tzndbringit/orthtudxDEpu. I 
amn&hera~hPnora 
YWune-telld’. Ora tusk is 

r#ry*wm~-~ 
getjuntu3pl(:cancom8into 
tn4thof-~fs 
no~thatyoucan~Of 
usfwthebmidddngof~ 
Eiite?hasbmn~ -mfo 
D-ME THE K&RY TRUTH 
YOU @T%ulwP mvsEEJL 

We KNOW the speakers of the 
ages-for they are WITH US, 
whether you believe same or do 
not. I need prove nothing-you 
need believe nothing. My mission 
is to bring the Truth as presented 
and it is for you to do that which 
you will with it. I know who and 
whatwillcomeaboardmycraftas 
does each commander involved 
and who will not-at the moment 
of need. I am not an astronomer 
nor a linguist. I utilize whatever 
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vocabulary is utilized by which- 
ever speaker or writer is translat- 
ing. When you attack me as to 
such “earth-bound” bombard- 
mentastoacertainwordutilized 
you am only offending my scribe 
who has had quite enoughal- 
ready- 

We are only now beginning 
“again” to contact the public 
through the airwaves and 
lightwaves of your recognized 
means of transmission-BE- 
CAUSE of the incredible attitudes 
of some callers and *smar? be- 
yond learning individuals-who 
ruin the contact by total igno- 
ranceandr&saltolearn.~NEVER 
do we object to honest inqu+ 
but toreducetbis%ighestcau& 
to arguments over bulges in plan- 
ets and suns and or a ter% used 
to present an idea-is quite un- 
thinkable and an insult unto the 
brother who listens in desire of 
gaininginsightandenlightenment 
as to what is going on that he 
might find his path unto God. I 
HAVE NO OTHERPURPOSE, MY 
TRANSLATOR/WRITER m 
NOTi~INI16ATERhUR& 
Wm FROX THE SBR- 
SO WHY Ht.JST NRTE BE 
BROWHTA- HER AND 
IWULlW!BE7ZfRORMAtL2lMWT 

BfE? 
I ask no one to do more than 

‘hear” and #consider possibili- 
ties”andthen,flndyourcon.firma- 
tion. When I am asked about 
creation/formation of Earth and I 
tell you what I know to be fact- 
from an abiliiy to see the overall 
and ‘both ends of the road”, I am 
happytodiscusswhyyourplanet 
“bulges” at the equator and I will 
share that which is presented- 
BUT I come not as an astronomer 
and what I perceive from my vi- 
sual view is not that which you 
see or perceive. 

One caller highly objected to 
mydiscussionofEarth%ulg~- 
to denounce me for he said he is 
an astronomer-I can tell you 
that he is NOT. Why do I know as 
much? Because he said that my 
excuse for Earth’s bulge maybe 
could be due to %pinm or some- 
thinenbut, expIain the bulge 
on the sun? 



‘TRUTH SUPERSEDES 
“ASTRONOMY” 

Even Earth astronomers can 
onlyASSUMEthisorthatonyour 
sun and “bulge”???-1 think not. 
You cannot get close enough to 
your sun to see whether or not it 
bulges. Moreover, in the event 
you could do so-you would not 
be able to tell if there would be 
such a thing. Why? Because in 
the non-atmosphere of space and 
with that much gaseous mate- 
rial-it would be a perfect sphere 
in any event and only held in 
place at all-through compres- 
sion of something greater in den- 
sityandforcethanthegasesthem- 
selves. What you perceive is only 
flaring from the gases and you 
won’t like it but the sun is cold, 
not hot-and what you see is NOT 
what IS. I, Hatonn, however, 
have no interest in YOUR sun nor 
proving bulges on planets or 
whether or not YOU agree or dis- 
agree. I honor discourse and 
seeing and even “debate”-but 
what I am here for is DMNE 
PRESENCE-and therein had 
best be your “testing”-not my 
star-count abilities. I managed to 
get to your place, so I think I am 
not too bad a navigator, even if a 
lousy English major or astronomi- 
cal instructor. 

Now, the other objection is 
that we utilized the term, “no 
way, Jose” at some writing or 
tape or something. I have to 
remind you that I pulse a word/ 
thought expression and my scribe 
has to identify and repeat that 
which fits the need. This lady 
objected and denounced our 
credibility over THAT terminol- 
ogy-as being ‘Southern Califor- 
nia street talk”. Well, firstly, my 
scribe is from Texas and not Cali- 
fornia. Next, those ofyou in New 
York who use the term might well 
be discounted for existence ifyou 
utter such a term and lastly- 
HOW DOES THE CALLER BE- 
COME AUTHORITY? AND, WHY 
THE NEED AND URGENT 
REQUIREMENT OF SELF TO BE 
THINE -BROTHER’S CON- 
SCIENCE AND WARDEN? What 
are you planning to accomplish? 
Discredit Hatonn? If I be truth 

you cannot discredit me and if I 
be false-you surely would not be 
able to discredit me-for whom- 
ever I be-1 am well learned and 
am not apt to make foolish mis- 
takes in the middle of a radio 
interview talk show. Truth is that 
which STANDS ALONE INTO IN- 
FINITY AND CONCEPT OF CRE- 
ATION; GOD AND YOUR CON- 
NECTIONS IS THAT WHICH IS IN 
POINT-NOT MY SCRIBE’S VO- 
CABULARY. 

You ones who desire only to 
GIVE YOUR OWN EGO-NEEDS 
AIRING, please consider the ones 
who would call to hear the opin- 
ion of the guest to such a pro- 
gram. Or, is this the only place 
you can find “hearing” for your 
own opinions? Ones calling into 
a program structured for such 
purpose are to hear and share 
possibilities according to projec- 
tion of the guest invited. Gra- 
cious manners are the most obvi- 
ousthingmissingonyourglobe- 
gracious manners and yet, MOST 
people are most gracious, loving 
and well-mannered if they have 
not been lost to the lie. 

I can be gracious to Satan 
himself if he comes within my 
presence-for I have nought to 
lose to or from him/she/it. He 
will not remain in my presence if 
I contain the Light of God and 
Truth and I need not be rude nor 
abrasive. It is simply “do unto 
others as you would have them 
do unto you.” How be it if I 
become insulting and cut you 
down because you believe “no 
way, Jose”’ to be of limited “street 
talk” or belittle input by shred- 
ding all esteem of misperceptions 
of a “bulge on the sun”? 

RUDENESS IS TO SINCERE 
LISTENERS 

I come as a Host of God to 
bring the WORD as promised by 
that being and to “bring HIS 
people home and into safety and 
security”. You who are not of HIS 
group-please go your way for I 
shall not seek you out nor give 
you coercion. Ifyou am one of the 
flock, then you need instructions 
for passage and not language les- 
sons or cosmic argument. 

THE PHOENIX %fBERA K?R 

By the way, the rudeness is’ not? So, who do you den&mu+ 
NOT to one Hatonn nor his me or my speaker?? If it be my 
speaker. Itisagainstthelisten- speaker, dear ones-you are de- 
ers and presenters who are noun&g one of the more in- 
darting to understand, con- formedandbrilliantgeniusesever 
sider possibilittes and discem. to walk upon your place-so, it 
A comment of disagmement might behoove you to simply have 
canbevoicedinsucha manner respect for knowledge if I be not 
which is neither insulting nor real. If it be from her pen alone, 
abusive and willgathex conver- she has written on myriads of 
sationandtherefromcan come subjects without one iota of dis- 
greater insight and knowIedge. agreement as to validity of sub- 
Why is it I must always be willing ject nor outlay of information 
and receptive of abuse and in- when each is RESEARCHED and 
suited am not allowed to xx- “experts” give truth in opinion. 
butinkind“becauseGod’spcople I would give you even more 
wouldn’t do that?!?! You had insight-my scribe seIves-she 
best all ponder thislittle input. It does NOT LIKE HER JOB FOR 
proves absolutely that you have SHE IS HUMAN AND PHYSICAL 
been fed abunch ofhog-swilland AND PAIN IS NO STRANGER. 
knownotHosts,GodorSELVES. WOULD YOU WHO CAST 
Ifyou project meanness--remem- STONESBEARTHEMASWELL?? 
ber-you are the temple of God DISCOUNTING THROUGH 
and if YOUR God retaliates and “OPINION” IS EASY-TRY 
insultswithmean behavior-and LEARNING THROUGH OPEN 
you are the reflection-WHO MINDS! THE JOURNEY IS SO 
MIGHT BEYOUR GOD? You are MUCH MORE THE INTEREST- 
most welcome to “your God” and ING FORTHE EFFORT. You who 
I will defend your right to express c&t stones, look at the date-lines 
and retain-why can you not be onwritingemy scribe has had a 
as likewise gracious unto the God session with me averaging once 
and Source of the Universe?? If daily and sometimes four to five 
you cannot be gracious to a host ’ times a day depending on infor- 
on a radio show and his guest- mation needed to be gotten to 
then why do you listen and annoy you, since September of 1987- 
5.&? the first two years in hard train- 

You can all go back to sleep ing-handwritten at all hoursday 
now, however,forIAMNOTCOME andnightandsometimesallnight. 
to give you lessons from Miss Have YOU had such self-disci- 
Manners. I understand intent pline about your job and/or les- 
and I object not-but I would sons? There have been no vaca- 
remind all ones to consider possi- tions, no holidays-not summer 
bilities and graciousness to all- nor Christmas nor family re- 
JUST IN CASE IT MIGHT BE IM- unions--EVERY DAY ITISWORK 
PORTANT! You must under- AND WORK AND MORE WORK 
stand-God keeps His eye on the FORTHE WRITING AND SPEAK- 
sparrow, you have heard-is it ING IS BUT A PORTION OF THE 
because the little feller is so feisty LOAD OF THESE ONES IN MY 
and self-contained as to be a haz- SERVICE CREW. If naught else, 
ard or because he is representa- can you not be gentle for dis- 
tive of the “smallest of these agreement allowance is ever up- 
(Mine)“? Ifyou disagree with me, permost in all communications. 
would it not be better to offer BUT, FRIENDSORENEMIES, WE 
insight and knowledge unto me ARE NOT HERETO PROVEANY- 
than to throw rocks at my igno- THING! Our people will know us 
rance? You depict space aliens as by our worksjust as we can know 
imbeciles and monsters and stu- YOU BY-YOURS. I believe you will 
pid fish-like character-is it not fmd ours quite worthy indeed, 
possible WE NEED HELP AND Controversy and debate is posi- 
EDUCATION-NOT BATTERING tive sharing+denouncing and 
AND DENOUNCEMENT? Oh, and arguing are but dead ends which 
just WHY are you so sure we do set errors into cement. 
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I would hope, ultima~ly, that TION dealswith the same subject words, one cannat begin rep% lUOSTDISASTROUSL~- YOUR8 
you wilI place the words in the matter as does the other docu- ing t&iq J@&dWW!-urd Irrso IS TO SK&I’VE AND M 
followingcontext: “Althoughpar- ment but we will have more con- found8tion oi information RECLAIM I10 FULL KIVOWL- 
ents and elders may lecture and tml over pricing, etc. Our intent enough to evhate them ALL. EDGE- WITHINCONSTTIW- 
discipline you, ym will law m is to make it available to you at the WE m 8-G W ANY TIONAL LAW. 
aHzethatitwasBECAUSETHEY samegenemlpricingastheJOUR- WAY POSSIBLE, TRASHIlVG, IF aSPACE-BfEN” COME 

LOVED AND CARED ENOUGH NALS to insure keeping costs SPINDLING,mmGAND/ PylRTH To “B&AST” AWAY 
To EFFORT.= down for you buyers. OR SIMPLY READII’IG AIUY- YOm SCPl’QSED EhaEIMEs- 

I DO recommend the ‘Unau- THIIUG WE PLACE BEFORE THEY ARB NOT OF SPACE- 
HUMOR thorized Biography”. It is, thus YOU. THE POINT IS TO GET THEY ARE SERVHN723 AAl0 

far, the best and most inclusive THE PEOPLE INFORMED ABD ccZL.EAGW OF THE EUl!E 

Why must I be discounted document on the subject, on the AWAKE AS QUICKLY AS POS- OPIMRT.. YOU MUST KNOW 
becauseIhaveasenseofhumor? market. It was pushed through SIBLE. WECOIUENOTTOPULL THEDIFFERENCEORYOUWILL 
From where do you think you publication in great haste also, DOWN ANYTHING OR ANY BESUCKEDINTOTHEVACWM 
come by ability of humor? If you that you might have the informa- uPOWER” BUT, WITH INFOR- OF DESTRUCTION. 
can reflect humor-then it MUST tion available forjudgement value MATION IN TRUTH, YOU WILL You further must understand 
be a gift in reflection from God! prior to elections in the fall. (Con- BE ARMED WITH NECESSARY that you will be allowed no ‘true 

IfIseemhard tocomprehend- tact America West Publishers, a AMMmITIONTOCHANGEAND healing and/or curative” treat- 
could it not be that I am efforting Nevada corporation, P.O. Box RECLAIM YOUR WORLD. BE- ments for the fatal diseases or 
togiveyouallthe secrets,myster- 2208, Carson City, NV 89702, IJEVE ME, CHELAS, Tm AD- construction of political upris- 
ies and workings of the Universe 702-885-0700 for orders.) VERSARY WZ,L EWWTVALCY ing-THEY ARE PLANNED, 
in the time you offer me to do so- For you who feel you can’t DESTROY SELVES AS THE ORCHESTRATED AND WORK- 
ABOUT FIFTEEN MINUTES! I afford either of the other docu- VERY FACTIONS tpu0 WOC&D ING PERFECTLY FORTHE AIMS 
suppose that ifyou read some- ments-keep reading ours for I DEVOUR AND ENS&lVE YOU- OF THE ELITE ONE WORLD 
thing that’s nniatelligible gib- will make sure you have enough DEVOUR AND DESTROY THEi!& GOVERNMENT POWER MAS- 
berish, ft was probably written information upon which to base SELVES. DO NOT GO FORTH TERS. THE POINT IS TO DE- 
by a space-cadet-OR A LAW- decisions. We will effort to get WITH SOME OOZIE MACHINE POPULATETHEGLOBESOYOU 
YER-whichewergottherefhst! another ‘segment” in this edi- GUN AND START A WAR-YOU MUST USE YOUR INTELLI- 
Usually it m have been the tion of the paper and into the WILL LOSE-INSTANTLY AND GENCE IN ALL WAYS IF YOU 
IAWYER! JOURNAL in preparation. Please 

In parting for this moment, notethatthe JOURNALSarewrit- 
please ponder this: if you dis- ten as are “news-magazines” so NEW RELEASE 

count because you feel “God that they will flow in dated series 
wouldn’t do or say THAT-who and one cannot get a full picture THROUGH DARKNESS 
do you respond to--God or self of anything if read in separation 
opinion of God? Think about it- from the ones which come “be- INTO LIGHT 
for wherein YOU ARE-BE IT fore” except for certain subjects 
GUTTER OR TEMPLE-SO dealt with as “features”. Our ENDLESS CYCLES OF 
SHALL BE GOD RIGHT THERE logs (journals) are ongoing, dated 
WlTH YOU! Make very sure that as received and written and each THE DIVINE PLAN 
whenyour”bootswalkallover”- volume will not carry background 
something or someone-it be not nor full reference to anything-it VOLUME I 
“God” for you have no way to is not intended as such. Some 
know! complain greatly about this point 

BY GYEORGOS CERES HATONN 

but I have to remind you: would 
Brave New Books you complain to Nezuwkor u 

Light is the shadow of God and the symbol of Truth. 

S News and World Repotir, 
The eye’s light is a noble gft of heaven. 

7/6/92 #l HATONN Motihly Review? As we pick up 
3iscoverfiom the higher realms the Truth concerning the current ending 

more and more readers I realize it 
cycle of the planet and rise of a new Earth civilization. 

America West Publishers is is difficult to immediately discern 
Discover theTruth from ancient Sumerian texts concerning the birth of the 

accepting orders for the book order of publication and the as- 
planets and solar system. 

GEORGE BUSH-, UNAUTHO- sumptionisthatwesimply%rite 
Find out about Earth’s upcoming passage into the Photon Belt, 

RIZED BIOGRAPHY, by Webster books”. No, we write TRUTH and 
plus time and energy shifts that are now taking place. 

Griffin Tarpley and Anton FACT in the form of ongoing 
Take a good look and compre past andpresent political happenings. 

Chaitldn. It has been published JOURNALS with each focusing 
The signs are all aroundfor those who will see. 

elsewhere and I have no input as on a major item in point but with 
Don’t miss your opportunity for soul growth in this time of passage. 

to resource. -We will also have continuing update as well, on a 
available the book through daily basis. If you misunder- 

The higher realms are here to help if you ask 
America-West’s publication, IM- stand intent and outlay of the 
MACULATE DECEPTION, within material then your perceptions 
about 3 to 4 weeks. I believe you will not be accurate in dealing 
will find IMMACULATE DECEP- with the information. In other 

..’ “. 

Contact America West Pub&hers, aNeva& co~rutjo~ 
1-??00-729-4131 : ‘. ,I 
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ARE TO -GET A REMNANT a fleet-1 do not play the role you ofearth have some “earthy+’ AND TECHNOLOGY FROM 
TI-!ROUGHA?IDINTOFREEDOM. herein of either “all-knowing” or expressions which I find one or RR3Xl’ OFF MS DRA- 
IT SIMPLY IS THE WAY IT Is. “God, the Light”--you will know two to be unsuitable for use BQARDSTO GAwwozzwno= 
WISHING IT TO BE DIFFERENT verywell indeed when I-place that herein, however, “fish or cut bait NATION AND AU PROPERTY 
WILL NOT CHANGE-IT AND OF-‘ hat upon my head! The real point time’ is one which expresses the THEREON. “Arguing” with me 
FERING MORE ANQ”MOR$ @O, is to protect my workers and my thought I believe. will not change ‘&n iota of the 
LUTIONS WILL ONLY GET THE scribe; I SHALL N(Tr BE BUR- THERE IS NOT EVEN ONE truth of it-so go research and 
“SOLUTIONS” TAKEN pR@vl ,_ DENED WITH INFORMATION ‘NATURAL PHENOMENON” OF find out foryourselvesifyou have 
YOU AND YOUR$@LF INCAR- FROM THE SECRET PLACES THEPASI’WEEKTOTEN DAYS- no wish to discern truth from our ,. 
CERATED-IT -IS A TIME OF FROM ALL OVER YOUR FROM EARTHQUAKES’IOTOR- documents. 
GREAT- HEROIC VALQR AND GLOBE-MitiE ISTO KEEP HER NADOSTOVOLCANOSTOTIDAL The controllers of your world 
INTELLIGENCE OF ACTION- 
NO’IWAP-ilAZARD 

SECUEIE;NOTGEYI’HERKILLED WAVES-WHICH WERE”NATU- are represented in the G-7(8) 
LA-IA-LAND TO SATISFY MAN’S CURIOSITY RAL”. 

ANTI’CS WHICH ‘ONLY POINT AS TO HIS OWN “SELF” PREF- 
THEY WERE AU PIN- meetings this day! They are only 

POINT ACCUUATE TARGETS a”too1” but close enough to give 
ATTENTION TO YOUR SERVICE ERENCES iND/OR DEMANDS. AND UTZUZED WZTH Mu- you shivers for they are sealing 
AND GEI’YOUJSHUT-DOWN AND I am not going toplay games with 
SLAIN OR, AT TfiE I$ASl’, -IN- -you-neither am I going to prove 

SPIRED POWER To w D1E your economic fate right now! 
STR~ZO~TZlERRA&THZM3 You think nothing happened 

CARCERATEQ. . ‘- - anything. You who have purpose Is nrrALDEW!!TATZON. THls over the Fourth of July-as “pre- ._ 

REOUES6D LIGHT 
with me fl not have to “Prove” Is NOT OF SPACE BmGH dieted”?? Oh, dear ones, you 

SHIELD - mvou will KNOW. I will not OR B UVGS-THE5 Is POWER have no idea--NO IDEA! 
ASSUriEs GOD’S -I give you aunt Millie’s mother’s 

I’l%TECTION; *.. . . -mai,den name to prove my 
- --e “magic”. I have a massive pur- .sa .’ 

Z&TfJt&g~ arewdl pose -ind ,mission as do ,yOU. I 
- -. 

-.4@ 8marad z&-win do all I possibly can to give A CALL TO” SERVE FOR ALL 
huue a -w @xzZ w you cotiortand understanding- 
~~ud?h@ku#e thrhgh information and reveal- 

.1 
8oz&u$#q@j&and_lulff* ingthatwhichISfromthatwhich CAL&ED TO SERVE COL. JAMES “BO” GRIT2 

dotmour-andramrartt. I”s fa unto you--beyond that is By James “Bo” Gritz PALO ALTO, CA. 7191 

We WiIl bie+nd& ,Mui *--your owndiscernment as to path- $24.95...Book $20.00...2 Hour...Video Tape 

ttvldnot mv w~yandIshallnotta&ethatjoyof In his book, Gritz lifts the veil of Bo t+s t&e story. beliind the .co- 

the 2dmtts.p Z&fA~coe- expetjk~ck in manife%tation from National Securiti;tii r&veal how 
U. S. Forces have been used as tools 

iert’CIAop&tiorii ;df Viet Nam.’ 

-se* you. Godisapersonalexpezience He names thdse key individuals 

to?. TheyafwaZ&wed~~ and’reJationship within EACH- by international elitists wh0 are involved in the Golden Triangle 

tostopdM+utio n &J the and-no one c& do-it FORYOU. I guilty of drug tracking, prevent- heroin trade. His is a message of 

WaRLqfthey~do~ &me.as Captain of theHosts- ing American P.OWs from coming courage and he delivers a “final 

thq mug ~3y)tEHAih~ not B stage magician for yqur home, and more. call to serve” to all who will 

FIIIK) a Om mEJ# entertainmen or imaginative awaken to the evil behind the 

SHIELDS FOR~~ROTECTZO~- fi- method5 ofpersona.lJ‘ascension” 
To Order Calls America West “New World Order”. 

l#ldmo&ao~3putD_~ or @her nonsense. 
a Nevada corporation 

l-800-7294131 
thismo&&aq@Z@. M, ?0Q 

If you cling to 
the facade--expect the body to be 

m GIp3EN -TQ m -0 Is. forfeit?%-nb more and no les& 
‘WZWERE”AND WHOZSPLA~ so- make up your own minds-1 
ZMST~SZUY~ ZLLY 
GAMET~ZhVM. - 

.have no&xi& to pmve and have 

By the way, yes there arspic- 
no further intention of efforting to 

tures of our people with Bushy 
do so. If I need @ “prove” to an 
individual, i.&all do so for THAT 

but, not the picturqs s&%vn in iiidividual so there is no mistak- 
your tabloids. Moreovep, tplere ing’&yme&ge-%ut further than 
are other natipns ?vhtreb @e are that-even Dharma will NOT 
& regularly. HOWEVE$tis . KNOW! 

- is our focus and hence it @l-be 
7 

v . - - 
from here thtit we will work a$ to- . -. BEWARE MAN’S 
this WORD and information rela- ,. 
tive to here. If I seem disinter- 

TECHNOLOGY _ 
-. _I 

ested regarding northern - Yotl ones are moving- into a 
Mongolia, know that I am not new phaseofoperations wherein 
focused on that particular area the technology of MAN is being 
geographicalliforthefirstinroads set upbn you. You need ti differ- 
must be made in other locations. ent kind of help now and informa- 
I am acting in the capacity of a tion of confirmation must be al- 
Commander of agroup (Hosts) in lowed to be shared. I know .that 

To dawnload the PHOENIX LIBERATOR from your computer or to le&e a 
public message, simply dial (by modem): 

(805) 822-1309 for the free Patriot bformation/- 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR Bulletin Board. 

Set your computer for 2400 or 9600 baud N-8-l. A 
The board uses Procom+ and most of the files are in zipped (or compress!!) 

format using the program PKZIP. 
Information contained on this BBS concerns individual rights,-legal briefs of 

all kinds, constitutional and related matters, rare treatises on freedom, some of 
Hatonn’s daily writings,PHOENIX LIBERATORS and much more. 

THE LIBl%ATOR and Hatonn’s writings are in MS Word 5.0 
If you try to enter the BBS through Windows, it won’t work 

If you have any questions or problems, call 
The System Operator, Rick Martin, at (805) 822-9545. 

Sprea#hq WQRD - 1 1 . , ,. f . ‘. 1 .j .,, I . . . . . . . . I. . 1 
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San 
To 

Luis Obispo Connection 
The Global Conspiracy 

(Editor’s note: This is the third 
andfinalinstallment in a cmtinu- 
ing se&s linking Bush, Reagan, 
theNazisandoth.erassortedlllho 
Weld orderpupp&s thmugh a 
ammon activity base in the small, 
sozdh centml calfomia ax&al 
town of San Luis Obispo. Tlhe 
seriesbeganonpage 7oftheJbne 
30th LIBERATOR cuzd cmtinued 
onpage 17last week We are him 
including Co mmandet Hatonn’s 
iMnkforecoMwith 
the St0 y.) 

61 iSl92 W 1 KATONN 

Thef~sqiesofinforma- 
the reprints are hm a well- 

k--penwwrr$eramomg~F 
who have igmstQ#ed and re- 
seamhedfoz tiuth indikti h&s 
publhhed much infbrmaiion. 
EIdnmpulRlhhed Mwtion 
whichhasjeopardizedhislife 
onmanyoccasionswhichindi~ 
cates that ALL OF YOU NEED 
THE INFORMATION. He has 
8entapacketofinformation 
which needs to be brought to 
your attention4GAIN. Hi8 
outlay is a bit diffemnt in both 
prewntation and in some de- 
tails. Ihonorthispersonand 
respect hisresearch. 
Hehasghren parmi#ianht 
wemayutilizeanyandallofthe 
documents in any way we find 
fltandsuitable. Ithankhimfw 
his graciou8 willingnes8 to 
share. I do not ye&;-however, 
have permis&n to call atten- 
tiontothis~bynameso 
WiIl only refer to him at this 
time as R.R. I, further, use the 
term “hilIP as generic refer- 
ence. 
I offer the reprinted informa- 
tion es given-without more 
than cursory input. I have no 
wish nor intent to slash and cut 
another’s work -sisour 
.practice-infarmation is given . ..lrl.,.,.I,.‘,,,._i...... 

unaarlyinfullaspossibleand toreco@zetheterriblecovez- 
with NO CHANGES IN CON- upoparpstratsda@nstyouto 
TENT. lF1COlUMENTASWE thepointthatyou,asthemass 
MOVE ALONG THEN I INDI- populace, are totally helpless 
CATE AS MUCH. Therefare, I within the snare. For decades 
require that YOU be in the bal- ones such as Dr. Peter Bet-, 
andagoftheM~tit.ionwith EllstaceMuIBnsandcountIe88 
that which you already have writershavegivenyoublowby 
andthenIsuggestyougetyoru blowdescriptionsandyouslept 
hands on %acv JOURNALS on-youmustnowawakenorit 
such as SPACEGATE, SKEL will, indeed,be too late. I have 
ETONSINTIIECLOSET,BLOOD covered EVERY subject R.R. 
AND ASHES, END OF THE presentstoyou-indeta&and 
MASQUERADE, THE DARK we, too, took the total denial 
CHARADE andJn addition, all (even~omoneswhoalsowrote 
oftheT~LEDWEBSERXES. thesamething)fottheysaidit 
If you don’t have the informa- could not be from a space Com- 
tion, backup and confirma- mander. Oh, iudeed, a space 
tion-you aren’t going to know Commander! Never underesti- 
what hit you, beloved finds. mate the POWER AND UNLIM- 

ITEDPRESENCEOFGODlf May 
Y& muat’understand,‘further younotBngerlongeringetting 
that there is massive codron- your reassurauces. 
ta~nar+ongandbetweenfac- QUOTE: 
thm of t& “N&+ C&b&j cofl;~- - ---- -A~... _ 
8piracg”whichonlyv5a?Jsfm SUMMARY FACT SHEET 
top position-the GOALS are 
thesame. From private ffies. Statements 

s followed by references in paren- 
SAN LUIS -0BISF’C theses. Most references included 

CONNECTION in files. Some are in the process 
(CONTINUED) of being integrated with the com- 

puter network of the “CENTER 
716192 Wl IiATONN FOR ACTION”, [H: Commander 

James “Bo” Gritz.], Box 472, 
We will utilize, again, R.R.‘s HCR31,SandyValley,NV89019, 

sharing in the first portion herein. 702-723-5266 (Not a complete 
which he has labeled No. 8 for my list.) 
reference. I hereinwillsay, huw- 1. George ,Bush, President. 
ever,thatasheIistsreferences History of drug trafficking, 
he only names a few who have assassination, election fraud 
written most intell&ibly and from A to 2. Zapata Offshore 
has come into his attention Oil!-Oil drilling platforms in 
wherein YOU can get the Gulf of Mexico were used 
con&matio. Hegivesyoutheae to unload heroin from fishing 
references [contact THE LIB- boats in the 1950’s. Fmm 
EBATOR for reference list] be- drilling platforms drugs were 
cause, as with me, you ones fail taken ashore via normal crew 
to accept the word of knowing and equipment boats, thereby 
and own research+waiting avoiding inspections. Bush 
confirxuation~om,actually,the was president and CEO of 
Elite themselves. I realize it is Zapata Offshore Oil. (Refer- 
hard to accept-but it is t&e ences: John Judge, Mae . . . . . , . 1 L.... -.Ir”. 
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Brussel Research Center, 
Christic Institute, William 
Cooper, etc., etc.) w: NO&I 
&atthisisstandard“~l- 
edgewamongALLofthese 
called UFO community 
“yited and Intelligence 
organ&tionssothereisno 
waytoB8tallipfarmrttan 
resoumea IwilWmplyli8t 
one81ucopbd&omthis 
PartimWdocumntoffered 

f= rharkrq.1 
Southeast Asia: Con- 

nectionswithdrugtrafhck- 
ing through General Khun 
Sa, Richard Arm&age, Ted 
Shack@, Donald Gregg, - 
Air America. (References: 1 
Col. Bo Gritz, Christic In- 
stitute, Prof. Alfred McCoy, 
H. Ross Perot, Mae Brussel 
Research Center, Dave 
Emory-Radio Free 
America.) pI: Ifyoll have 
3mthadaccesstoCoL 
Gritz’w~ks,CALLEDTO 
SERVE and the video 
tapesonthesul+ctthey 
are available from 
America West, a Nevada 
axwporation~direct. A 
NATION BETRAYED is 
onlyava&bledkect:at 
-addre8s above.] 

Assassination: Bush .-.- 
was a CIA asset in 1%3 at 
the time of the Kennedy 
assassination. TheCIAwas 
deeply involved in the as- 
sassination. (Ref: Los An- 
geles Herald Examiner.) 
Bush has a long personal 
and business relationship 
with the Hinckley Family. 
John Hinckleywasusedin 
the assassination attempt 
on Ronald Reagan in March 
198 1. None of Hinck- 
ley’r bullets struck 
Reagan. (II: Bush was a 
member in service of 
the CIA since at least 
early 1961 (regardless 
of claims) and one of 
the “Bush Boys” (son) 
had a dinner meeting 
with HinckIey on the 
date of the attempt!] 
(Refs: John Judge, Mae 
Bru ssel Research Cen- 
ter,) .>, , , -., , 
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Bush, William Casey, Terry Weir, etc.) 
and Donald Gregg Ilew to 3. Assassination plot to shoot 
Paris in October 1980 to down the president’s helicop- 
axrange for the DELAY of ter, “Marine One”, in Venice, 
the release of the Iranian Italy in June 1986. The plot 
Embassy Hostages until was to be executed by terror- 
AFTER the November elec- ists Abu Nidal and Monzer Al- 
tion and January inaugu- Kassar, who were partners 
ration thereby insuring a with Ollie North, Richard 
Reagan-Bush victory. Second and Albert Hakim, in 
(Refs: Richard Brenneke, providing the Polish AK-47’s 
OCTOBER SURPRISE by and Portuguese explosives for 
Barbara Honegger, Play- the Contras. These arms were 
boy article by Abbie exchanged for drugs. (Refs: 
Hoffman, Christopher Dave Emory-Radio Free 
Hitchins of THE NATION, America #32, Chtistic Insti- 
Jimmy Carter, WITNESS tute, John Judge, VinceBielski 
by Mansur Raficadeh. and Dennis Bernstein in THE 
[Gunter Russbacher COCAINE CONNECTION, 
-hoflewBushback Iran-Contra hearings, John 
fkom Paris.] Picton Toronto Star.) 

Noriega connection: As In May 1986 the 
Director of Central Intelli- Christic Institute ftied a 
gence, Bush hired Noriega lawsuit against the above 
in 1976. Noriega assassi- named persons. The plan 
natedTorrijos3 for the CIA. to assassinate Pres. Rea- 
In 198 1, as Vice President, gan was canceled. (Ref: 
Bush rehired Noriega to #52 “Senate Subcommit- 
continue the CIA’s control tee” page 163, COCAINE 
of Panama and drug traf- POLITICS: DRUGS, 
ficking interests. w: Is- ARMIES, AND THE CIA IN 
raeliMossadiuuverth& CENTRAL AMERICA, Pe- 
ears in this one!] (Refs: ter Dale Scott Chap. X.) 
Col. BQ Gritz [H: He was 4. The CIA is the drug whole- 
there!l, Christic Institute, saler to the world. Col. Bo 
John Judge, Mae Brussel, Gritz’s interview of General 
Dave Emory) Khun Sarevealed that the U.S. 

Communism: Bush’s Government is the biggest 
grandfather, George customer of heroin from the 
Herbert Walker, on the ‘Golden Triangle”. Khun Sa 
board of directors of the exported 3000 tons of opiates 
American International in 1989; Richard Armitage, 
Corporation, a satellite of Ted Shackley, and Santo 
the Federal Reserve, ti- Trafficante were agents and 
nanced Communism and middlemen for the govern- 
the Bolshevik Revolution. ment. The Christic Institute 
Number One, Red Square lawsuit indicts the U.S. Gov- 
in Moscow is the address ernment for @a&king and 
of the Chase Manhattan t.ra.nsp~ti~~q*e on the 
Bank. . (Refs: Eustace Contrasupplyplanesthrough 
Mullins, Brad Kletz, AirForcebasessuchasHome- 
Jonathan May,. Lindsey stead in Florida and 
Wirliams.) Vandenberg in California. 
2. Kennedy assassination: A (Refs: “A Nation Betrayed” by 
detailed, enhanced video tape Col. Bo Gritz, Christic Insti- 
of the Abraham Zapruder film tute, H. Ross Perot, Vince 
identifies William Greer as the Bielski and Dennis Bernstein, 
man who shot JFK. Many movie “Cover-up”, Alfred 
documents and video tapes ‘MCCoy’THE’ POLITICS OF 
provide supporting details. HEROIN, Mae Brussel Re- 
(Refs: William Torbitt, David search Center, John Judge.) 
Lifton, Dr. Robert McClellan, In the Bahamas, the efforts of 

U.S. Ambassadors have had 
little or no effect on the drug 
trafficking there. (U.S. senate 
subcommittee report on Ter- 
rmism and Narcotics, “The 
Cutolo Affidavit”.) 
5. AIDS was manufactured by 
the U.S. Army Germ Warfare 
Laboratory at Fort Detrick, 
Maryland. House of Repre- 
sentatives Appropriations 
Committee allocated 10 mil- 
lion dollars to the Army labs to 
“develop a virus capable of 
destroying the human im- 
mune system”.(Ref: U.S. Yen- 
ate Library-House Appro- 
priationCommitteeHB 15090, 
1970, Vol. VI, page 129.) 

The World Health Or- 
ganization contaminated 
the smallpox vaccine with 
AIDS virus (HIV) to pur- 
posely spread AIDS all 
through Africa. The New 
York blood bank put AIDS 
virus in the Hepatitis vac- 
cineandpurposelyinfected 
thousands of homosexu- 
als soon after the smallpox 
introduction. (Refs: Dr. 
Robert Strecker, Dr. Wil- 
liam Campbell Douglass, 
London rimes,, May 11, 
1987.) AU.S. Ambassador 
(Ted Maino), who lived for 
severalyearsinAfii~frica,ay 
have further information 
on this subject. 
6. For more than 40 years 
massive cover-up, conspiracy, 
and secrecy has surrounded 
the UFO phenomenon. Seven 
U.S. presidents considered 
and/ or attempted to reveal the 
truth to the American public 
(or at least said they would). 
Onewasmurdered,oneforced 
to resign in disgrace and one 
was a victim of covert election 
fraud. w: I cau tell you now, 
they were ALL replaced!] 
(Refs: Dr. Hermann Oberth, 
Dr. Albert Einstein, Dr. J. Allen 
Hynek, Dr. Stanton Freidman, 
Robert Lazar, William Cooper, 
and other references tempo- 
rarily withheld pending immi- 
nent public disclosure.) 
7. After World War II hun- 
dreds of Nazis were brought to 
the United States. Two hun- 
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dred sixty agents under con- 
trol of Reinhard Gehlen of the 
Abwehr were integraied into 
the new CIA. Members of the 
GermanGeneralStaffbecame 
members of Ronald Reagan’s 
staff. Werner von Braun and 
Gen. Walter Domberger and 
300 Nazi scientists were 
brought to the U.S. to workon 
the NASA space program and 
Bell Helicopter and other co- 
vert projects such as 
“Redlight”. These Nazis were 
integrated into aspects of our 
government. Von Braun and 
Dornberger figured promi- 
nently in the murder of Presi- 
dent John F. Kennedy. Oth- 
ers came to California and 
San Luis Obispo and entered 
local politics. Hellene Von 
Damm worked with Ronald 
Reagan (Project Paper&p-C. 
Lasby). (Refs: REINHARD 
GEHLEN. MASTER SPY, Mae 
Brussel Research Center, 
Christic Institute, William 
Torbitt Document, THE SE- 
CRET GOVERNMENT by Wil- 
liam Cooper, Dave Emory, 
Peter Dale Scott-The 
Threepenny Review) 
8. MK/ULTRA: This is the 
narne0ftheU.S. Government’s 
mind control program, other- 
wise known as %rtichoke” or 
“brainwashing? Muchofthis 
information came tiom Ger- 
many after WW-II, along with 
the scientists, doctors and 
drugs, such as methadone 
LSD. They axe in such places 
as Fort Detrick, Maryland and 
Dugway Proving Ground, 
Utah. Mark David Chapman, 
who shot John Lennon, and 
John Hinckley, who shot E 
Ronald Reagan, were gradu- 
ates of MK/ULTRA. Many 
persons, such as Purdy, who 
killedthechildrenintheStock- 
ton(Calif.) schoolyard,arealso 
products of this program. The 
Jim Jones Peoples Temple in 
Guyana is an example of the 
failure of MK/ULTRA. When 
Congressman Leo Ryan dis- 
covered the truth, he and 900 
men, women, and children 
were murdered by elementsof 
the U.S. and British govem- 
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ments to protect the cover-up. tration camps for “dissidents”. to a cocaine processing factory in reference.) ThebookTHE UNDER 
[H: Oh indeed! I wrote the (Refs: “KingAlfred Plan” by John Santa.Margarita, there exist de& GROUND EMPIRE is a veq 
entire story in detail in a Williams and/or Louis Giuffrida, nite connections. Vandenberg informative volume. A synopsis 
JOURNAL. It is “beyond” THE RISE OF THE NATIONAL and the Air Force have been in- ofthe above subject is available to 
fascinating reading-it is SECURITY STATE by Diana volved in drugs. Local bar owners those interested enough to seek’it 
likely the most shocking of Reynolds, Covert Action, #33, and building contractors have out. 
alloftherevelatiunsofcover- Dave Emory-Radio Free close ties and close working Many of the “Project 
up.] mitors note: The story is America-#32, Congressman relationships with high ranking Paperclip” Germans and Nazis 
indeedafasa’natingandshock- Jack Brook+Iran-Contra hear- Sheriffs Department officials and came to California, the Central 
ing one and CM. be found in ings, RIOT SCHOOL POLITICS by planning department officials. Coast and San Luis Obispo (Cali- 
JOURNAL #14, RAPE, RAV- Ned Long, John Stockwell-CIA, Several deaths under question- fomia). Hellene von Damm, who 
AGE, PILLAGEANDPLUNDER Christic Institute lawsuit, Mae able circumstances have oc- was once a secretary for the Ger- 
OF THE PHOENK, VOL. I, P. Brussel Research Center, John cur-red. Although on the surface man High Command, became 

Judge, plus many others.) 128- I4 7.1 This program has things appear to have quieted Governor Ronald Reagan’s ap- 
never been able to achieve a San Luis Obispo County was down, national statistics show pointments secretary. Heidi 
highpercentageofsuccessbut or is a manufacturing and thatthedrugbusinesshasgreatly Kingsbury, who was one of three 
one tool has shown to be quite transhipment point for drugs. increased. (Refs: In lieu of sev- daughters of a “Paperclip” Ger- 
effective. It iscalled television. From the Sicilia-Falcone cartel in eral deaths and several threats, man General, became a secretary 
(Refs: Joe Holtsinger-aide to Tijuana, Mexico! to the motor- and in the interest of the safety of and court transcriber for Judge 
Congressman Ryan, John cycle gangs, Long Beach, to a informantsandwitnesses,names William Clark, a San Luis supe- 
Judge; researcher, Mae notorious biker bar in Los Osos, are temporarilyexcludedfromthis rior court judge and Reagan’s 
Brussel Research Center, Dave 
Emory-Radio Free America, 
George Orwell author of 1984. 
(Orwell was an associate of PHOENIX JOURNALS: TANGLED WEBS SERIES 

more & receive 4 
William Stevenson-nIn- 1 America West Publishers, aNevada corporation, 800-729-4131 1 

trepid” ofBritish Intelligence, 
William “Wild BilI” Donovan “GOTCHA” LOOSEN THE KNOTS AND TANGLES 
ofthe 088, and Ian Fleming- TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. I TANGLED WEBS - - VOLUME IV 
creator of ‘James Bond- $lO.OO...By Hatonn $lO.OO...By Hatonn 
007”.) v: I suggest you are Hatonn reveals the tangled webs of deceit woven Hatonn exposes the history of worldwide CIA 

inerrorifthef?rst thiugyou throughout all religions. Topics include: The covert operations, referred to as “Clandestine Ser- 

do is not to get all of the Holy War - Origins of the Christian doctrine - vices”, beginning in the early 1950’s through the 

TANGLED WEBS series of 
Desecration of Judaism - The role of British 1970’s as presented by two former insiders. Other 

JOURNALS,wheminwehave 
Freemasonry - New Age Deception and what is Topics: CIA involvement with Cuban exile groups 

outhdd the workings and 
meant by the ONE WORLD CHURCH. Also and Bay of Pigs veterans - Some ofthe CIA “Propri- 

connections of the various 
included are updates on current world events. etary” Organizations and Corporations. Plus cur- 

rent events. 
intelligence services in- “GOTCHA” - - AGAIN 
cluding your own CIA] TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. II FORCES OF THE ENEMY WITHIN 

9. San Luis Obispo County: A %lO.OO...Bv Hatonn TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. V 
. 

disproportionate number of Hatonn presents the history and operations of the $lO.OO...By Hatonn/Aton 
county residents or former resi- CIA, also called the “Cult of Intelligence”, since Hatonn unveils our enemies upon the planet. This 

dents were involved in the many 1952, as presented by two former insiders (IMA and volume continues with the exposure of CIA evil 

covert and illegal operations of A) who remain anonymous for their protection. deeds and HOW the leaders of this elite organiza- 

the Reagan Administration and Related Topics: Oliver Stone and JFK -’ Psycho- tion have controlled and manipulated the internal 

the secret government. William logical warfare - Espionage and Counterespionage socioeconomic and political affairs of the U.S.A. 

Clark, Edwin Meese, Louis - Bush and CIAconnection -National Security Act. and many other countries. Plus Other Topics. 

Giuffrida, Ted Shackley, Thorna:, 
Clines, Frank Terpil, Albert 

THE MOTHER OF ALL WEBS, SILENT BLOOD SUCKERS OF THE 
TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. III TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. VI 

Hakim, William Sessions, Rich- 
ard Peasley. Louis Giuffrida and 

$lO.OO...By Hatonn $lO.OO...By Hatonn/Aton 

the origins and purpose of the Hatonn outlines the history of worldwide CIA 
operations, including the “ideals” adopted and en- 

Hatonn winds up the exposure ofthe tangled webs 
California Specialized Training of evil power and ‘deceit perpetrated by the CIA as 

Institute at Camp San Luis and 
forced by CIA leaders and operatives, their methods unfolded by two former “insiders”. Some Topics: 

the Federal Emergency Manage- 
of influence in world affairs and how they escape National Security IntelligenceDirectives (NSCID) 

ment Agency and special opera- 
scrutiny by the American people. Some Topics: 
CIA operatives McCone, McNamara, Helms and 

codified in 1959 and since expanded - How CIA 

tions called “Rex 84”, “Opera- Dulles - The Eaton Study - Successes and Failures 
hides budget from Congress - The 40 Committee’s 

tion Cable Splicer”, “Night Train”, 
role in the CRAFT OF MTELLIGENCE - Na- 

of CIA operations - Presidential interest in CIA - 
and “Golden Bear” are part of a Henry Kissinger - George Bush, Zapata Offshore 

tional Security Council head Hemy Kissinger - 

covert plan to suspend the Con- Oil Company and the CIA - Tavistock Institute. 
Presidential approval of CIA operations: NEVER 
on paper. 

stitution ofthe United States and 
install martial law and concen- 
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Secretary of the Interior. An ex- 
clusive resort or retreat, which 
was to be built in North County, 
was to be called “Eagles Nest”. 
Look up the name of Adolph 
Hitler’s retreat at Berchtesgaden 
in the Bavarian Alps. 

END OF QUOTING 

To become a thoroughly good man 
is the best prescription for keeping 

a sound mind in a sound body. 
-Francis Bacon 

Thank You 
‘717192 #l HATONN 

Thank you for your re- 
sponse to the radio stations 
and hosts for their recent dar- 
ing interviews. THIS is the 
way you “fight” the system- 
by making SURE the ones 
who are willing to risk and 
speak out-remain able to do 
so. I salute them for service 
beyond that which most are 
willing to do for brother and 
nation. 
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the WORD and Col. Gritz. Dr. return of profit. I trust that when 
Coleman continues his overview ones achieve “getting’ the com- 
of the Committee of 300 so that pany, they also enjoy the debt 
the line of power is revealed as against it. When George and 
clearly as possible. Are their Desiree’relocatedthey did sowith- 
“truths” greater than that of an- out benefit of the JOURNALS 
other? No, for all truth in the underimpoundingandban. They 
matters of actual workings of gave the entire lot to others to do 
human and nation-is already with what thq chose and regard- 
“grear. Moreover, they only less of outcome of hearings and 
speak that which others have court battle-will not reprint the 
uncovered and they be but among books at America West. This is to 
the many now, who go forth to protect all other authors whose 
share it with you-the-people in- magnificently important works 
stead of lying in the luxury of willnot be in any kind ofjeopardy. 
security of passage. For this we thank, sincerely and 

Yes, you do ask me about gratefully, the ones who press 
“getting out of the intelligence such nonsense upon you-the- 
services” and I can only tell you public as to so dishonor a rnanof 
that it is very difficult to do so- greatness [waker Russell] who 
ALIVE. If you think it matters to gave ALL to serve his fellow-man, 

Intelligence Service And 
George Green 

7/7/92 #l HATONN same with visible vehicles (craft) me that ones have served the to literally bring court action to 
the incredible becomes very, very adversary, I must remind you keep the Truth and Word of God 

To you who perceive and are credible and we have several in a that the Intelligence Serviceswere through that Man (long after his 
now spreading the rumors that state of consternation-right in those groups most praised and passing) from MAN. THE WORD 
George Green moved from Cali- our midst. Over the years we honored for their work-this is OF GOD SHALL NOT BE 
fomia to Nevada because of his have made sure of visitation to WHY it was so desirable for the STOPPED-BY THOSE OR ANY 
“Intelligence Service” affilia- ones who would later servmr adversary to gain control over OTHER! Ones have different pur- 
tioneN0, NOANDNO! Ofcourse work in our company and the their actions. If you am to grow poses and our mission is massive 
I know that George has attach- facts are understood before the up through the ranks and into that each must go forth and do 
ments to the Intelligence commu- journey is too far along. the Light-you need to know the that which is necessary, without 
nity-if I were so ill-informed and It is a wise man who hears the workings and how better than to thought to “preferences and so 
stupid, I doubt that even George voice of wisdom and in spite of have been “one of them”? Fur- are they among the most blessed 
would serve with me. He was hardship, m&es &ages ac- ther, if ones demand to know ALL for they ask not for self. 
attached to Naval Intelligence and cording to that wisdom rather in the instance of %nothef , you No-one in this place expects 
did, in fact, cross “them”. How than simply “wait” hoping the err foryou are simplycuriousand ease of passage and they cer- 
better can aman fmd the truth of negative aspects will simply “go your curiosity and my lack of tainly have NOT received it-but 
it than experiencing the incred- away. discretion can cost another his the challenges are exactly TI-IAT- 
ible garbage that goes on? Fur- Do you not believe that many very life. I shall not stoop to challenges! We have been most 
ther, as he has become more ones come and go through our consideration of such. You CAN careful in our structuring of our 
involved with our service he has a company herein with intent to continue to ask-1 shall continue work-cam ful indeed! 
great badge of courage due him pull us down and destroy? Most to decline response. Had it not Don’t concern yourselves too 
for the ones who claimed friend- only g& respect for us ad real- been for George Green and his much with who a man IS or what 
ship and “intelligence” brother- ize we harbor no vengeance nor daring-there WOULD BE ONLY he WAS-for a contract is OdY 
hood-DO NOT LIKE HIM. He intent to interfere. Theyknowwe A VERY FEW JOURNALS PUB- that which is between God and 
represents some sort of “traitor” have agreements with the Elite to LISHED AND NO PAPER FOR individual. Even amost tiny “little 
to the E&-u= anti inner-group allow for our mission and yet, OUR ONES COULD NOT DO IT gray” robotoid, when touched by 
ofinformation, disinfoxmationand there are those who override their ALONE. Nothing has changed in the breath of life, is transformed. 
misinformation feed-lines. own Elite masters to effort to de- the move of separation of people We must work WITHIN this sys- 

For his protection, however, su-oy our work and our very be- in proximity-there must be work tern created and how else can YOU 
we bring separation in some ar- hgs. Ones are wise and diligent in the statewherein ourbusiness accomplishgainwithoutworking 
eas of our endeavors to allow him to leave that which is great to functions for IT IS the security of arm in ~IXI with that which IS 
to “build” in other areas than move to that which is even our work and of the people in- PRESENTED UNTOYOU? Thisis 
1ockedintoourfocusoftheWORD. greater-and to do so without volved. Ones in the public have a primary lesson--yan cannot 
YOU ones need to become more ability to see the ending of the broughtlawsuitsagainstAmexica win THIS battle on a physical 
insightful to another’s needs and pathway save for goals ad a- West which will probably cause battlefield-it shall be won 

offerings. What may start out, pectation of attaining same. total loss of that publishing corn- through the hearts snd inten- 
even, as a “lark? or a curiosity- If it seems you do not hear parry for the impounding of books ti~ns of MAN. 
rarely remains one when truth of George as much as-yoe “did”, it is but one facet of the loss. There 
CiXUmStanCeS comes full-blown. is that he is away-h the Islands wasneverintent to”make money” Nothing so needs reforming as 

By the way--once TOUCHED by (Hawaii) along with Dr. Coleman, fromTHE WORD as presented. It other people’s habits. 

the brotherhood and visited by giving gatherings, suppo~g us, has all been expense with no - Mark Twain 
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N6ws And Views On The Photon Belt 
‘717192 #l HATONN 

NEW _ NEWS? 

Nay-there is no “new” news. 
Only the uold” m-presented. All 
ones spend their current days 
pondering on future days and 
expected or unexpected things 
which may or may not happen. 
You perceive the earthquakes are 
all off now? Ask the ones in the 
places stricken-they will assure 
you that, as of this 24-hour pe- 
riod, the aftershocksin damaging 
magnitude are still CONSTANT. 
YOU SIMPLY DO NOT GET ANY 
“NEWS”. Whenawomanisgiven 
coverage for a full two days be- 
cause she donates her ‘eggs” 
because she is Jewish and is 
getting” . ..evenwith Hitlerbypm- 
ducing more and more Jews”- 
your world is sickl! Your nation is 
collapsing and THIS kind of gar- 
bage takes hours of time on the 
broadcasts while “news” is hid- 
den and squelched. A tidal wave 
at DaytonaBeach and two nuclear 
powerplant accidents (Penn. and 
Neb.) on the same day (4th of 
July, yet) donZ even make honor- 
able mention-but a woman’s 
“eggs” FOR REVENGE in an over- 
populated, sta&ngworldgetstwo 
full days of coverage on the half- 
hour,everyhalf-hourontwochan- 
nels and all network news-there 
is SOMETHING WRONG WlTH 
YOUR VALUE SYSTEM! 

PHOTON BELT HOOPLA 

May I answer clearly and suc- 
cinctly: I DON?” KNOW WHAT 
YOURELITEPLANTODOABOUT 
THE PHOTON-NULL TIME. They 
cannot produce the “photon belt?’ 
after the null-time so if OTHER 
thingsin planning cannot beper- 
fected during the “down-time” 
there is hardly any point in the 
exercise-until they are better 
prepared. 

As to revelations of a time of 
“passage” I can only offer you- 
again-another outlay of that 
which will inevitably come as 

surely as the cosmic presence of 
cycles. 

A precious reader of the paper 
has sent me something she has 
held closely for over a decade and 
now sends it for the sharing with 
ALL. This is from Grace P. in 
Oklahomaand I thank her for the 
confirmation and sharing. New 
information? No, as old as cre- 
ation itselII 

QUOTE: 

DAYS OF DARKNESS 

THREE PHASES OF EARTH’S 
CLEANSING 

This gifted message has 
been circulated among various 
groups and individuals and pur- 
ports to be directly from The 
Christ. It was received by a mes- 
senger. We fully realize it is of a 
controversial nature and present 
it because so ‘many have ex- 
pressed interest in material re- 
garding “THE END TIMES”, spe- 
cifically “I‘HE DAYS OF DARK- 
NESS’ so many have predicted 
and which is discussed in the 
Bible. 

This is thy Lord, Jesus 
Christ. I have spoken of three 
phases of cleansing. The frost is 
the three days of darkness; the 
second is the Seven Year Famine; 
and the third is the Battle of 
Armageddon, at which time the 
Children of God will not be on the 
earth, but will have been evacu- 
ated. 

There have been cleansings 
in which there were three days of 
darkness in the time of Noah; and 
in the time of the flight of the 
Children of Israel out of Egypt; 
and in the time of Enoch; and in 
the time of Abraham. When 
Abraham was, the earth had ex- 
isted twenty-six hundred years, 
but there was no written history. 
The history of earth is written in 
God’s Book of Life, where those 
whocango totheAkashicRecords 
can read it. Atlantis was at the 
time of Enoch. Lemuria was at 
the time of the flight of the Chil- 

dren of Israel out of Egypt. 
When ye see this writing, 

the time will be short before the 
beginning of the first cleansing. 
When the three days of darkness 
begin, it is well to think only 
thoughts of love and kindness to 
all that cross your mind. Thiswill 
alleviate the pressure of 
unforgiven feelings. THOSE WHO 
ARE NOT ABLE TO COPE WITH 
THE HEARING OF THESE 
EVENTS ARE NOTYET RIGHTIN 
THEIR LOVE RELATIONSHIP 
WlTHGOD. Whenapersonknows 
G-ad is in charge of all things at all 
times, they can cope with any- 
thing God plans for them or the 
earth. They may be somewhat 
frightened, but will receive com- 
fort and guidance by looking to 
God. 

FIRST CLEANSING: 
DARKNESS 

When the first cleansing 
begins, it will be on a clear day, in 
the middle of the day. The sun 
will fade away and the darkness 
will begin to come over the land. 
There will be several hours before 
total darkness will be on all sides. 
This will be time for all enlight- 
ened to bring home their family, 
put water and food out for their 
animals and birds and obtain 
supplies of food which does not 
need to be prepared and clean 
drinking water where it can be 
reached in the dark Have warm 
clothing and bedding to remain 
wrapped in for-the duration of the 
darkness, which will last some 
three days. By the third night 
starswillagainbeseeninthe 
heavens. The fourth day the sun 
wiII shine again. During these 
three days of utter darkness, it is 
necessarythatthoseinthehouses 
do not look outside. It is neces- 
sary that they cover their win- 
dows with heavy covers which 
keep out the cold and keep the 
warmth inside. 

The light that can be used 
for a short period of time has to be 
a batterv onerated liaht. No fires 

or open flame light is to be used in 
the first three days. This will use 
up oxygen which isalready low in 
the atmosphere of the earth. 
Those who have respiratoryprob- 
lems will have a dif5cult time 
surviving. It is well ifthe door not 
be opened to anyone or for any 
reason. After the first three days, 
candles may still not be used for 
two more days; then ye can use 
any light or heat ye wish. Elec- 
tricity may be re-established in a 
matter of time after the sun shines 
again. You can use whatever 
light or heat ye wish after the first 
three days, but are required to 
stay inside your homes another 
eleven days without opening the 
doors or looking out the windows. 
This is to know only that which is 
within thy house. The memory of 
the outside would not be easily 
removed. 

[H: Let me comment at tbis 
point that the abcnre cannot be 
thesameaspassagethfougha 
null-time as presented upon 
entering the photon band4or 
the assumption is that batter- 
ies would work and there must 
be the consideration that 
“something” has happened 
which has consumed free oxg- 
gen firom the atmosphere. It 
further %quircd that there 
be damaging rays of some kind 
in the atmosphere Erom which 
the being needs protection by 
remaMq(aridef~protection. 
It is not mine to comment fur- 
thersoletnscontinueinthe 

cluoting*l 
The commodes should 

flush the entire time. The freezers 
wiIl be off during the time the 
electricity is off. Food could be 
spoiled; test before eating. Not all 
those who are outside of God’s 
carewillleavethebody. Somewill 
live through it through sheer per- 
severance on their part-the will 
to live. This terrible thing MUST 
happen because the people have 
hardened their hearts. At the 
close of each age a cleansing is 
necessary. We are in the transi- 
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Age and the incoming Aquarian world will then be in a famine for will carve dishes out of wood. on cold nights. They will come 
Age (age of LIGHT). seven years. During these seven They will build fires to keep warm back with the clothes they had on 

Those who will keep their years the church and the school and to cook food. They will fmd when they were taken. The 
animals inside to protect them will be established with the help vegetables and fruit growing and weather will not be cold for some- 
will suffer the consequence of dis- of Angelic guidance. In the time seeds and nuts and things which time-that is, until the people 
obedience. God is not mocked. given for this activity, these les- grew in the area when they were have learned tomakeclothesand 
There is reason for what He asks sons will be learned sufficiently taken away. It will be much like bedding for themselves to protect 
of the people of the earth who that thosewhocome back to earth the Garden of Eden. them against the elements. Their 
have gone far astray from His will bring back the knowledge The Children will have An- God would not bring bad-things 
Laws. The animals are cared for and the talents which they took gels and Space Brothers with upon themwithout giving them a 
by My Beings, who are on earth with them. them on earth to help them build way to protect themselves. The 
for this reason. None will die. The homes; establish the various sys- Angelswill have similar flesh bod- 
cleansing is not for the animals or THIRD: ARMAGEDDON terns such asgovemment, finan- ies as they did at the time the 
for little children. The children cial, education and the system in Sons of God were upon the earth 
who are left on earth without their After that will follow the which people are made well, when and found the daughters of men 
parents are in God’s core. The BattleofArmageddon. Thosewho somethingaffectsthemadversely. very fair and loved them and had 
Angels will care for and comfort are in God’s care are not on earth This will not be a medical system children with them. There will be 
the little ones. There will very duringthisparticulartime. They in which Doctors use chemicals childrenbomoftheseattractions, 
quickly be found loving homes for will have been taken up with me and other harmful procedures for who will be normal children. The 
them. The parentswith little ones into a beautiful and peaceful area which they can charge exorbitant fathers will disappear, one after 
need not worry how they will be where they will stay until the prices from the already impover- another, when theirworkisdone. 
cared for. God’s plan is complete. aftermath of the last battle on ished patient or the patient’sfam- The mothers of the children will 

Afterthethmedaysofdark- earth is cleared away. Then cho- ily. This healing system is called know their husoand was a Son of 
ness are past, stay inside for an- sen oneswill be returned to earth ‘The Well-Making by Mental God and would be leaving again. 
other eleven days. This is to re- the same way they were taken. Power’. Each person will learn They will raise the children with 
establish the atmosphere on the This will be done by our Space how to apply his own mental pow- love and loving memories of their 
earth and give the Space Broth- Brothers and their spaceships. ers to all phases of his life. When fathers, The children will be the 
ers sufficient time to take the One phase will go directly into the a person is too ill to accomplish same in all ways as are the chil- 
debristhedestruction hascaused next. The ChildrenofGodwillnot this, there will be practitioners dren on earth. 
and to remove the bodies of those be brought back until the debris who will help the patient to heal To get this beautiful Gar- 
who are no longer living. When ofallthecleansingisclearedaway himself by directing the patient’s den of Eden with God and the 
the people come out of their and theearth is fresh and clean. thoughts. Angels, one must NOW&e his or 
houses on the fourteenth day, The Children of God will have Mythoughtswillbe picked her heart to God to be forgiven 
they will see no signs of the ter- been in a state of Heaven and will up by all when I am giving them and guided by God into a life of 
rible things that happened. These have forgotten happenings on the guidance and comfort. This they service to God. 
will have been through a cleans- earth. They will be taken with will have learned in the interim Those returning will be 
ing in their terrible experience their bodies and brought back between the timetheywere taken much wiser and purer in mind 
and will now accept God into their with their bodies. Nothing at all and the time they are brought and body. They are then given a 
lives. will be left on earth as was. Some back. When the Children of God piece of ground and tools to make 

things of this civilization will be are brought back they are no their living and to learn to survive 
SECOND PHASE: FAMINE found hundreds of years from longer called by the name they with the help of the Angels which 

now or even thousands and will had when they were taken. They God issendingwiththem toguide, 
When the sun shines on be called “artifacts of the lost will have forgotten. In time they guard, protect, comfort and sup- 

the fourth day, those who are yet civilization of Earth.” will think of something to call ply their needs. 
alive need thank God. It is not When the Children of God each other. They cannot read or The tools and other equip- 
better to be dead than alive when are again returned to Earth, they write. The schools must teach ment are not of the earth kind. 
God is carrying out a cleansing will be beamed back asleep and this very soon. The Angels will This is the Age when God is ruling 
plan on the earth. When they are will awaken on earth in an area teach the Teachers and build in the hearts and lives of those on 
yet alive, they have yet an oppor- close to where they were when places to learn in. earth. They will live closely with 
tunity to establish a closer walk they were taken up. They will not their Angels, The Angels will be 
with God which will assure them remember it but many will feel NEW ANIMALS protectors and companions to 
a safer place in God’s kingdom. comfortable with their atmo- them. The people will have learned 
By safer, I mean an area where sphere, as if they had been there There will be animals of to communicate with God and 
God’s Laws are yet obeyed. After before. They will arrive in com- other kinds; some were on earth with the Angels assigned to them 
the three days of darkness and for-table weather and will have before. There will be no vicious by their Lord, Jesus Christ. The 
before the battle of Armageddon, nothing with them except some animals. All animals will love Angels are an ever present help in 
is a time when the people will tools which the Space Brothers each other as people do. all things. 
wish to learn how to obey that will leave with each adult. With The only supplies people Those who return to earth 
which God has said they can do these tools they will slowly begin will have will be those they can will have no recall oftheirfamilies 
as the Lord Jesus Christ isable to to carve out a pattern for life. find around them. They will soon or homes. The healing work will 
do. men the aftermath of this They will begin to plant seeds learn to make clothes to cover have been done in them while 
terrible, -des$ruct$n, is. past, the * _. 1.8 .w.l$ch F ,” left with them. They them up and to keep them warm they were in the area where they .‘.‘ a.‘. ,. ,, 1,. ,.I , .;, ,‘,I> ,-.‘,I ,‘. I- 8 .1.,,1. ‘I.. ,, .I.,. ..3.?’ ,. •.;,.~~L-.,Il: 
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awaited return to earth. People of thoughtpatterns,chelas.] Spiri- by His Angels. Only those who 
all ages will return. Those who tual food is fruits and vegetables, are yet outside of God’s care have 
have family with ‘them will stay nuts, seeds, honey and grains. a great worry. 
withtheirkinfolkthoughtheywill p: This cannot be factual f= 
not know they are kin. This will %plritrral” indicates‘%hings of 
keep family love and ties between spirit” which has no physical 
them. Those who am without substance and therefore can- 
family will be grouped in a way not be clasd&d as something 
that they can soon become fam- withinonlyphysicald&tion.] 
ily. Their Angels will be a great Therewas plenty ofthat for them. 
help in this area. The Angels will Before they left Egypt they were 
express much love to them and eating meat and they THOUGHT 
create a feeling of togetherness by they needed meat to have strength 
a bond. to travel. They DID NOT need 

meat, but God gave it to them 

END OF QUOTING. 
*** 

SPACE BEINGS/VEHICLES because they THOUGHT they 
needed it. Meat-eating is against 

Space Beings are highly God’s Laws for man. p: W&o 
evolved beings of great Light who said??] In the coming age, God 
operate Space vehicles to do the willre-establishthisbatteredlaw. 
work which God requires in all There will be no eatingof the flesh 
areas of the Universe. They are of any of His animal kingdom; 
involved with this very important neither will their skins be used as 
work on earth. They live in their clothing for man. This was never 
vehicles when they are not based the intent of God’s animal king- 
doing clean-up work They wear dom. God has permitted it to be 
uniforms which resemble those until this time because man 
of an army. The uniforms ate not learned to depend on animal flesh 
clothing; they are of a substance when Noah and hi,s family came 
which is formed over the wearers. off the ark and’ found no food. 
The Space Brothers do not have Then God said, ‘“‘fake an 
names except when they are as- animal and kiIl it and stay alive”. 
signed to a person or agroup who Since that time, man has enjoyed 
cancommunicatewiththem. The eating the flesh of God’s animals, 
name is relinquished when their but the time is now when God will 
workwith that person orgroup is reclaim His animals as He is re- 
fmished. The name is given to claiming His souls. God is stag- 
them by Godandusuallydenotes ing a final campaign to give the 
a status. The Spaceships also soulswhohavefmewill, thechoice 
have names at that time. to come. If the animals had a 

The time is nowwhen those choice, they would choose not to 
who have the Light of under- be slaughteredandeaten by man. 
standing need to heed this mes- They also have intelligence and 
sage and prepare the best they feelings and emotions as does 
can. Where therye is not enough man. [H: No, unot AS mur”. 
moneybecauseoftheeconomyto Point8aremixeduphekreinand, 
buy that which they need and mer, ifGodtdd Noah tokill 
their heartiswith God, they can ofaaanimal+vhatwouldhsve 
count on their Angels providing happened& thespecies ofani- 
that which they need. They wiIl malutilized? If God could pro- 
find they need less than they ducefloods dauchmagnitude 
think. Their Angels have many andcansesuchincredibleplan- 
ways to bring necessary things to +g w-e handed supply 
them. In thewildemessthechil- Quail to the Israelit- 
dren of Israel were given quail he not also feed these hw 
when the Children were tired of beings?] 
Spixitualfoodandwerecomplain- With this message which 
ing loudly to God. [H: PI* is given by Me, thy Lord, Jesus 
hard on the @ in exchange Christ,THEPEOPLEHAVEBEEN 
for q- complaining and WARNED. Those who have given 
“being tired ofn. You must be their hearts and lives to God are 
wateverytarnofthe inGod’scareandaresurmunded 

CRITIOUE: DISCERNMENT 

Ah, the lessons get harder to 
discern, do they not? Well, this 
came through a “channel” ca.ll- 
ing herself”Anna”, the prophet- 
ess, WHO CONSIDERS HER- 
SELF a messenger of God. 

“So, what is different from 
Dharma?“, you might well ask. 
In the first place Dharma neither 
considers herself to lx, nor is 
she-a prophet(ess) nor a mes- 
senger nor anything other than a 
translator if1 speak and a typist if 
I dictate for writing. I am the 
messenger-she but the in- 
strument. 

Next, I would consider the re- 
source who pronounces himself 
to be the Lord, “Jesus” Christ. 
There are all sorts of ways to 
identify andThe Christ would not 
identify himself by such a secular 
label which automatically ex- 
cludes alI beings who am Christ- 
beings but are not affiliated in a 
spiritual link with “Jesus”- 
whose name was not Jesus! 

Is the information valid?? This 
is for your own discernment for I 
have no right to pronounce my 
opinion upon your senses. You 
mustlookateachandeverystate- 
ment as to valid merit within that 
which are the laws of God, the 
CyclesofUniversal*Natur&aw’@ 
and the intelligent reason of the 
gift of g&+God’s allowance of 
choices and intelligence. You am 
created with this innate ‘know- 
i&‘-what says your inner guid- 
ance about this message? 

I do ask that you ponder the 
portion that says: “rhe time is 
now when those who have the 
Light of understanding need to 
heed this message and prepare 
the best they can. Where there is 
not enough money because ofthe 
economy to buy that which they 
need and their heart is with God, 
they can count on their Angels 
pmvidingthatwhich they need. I 
would, further, look very, very 
carefulIy at the paragraph pm- 
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ceding this one in point, regard- 
ing Space Beings. We form ‘a 
substance which is formed over 
the wearers?“??? We do not have 
names except when assigned to a 
person or a group who can com- 
municatewiththem?? “rhename 
is given to them by God and usu- 
ally denotes a status’?? I have 
little comment on the remainder 
of the document-but this por- 
tion is pure hog-wash and I doubt 
the Master Teacher of the Ages, 
The Christ perfection, would es- 
tablish such nonsense. 

Could these presentations be 
errors in data translation? Yes1 
But are they? You see, chelas, 
you must look carefully with dis- . 
cemment forTruth can always be 
found within the statements and 
then “judgement” must be made 
onthefactspresented-NOTTHE 
PERSON INVOLVED. How about 
the part that says: “I’he Angels 
will have similar flesh bodies as 
they did at the time the Sons of 
God were upon the earth and 
found the daughters of men very 
fair and loved them and had chil- 
dren with them.” Angels? Bod- 
ies? “....found them fair and 
loved them.....” Could that mean 
what it sounds like it means?? 
Angels bedding “fair” daughters? 
Where were the men and sons?? 
What were Angels doing in hu- 
man form having sex with hu- 
mans? The two are absolutely 
opposite ends of the defmition 
chain. 

“rhoseretumingwillbemuch 
wiser and purer in mind and 
bodf. Well, not ifthey hopin bed 

-and procreate in the manner 
stated above! Seems to me you 
would have the same dreary sce- 
nario starting all over again in a 
different time and a different 
place-and ah h-there is NO 
time and NO space! And what of 
those dastardly Angels? They 
simply take off and leave the 
mothers to tend the children but, 
The fathers will disappear, one 
after another, when their work is 
done.” Where are the hur- 37n 
men?? Still missingt! Doe ,b i 8 
soundlikealogicalsolution ti: ‘he 
ills of MAN from a loving XLL- 
KNOWING INFINITE CREATOR? 
Well, to each his own, I suppose. 
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ButnowforthePOINTofsend- 
ing me the writing in the fust by non-sensationalism (which 
place: WILL THERE BE A PE- simply clouds ability to think 
RIODOFDARKNESSAND/ORA within reason nor allows action 
PERIOD OF BRILLIANT LIGHT?? through wisdom). 
YES-BOTH! Moreover, the in- I find the best way to handle 
structions are not too bad as a these rather short documents is 
plan for preparation. I would not, simply to have Dharma retype 
however, expect Space Brothers them so that we can consider 
todoallyourdirtyworkFORyou. morecarefullythedataincluded- 
I suggest you continue to seek and give any additional notations 
innerguidanceandknowledge- in running sequence with the 
in reason and balanced logic-for material. 
God does not give you ‘La-la- You and your fellow hosts of 
land” magic fixes. Portions are your programming team are do- 
correct-the majority of the infor- ing a great, great service for your 
mation is NOT but the lessons are fellow-citizensthroughyour’risk- 
wondrous. ing in order to inform. Goodly 

I must leave this at this point people nor concerned Patriots 

Thank you for reducing panic. . ..and loving that we remained an 
extra hot&but we of my crew 
had to provide the transmission 
facilities. This was so apparent 
that it has been a very long time 
since effort has been made to 
override the Elite conspirators. 
But, friends, it IS time for the next 
set of blame and lies will be flow- 
ing very soon now and you who 
have established Truth will be the 
foundation upon which a people 
can survive and again rebuild in 
freedom within your Constitu- 
tion if it is ever to be. 

for I am called elsewhere and “life consider such presentations 
goes on” while we are making “special” for it becomes simply 
“other plans” and matters must SNhat must be done”. But you 
be attended when presented. We must realize that thousands pay 
arc all growing, precious ones, dearlyforsuchwillingnesstostep 
WE ARE& GROWING! In your forth against the mass mes- 
growth in discernment, I am merization of a civilization. 
pleased and grateful for, as a I would, further, ask permis- 
teacher, it is important that I give sion to publish the finished docu- 
only that which allows the stu- ment underyourby-line, ifagree- 
dent to thrive and become wise able, in theLlBERATORforpeople 
and tempered. by e.xpt?rieri&+- contiriueto &sk for-ezQl&auon ___ _ ---.- - 
not led down the path of primrose and yours simplifies, greatly, the 
bowers which block the view of longer documents. I will not, 
that which IS. Indeed, I am well- however,publishyournamewith- 
pleased. May that Light of InfInite out permission and/or recogniz- 
Wisdom and discernment con- ingyouonlyby@in.itials”oranony- 
tinue to ever shine upon you. mously. EventuallyitwillbeONES 

Hatonn to take leave. I cher- SUCH AS YOU WHO WRITE THE 
ish you each and every one as LIBERA?0RI! 
myself, as I watch you come into 
recognitionofthatwhichyouARE. RADIO IN VERMONT 
salu. 

OTHER GUALIFIED SPEAK- 
ERS AVAILABLE FOR RADIO, 

If you need other speakers for 
your pmgmmming (I will make 
myselfavailable to theextent pos- 
sible for your needs), I can offer a 
suggestion or two (where I have 
great “pull” and “leverage”). At 
t.hi~timein~flow”Iwouldnotput 
my scribe/translator in discom- 
fort but, as we move along, she 
would serve for Commanders 
Soltec (geophysi,cal focus), Koilon 
(communications focus) and 
Germain (“every” focus), who is 
the speaker who comes with 
Walter Russell to present infor- 
mation regarding your spiritual 
creation, etc. I would ask that 
this be saved for a time when 
“comfort” is a bit more estab- 
lished. 

However, on your own place 
are many ones, such as Gene 

I am most pleased to find that Dixon, Acting Dean of the Con- 

our own request, set up facilities 
for incorporation in the state of 
Nevada, Cort Christie, and he 
could be reached at this phone for 
he has offices in both locations. 
God does NOT SUGGEST METH- 
ODSOFOPERATIONINANSWER 
TO REQUESTS WITHOUT GIV- 
ING INFORMATION AS TO 
‘HOW”, ‘WHY”, ETC. Our 
people have no interest in the 
‘business” for simply “business 
sake” but rather, to inform, seIve 
and give information-the rest 
will take care of itself if intent is 
keptonthegoalofsurvival,gmwth 
and rebuilding of honest busi- 
ness with integrity. 

We can also supply you with 
listings of speakers who are in 
algae/living crystal for food r-e- 
source as well as all kinds of 
underground~~d/orgreenhouse 
growing of all types. We can 
supply you with speakers on sur- 
vival facilities needed for possible 
catastrophe but more especially 
to fuIfill need of changes (severe) 
which will be coming upon you, 
such as steady winds of up to -I-- ” ̂  
sust.ainkd.- 150 mph and time- 
times gusting to well 0Gf~200 
mph. 

To sustain well in this kind of 
environment you will need aem- 
dynamic structures such as 
domes and, also, dome clusters 
wherein alaxge dome can be con- 
structed over the whole lot to give 
protection-such as in a “mall” 
setting. 

Also, in consideration before 
Congress THIS DAY, is a method 

7/S/92 Wl HATONN aveTy gracious radio host in Ver- stitutional Law Center, who has of building of structures which is 
mont is *again asking my pres- some VERY INTERESTING cases so inexpensive as to be less than 

(PPl.oton Be& Discussion, ence on this coming Friday to in process right now-Tyson, halfthecostofacceptedmaterial, 
Continued] share acoupleofhours. Thiswas H&nsley, Marcos and myriadsof uses NO WOOD so saves trees 

TO: C.W. 
a particularly interesting offer, othe&sswellknown(but should (your life resource) and will sup- 
since he attempted three times to be), suchastheconspiracyagainst ply myriads of low cost housing 

FROM: G. HATONN have me speak and school chil- home’ owners in Santa Paula, facilities-in beauty and comfort. 
RE: SUMMARY 0F“PHOTON dren had a bit of a contest (au a Calif. The center has several 

BELT” school project) to enter questions “American Native” cases in liti- “SIPAPU ODYSSEY” TO BE 
DATE: JULY 8, 1992 The first effort ended in total in- gation, have nowwon scveralcon- A MOTION PICTURE 
Thank you for sharing. your ability to make contact-I had to cerning persons strangled by the 

summary regarding the photon patch signals to simply make RTC, S&L’sand criminal banking Wecanalsooffer”LittleCroti, 
belting into which your %ome” “phone”communications. Then, system, etc. He is most present- a Lakota Sioux who is THE one 
is r::)w nearing entry. 3 Gnd your what has happened prior to that, able, humorous(hasbeenaround who will present the Oral Tradi- 
su r:l :narr exceptionallywell done happened again-the transmis- the blockalotoftimesandcaused tions in written form as we bring 
as 1~1 pxsent succinct information sion was so interrupted that abil- so much trouble in the court- the first motion picture, SIPAPU 
1~::;: sufficient research to allow ity to hear was terminated. Then roomsas toget thrown into prison ODYSSEY to release. 
i;>‘,. .r:ers/readers to find logic, fmaIly, the program was aired for his stand). We also could I can also present to you the 
rea mn and confixmation . and the response was so warm suggest a young man who has, at producerofthat motion picture+- 
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who this very day, is sufveying forth: we WILL bring the WORD of 
the filmings&es (for OUR partici- Truth and journey for God’s 
pation) in the prokr places ‘in” + people, The fticts are that the 
Utah. His name is WaJly Gentle- adversarywillnotdarestandforth 
man-now residing in Canada forlongintheLightofGod. Seems 
but WELL known in Motion Pit- a bit “preachy but it IS the way 
ture circles-although they don’t it is. The consequences of “tak- 
like “integrity” very much and ing out” my crew members, for 
statesmanship is a lost art in the instance, are pretty unthinkable 
circles of violence as now pre- ad the nerds on your place are 
sented to you-the-sheeple. not willing to take on Cornmand- 

Often, we find that ‘space even through blatant stupidity. 

other. I may well “negotiate”--1 
NEVER COMPROMISE-I HAVE 
ONE MISSION AND ONLY ONE 
MISSION AND THAT IS UNTO 
THE UNIVERSAL ORDER, CRE- 
ATOR SOURCE AND YOU, MY 
BRETHREN, SENT TO SERVE 
FROM THAT DIMENSIONAL 
COMPRESSION AS THE OTHER 
TERMINAL FOR OUR WORK. SO 
BEIT. . 

cadets” are interesting but physi- 
calhands-oninstructorsaremore EVACUATION IF REOUIRED 
acceptable and come without 
having to make decision regard- Inaddition,weWILLliRoffour 
ing “belief”. I only present these people if and when the sequence 
things to you and your station ofeventsgivesindication. A”rap- 
because I can make these ones ture”toflu~‘&oactive”clouds 
availabk+I do not “push”. Some simply will not ucut it”. 
of the ones who are most readily So, yes hdeedy, there are 
available and may shock you bunches of things to talk about 
considerably to find them in my and share+but gradual integra- 
company consta+.ly, are ones tion is usually the way of WIS- 
such as Col. James ‘Bo” Gritz, DOM. The already present ones 
and he will always make himself of your citizenry are the conduit 
available if scheduling permits. to a&eptance for they are only 
Ourrelationship ismostpersonal instructed to speak in wisdom, 
and private and we do not pub- reason and logic-not hype nor 
licly speak of it and I would ask self orientation.’ That does not 
that you respect that relation- mean,- however, that some @l 

Thank you for your attention 
and I salute you for that which 
you do in service. 

I ask that this note be taken 
from the equipment, Dharma, and 
we will then consider the paper in 
point. I would, however, suggest 
that E.J. send this note on ahead 
sothattheotherwillbeexpected 
shortly. Thank you. 

In brotherhood within this 
Lighted mission, 

Gy-iorgos 
(By any spelling, this is 

%eorge”--my label came from 
the Greek spelling and pronun- 
ciation. I am simply referred to for 
identification, as Hatonn and/or 
&~t& for in the pronunciation of 

ship. He is worthy for these rea- not be ‘totally” self”ri@ed f& -’ ‘Ha&$’ the ‘H” is only a 
sons-his strength and purpose they have not yet gmwn beyond ‘so<ndT not spoken. And, yes, I 
unt’o you-the-people. He is a the& .own ego needs of heroic do have a rather large amount of 
tireless patriot m-d Godly man attention but the information is authority in matters of this t&in- 
and is destined to lead your na- valid in its unveiling of the work- sition of cyde. Welcome home, 
tion ‘home” after the %ll”. ings of the cotispiracy--but not son.) 1 
Therefore, he must be made totallyvalidinperceptionsofspti- - *** 

known to allwhowill hear-for so tual workings-having still a 
shall it come to pass that leaders locked-in 7mining to not look POWER OUTAGE!?I NOTED 
will need be to bring order from at possibilities but to, remain . . 
the chaos as the corruption and locked into books actually writ- #OTIICE?MiISISOFINTE& 
battle ofthe Elite againstthe Elite ten for your further limiting and EST FORCO NFIRMATlONPUR- 
is played out. control. POSES: .An of&&r ia the Navy; 
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ingmuetooff~ap~ 
theplanswillbecontiuuedto 
attempttopuIlthisa8lonyou. 
I,asyou,suveinacapacityof 
notbeing~totalhurrrl- 
edgeof”hasritwillbe”-Ikww 
theen~butIcan’tbe8hawn 
theiutdmhekwillactionsany 
more than will you relcdve 
them. We workfiom probabil- 
itpofpo6sibilitieJs,justasmust 
you-AND STAY PREPARED. 
WehavenoprobIemwiththis 
drcumstauce so you are at the 
cIosingendofth&auneIbutwe 
areuotallowedtoin~in 
anymaunersavedealiugwith 
OlKOW3PCSdhbWdptU 
pIan& God’SLaw8ortho8eof~ 
CreaS NOT BE BRO- 
KEN FOR THE CO-CR 
OFMAR ICANONLYWARN 
ANDTEUYOUPROMBUTIES 
ANDPOSSBLEACTIO~YOU 
MUSTTAKEHEEDANDDO 
THATWHICHYOUWILLWITH 
THE INFORMATION. I do sug- 
gestthatitislittle~ 
efIbrttopayattentkmandmtay 
put m mu* du&g the 
possible time8 expressed. 
KMu,-,that~~ 
i8thleaWimrtemodu8~ 
ieheadvemrywith~ 
eff+at8ecrecyuutilthem* 
Jymt dirppacta 

WhUlOM8Cdlfn#ndi8tW 
Bahdnto -frutti 
find iaformation resource- 
YOU MUST KNOW rr Is SERI- 
OUSINDEEDI!! Sou,Ica8~tmly 
~estthatyoupa8sit&alg 
uf& ‘ohatever it might be 
warw toyourlisteners. What 

Oneswho steadilymamhwith I simply offer these thoughts aboard a ship stationed off W? as individw euewant 
God’s Hosts witi God’s instruc- which I hope will be shared with Bahrain (Saudi Arabia), just. ui&st is to serve weI& even ifit 
tionswill thrive and will not be set your brother, Sam. I further sug- caBed approximately 10 min- .be only in posdble happening. 
up greatly becauSe there is a -gest that our own people support utFago.( 11:32kpdt. calif. time) I wouId suggest it be done in 
WRITTEN treaty that you are off- your work by sponsor support- byFdi*phone to quietly ask such manner istonotelicit 
limits. The treaties are kept very ~utth~ughseparationofspeaker forupdateontheVhotonBeIt” controversy-simply “state- 
closely held and we reveal those from focus on advertising iftruth and whattigoiugon??? There merit”, perhaps even read tht 
who act in double-dealinebut, can be better sewed. have been continuous power portion with no comment fur- 
those who are Of our “crew” are At this point your contact is outage wherein NOTHING on therthanyourownwrittendis- 
protected and the higher l@els of correctly focused but, for George the ship wilI function and the sertation as given to me and 
administ.rationandmilitaxyknow Green of America West, you will %uiddies”arenuwuuderorder reprintedinthefolhwingdocu- 
as much. It does not mean that later be able to reach only through to imm&teIy repaint all EXIT meut. I salute you, f= it gets 
they do not attack at every oppor- Nevada. MY service point is right and OTHER SIGNS OF IDENTI- stickier and stickier Erom here 
tunity; it does mean that if you here at the number you are con- FI~TIONINEMERGENCYSTA- on “in”. Salu! 
are actually in setice to our mis- tatting. TUS, WnH LU.MZATOuS PAINT *** 

sion-you are protected. This has been lengthy, but %VPREPARATIONS FOR A PE- July 07, 1992 
The understanding and understanding in communica- RIOD OF TIME WITHOUT C. W. 

“tqx~, if .yo-g wjlll. is fully, @id . . tiqqs is all important,: above, +ll . cpQJKl,R~m., Clplz+! haveqoth- This is a Compilation pf Facts I 



as taken from ZUE PHoENty either reintroduced into the envi- 
LJ3lSRA~R ronment after somehow being 

.Mw 5; 1992VOLUME 19, #3: removedortheywexeahva~there 
Studies have shown that our and you just didn’t know it. 

solar system is moving into a THAT’S WHAT HIGHER EDU- 
cosmiccloud called asPHOTON CATION AND KNOWING IS 
BELT’. This is part of a 12,000 ABOUT...THE UNVEILING OF 
year cycle (which is one-half a THE MYSTERIES. 
complete 24,000 year cycle). These particles, thesecharges, 

There wasan article written in CANCEL each other out in the 
1981 that .was well documented laboratory. When they do that, 
which came from Australia The the total mass of the pair is then 
Aborigines of Australia call this a converted into energy in the form 
‘null” or void” time in the exist- of PHOTONS, and now we at least 
ence of the human species of our have a bit of an assumption upon 
planet. which tovisualize this. Now what 

All over the world people are you have is an unprecedented 
grasping out for bits and pieces of powerful source of energy. 
knowledge and information-en- ptonn: Phase note that in 
lightenment, ifyouwill. Our hope the books witi uTHE PLEIA- 
for the future and the future of DES CONNECTION series now 
our children is of the uppermost bedng impounded with intent 

importance in this time. The to %an” IS THE DETAILED 
‘prophets ofdoom talkof physical AND FULL EXPLANATION OF 
horror and annihilation. It de- THIS F+RCK%SS, PARTICULATE 
pends on which side of the coin AND CONCLUSION OF THE 
you are on. If your service and .WOFXKING”SYSTEIkF’. THISIS 
balance is to the Lighted GOD, WHY THOSE JOURNALS ARE 
you will be moving back into fol- ~MOSTIMFORTANTDOCU- 
lowingtheguidelinesgiven to you MENTS ONYOUR FLANEI’ AND 
for harmony and balance. WHY THE EFFORT TO HAVE 

THEM REMOVED FROM YOU.] 
PHOTON BELT EXPLAINED [See &pQgeforPLEIADES list.] 

Now let’s talk of a band, a belt 
Inthe 1930’sCarlDavidAnder- of energy, if you will. This belt, 

son wrote about pulsed wave ac- this”Photon Belt” wasdiscovered 
tion Anti-electrons called in the early 60’s. Where was it 
Positrons. He gave them names before and why wasn’t it found 
according to what he perceived in yet??? We live in a narrow world 
his discoveries, a little particle, a of lies and deception. It was not 
little element, a little being, an that it was not there, that it was 
ANTI-ELECTRON he called a not coming up in our perceived 
POSITRON. Later, in the SO’s, a future at some point. Word was 
couple of other particles were dis- that the discovery of the photon 
covered and labeled ANTI-PRO- belt was made by one of our sat- 
TQNS and ANTI-NEUTRONS. ellites in 196 1. It’s there, most 

When an anti-particle is certainly. 
formed it comes into existence in Dr. Halley (Halley’s Comet) 
a universe of ordinary particles madeagreatstudyofthePleiades 
and it is only a matter of time, a system ofwhich our sun is apart 
fraction of a second, before it is and discovered that, at absolute 
going to meet and collide with an right angles to the movements of 
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inevitable that we go through the basically visible energy rays. It is 
belt, which takes some 2,000 theinvisible energymys(X-rays} 
years, and according to scientists which are so damaging due to the 
fiomMlTandLawrenceI&rmore factthattheyareofafrequencyof 
Labs in California, we enter it light which is penetrating with- 
probably before the end of this out your ability to feel or see. The 
century(theAustmlianstudyindi- intenseraysare actually ‘heard” 
cated a date of July 25,1992). and not %een”. Space is very 

w: The hots are that the cold,andthe sunis shiningright 
actual passage, ifIeft to orderly through space. So heat is not 
trand&qwouIdfaIlintheearly created by what comes off of the 
seconddecadeodyour new cen- sun. It is created as what comes 
tury. Yourhuman technicians off and enters again into 
can, however, create the%uJl” particulated atmosphere. 
timerightnoworplaywithitto If the sun enters this Photon 
your -tage for ym as Belt first (because it is invisible 
suits the needs of the Elite. andyou arenotgoing tobe able to 
They auu~&, however, repro- see it, unless by instruments) we 
duce the actual UPhotonH ea- will go into immediate darkness 
perienceforanyleugthoftime (thisisbasicallybecausetheradi- 
to continue the facade past a ant waves from the sun will also 
very short duration. I will ex- come into null or neutral spec- 
ph&k later what ?hw have trum-for simplistic explanation). 
donetoprotecttheirowninter- Thisperiod (ofnull) hasnowbeen 
ests and p-e.] computed and would last a dura- 

If the earth enters the belt tion of some 110 hours, approxi- 
first-the sky will appear to be on mately. 
fire (the color of the sky above a As the earth moves into this 
massive forest fm). This will pm-- radiation belt all molecules will 
duce an extremely bright reflec- become excited, all atoms will 
tion which can be severely darn- change, things will become lumi- 
aging to the eyes if exposed for nescent. There will be then, con- 
any length of time without very stant light. 
good protection. “But not to be THIS HAS A FOUNDATION OF 
concerned,” they say, for just be PURE PHYSICS...UPON WHICH 
assured this is a “cold” light. TO BASE KNOWLEDGE... 

p:The”p ermanentlyblind- What can we expect??? The 
ing” white Bght which may or rotation of the earth will dirnin- 
may not come according to ish, speeds are going to change, 
tinkering of your scientists- impacts are going to occur, and 
would come from ignition of we will not know enough about it 
the radioactive belt around to calculate it in any form. 
YOUR planat, I believe you call It might also be noted that the 
it Van AIIen’s Belt- something world communications centers, 
shdar. The desire to ignite f%ed satellites, U.S. Bases and 
samewouldbe toallowpiercing experimental sitesarewithinwhat 
the plasmic shielding created is known by the U.S. intelligence 
by that belt4ng and allow the community as the SAFE ZONE. 
phw to actually be drakrsd Isthisbydesignorbyaccident???? 
away, to some extent, long mtoun: Thisiswhyths”facili- 
enough to accomplish de&- ties are now placed so far in 
able results for the Elite who depthbelowthesurfaceandso 

electron. the sun, is a Photon Belt-also intend to “save selves” and well buSsed against the neu- 
Now these things cannot be called a “MONASIC RING”-a abandon you-thspeople with tralizationef%&ctthat theyd 

new, can they??? phenomenon which scientists %avinf of only a few to later contiuue to fbction to grmt 
Only the perception, only the have yet to produce with labora- SERVE them.] extent without aI&assh inter- 

finding of these things is different tory instruments. Well, as a matter of fact and ruptionofektricalpukes. FOG 
because, within the universe not to bust your bubble, the sun their own purposes thcrg now 
within the LAWS of PHYSICS, THE BIG GUESTION: WHEN? is cold. Heat is not what you utilize”photonpukesystemsH 
UNIVERSAL PHYSICS, these are perceive. Those big flashes from on some aircraft, etc. Also, 
always present. SO...They didn’t We are now poised to go the sun are flare-ups of energy there would be capabiHty of 
just happen. It means they are through this Photon Belt. It is and can be hot or cold but are Upropulsion” of such speeds 
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-Pleiades Cbtintiction Series. JOURNALS and Audio Books= 
EFFECTIVEIMMEDIATELYTHE 
FOLLOWING JOURNALS MAY 
ONLY BE PURCHASED FROM: 

Tehachapi Distributing, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 1911, suite 122 

Tehachapi, CA 93581 
(SOS) 822-9545 

at****** 

(#8W.& pMGLA$T 

by Sauanda, Hatoun, A&tar, 
Tesia & Russell 
$10.00...150 pp 

ISBN: M2235604-1 

The deceptive origins of this m 
produced disease are revealed, ticlud- 
ing the link with cattle and sheep vi- 
ruses. The sobering introduction of 
AIDS as a means for population reduc- 
tion by the World Health Organization 
through the Smallpox Vaccination pro- 
gram is exposed, as well as involve- 
ment by the Public Health Service 
through a Hepatitis B study on homo- 
sexual men in New York, Los Angeles, 
and San Francisco. Learn of the unique 
mutating ability of this virus and why 
there is no such thing as “safe sex”. 
Viruses are crystalline structures, and 
therefore, may be destroyed through 
the use of electromagnetic sound and 
light frequencies. The cutting-edge 
research of Strecker, Rife, Priore, 
Russell, Crane, Cathie, and Tesla are 
all explored in this profound and trou- 
bling work. Become informed by the 
story behind the story you are being 
told. 

PLEIADESCONNECTIONSERIES: 

The following series of Journals (or 
audiobook sets) are called The Ple- 
iades Connection” series because a 
goodly number of Earth humans are 
from the lineage of ones from Pleia- 
des. 

(#22) PLEIADES CONNECTION 
Vol. I 

by Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 
$10.00...165pp 

ISBN: o-9223%31-9...12/90 
or Audiobcg~(7 tapes) 

. 

What are the origins of human? What 
is man’s purpose on earth? In this 
compelling and profound JOURNAL 
the direct link with the star system 
Pleiades is given. Covering a vast 
range of topics, a number of important 
issues are explored, including: The 
basic differences between the religious 
beliefs of Christianity and the spiritual 
“Christ” way of life * The advantages 

of Dome housing * Pleiadian cosmo- 
nauts * The “Golden” Age * The 
purpose of planetary cycles * Rules 
governing Pleiadian Contacts * The 
Ancients/Native people and their con- 
nection to Pleiades. : 

(#31) GOD SAID: 
LET THERE BE LIGHT 

PIeiades Connection 
Vol. II 

by Hatouu & Genuain 
$10.00...223pp 

ISBN: O-922356-42-4.. .6/91 
or Audi~g~(8 tapes) 

. 

The nature of God and Creation is 
LIGHT. This JOURNAL offers a 
comprehensive understanding of our 
very nature, where we came from and 
ultimately return to, and how to create 
balance. Among the vast array of 
concepts which are presented: Expan- 
sion and Compression equals life/death 
cycles * The true meaning of sensation, 
consciousness, Cosmic Consciousness, 
“thinking”, Imagination and Inspira- 
tion * Illusion and Reality * How to 
KNOW God * The Voidance Principle 
* Two-Way Universe * Polarity * The 
principle, law and symbol of Love * 
Wave fields * Cubes, Spheres, and 
Spirals in Nature. 

(#32) I AND MY FATHER ARE 
ONE 

Pieiades Counection 
Vol. III 

by Hatoun & Germaiu 
$10.00...238pp 

ISBN: O-922356-46-7.. .6/91 
or Audiibgk(9 tapes) 

. 

Master Germain details the nature of 
God/Creator and how He Creates. The 
various explanations include: the True 
Nature of electricity, gravitation, mag- 
netism * heat and cold * The undivided 
light, the divided light * cubes/spheres 
* centering * the power of Desire * 
simulated idea and energy * duality of 
electric effect * the nature of matter * 
the One idea (love) of Creation. Germain 
also explains the misconceptions of 
science about energy and matter * The 
Mother/Father light is defined. 

(#33) MURDER BY ATOMIC 
SUICIDE 

Pieiades Connection 
Vol. Iv 

by Germaiu & Hatonu 
$10.00...148pp 

ISBN: O-92235&47-5...7/91 
or Audiabg~(5 tapes) 

. 

Germain presents the details of what 
radiating atoms are, why certain atoms 

urd minerals are to be left in their 
;latural state and the consequences of 
violating Nature’s laws and processes. 
We are warned about the danger and 
seriousness of atomic energy and the 
resulting nuclear contamination to the 
survival of all life on this planet. 

(#34) PHONE HOME, ET 
Pieaides Connection 

Vol. v 
by Hatonn & Genmiu 

$15.00...190pp 
Iueludes Two Audio Tapes 
ISBN: @922356-48-3...8/91 

or Audiobook (7 tapes) 
$30.00 

Gem&~ stresses the importance of 
communion (meditation) with God and 
gives excellent ti how to” instructions to 
accomplish successful communication 
with God. There are two instructive 
audio tapes to assist in relaxation, clear- 
ing your space and relinquishing your 
ego-consciousness to receive inspira- 
tion, knowledge and guidance from 
God. 

(#35) THE SACRED SPIRIT 

Pleiades Connection 
Vol. VI 

by Hatonn/Aton & Gemain 
$10.00...239pp 

ISBN: 02235650-5.. .8/91 
or Audi&g&(6 tapes) 

. 

God will work with you, not for you. 
Within these pages, find the wisdom of 
this truth. Germain, in his usual distinct 
style, clearly explains and defines: 
Higher Knowledge * Cause and Effect 
* the Mystery of Gravity * the Spiritual 
basis of Polarity * the Law of Rhythmic 
Balanced Interchange in nature * the 
Birth of Character and Righteousness * 
Cosmic Consciousness * How Equal- 
Opposite pairs achieve unity * Univer- 
sal Rhythm * why the Laws of God 
bring Balance * the Paralyzing role of 
Fear * the Nature of Free Will. 

(#36) IIUMAh&E SCIENCE 

Pleiades Connection 
Vol. VII 

by Germain & Hatonn/Aton 
$lO.oo...l%pp 

ISBN: 022356-51-3. ..8/91 
or AudiF2y&(6 tapes) 

. 

The very nature of God and the struc- 
ture of the Universe are examined. The 
vast range of topics in this JOURNAL 
include: Reincarnation, cycling and 
Immortality * Interworkings between 
the Divided and the Undivided Uni- 
verse * God creates one basic form * the 

Aight Wave Principle * Desire based 
lpon Knowledge * Why ActionReac- 
ion are equal, opposite and simulta- 
KOUS * What is Motion? * What is 
Time? *the principles of Manifestation 
Ir the Voidance principle * Senses vs 
tiowing * Soul-will vs. Ego-will * 
tidiation and Generation * more on 
Zause and Effect * Perfection of God’s 
Law * and the Purpose of Creation. 

(#37) SCmC$X&F THE COS- 

Pleiades Counection 
Vol. VIII 

by Hatonu/Aton & Gennaiu 
$10.00...197pp 

ISBN: 0-922356-52-1.. .9/91 
or AudM2~&(5 tapes) 

. 

Gemnin presents more of the working 
details of the Cosmos, Universe and 
what God is and how the cycles of 
perceived death and life actually func- 
tion. Also: How to Know God * 
Manifestation of Love in Character * 
God’s Purposeful Intent for Man * the 
tragedy of Modem Science * the Prin- 
ciples of Heat and Cold, water and fire 
* the Seven New Laws of Thermody- 
namics * the Spiral Principle * Nature’s 
sex principle * the Nature of Light * 
Transmutation of matter * Purpose of 
the Cube in Nature * more on Expan- 
sion and Compression. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
No Credit Cards, 

Billing, or COD Orders 

Shipping charges for individual JOUR- 
NALS are $3.75 1st title for UPS ship- 
ping, $0.75 each additional title; or 
$2.50 Bookrate 1st title, $1.00 each 
additional. 

lO%pricediscounton4ormoreJOUR- 
NAIS when not ordering complete sets 
(same shipping rates as above). 

Pleiades Connection Series* (8): 
shipped UPS = $78.25 
shipped Bookrate = $81.75 

Pleiades Connection Series* (8) + 
AID!+ 
shipped UPS = $87.75 
shipped Bookrate = $91.25 

*(prices on sets inc u 1 de 15% di+ 
count) 

PLEIADES AUDIO-BOOKS 
PleiadesConnection Setof 8 = $194.50 
includes shipping (and 15 % discount); 
individual audiobooks = $3.75 1st title 
for UPS shipping, $0.75 each addi- 
tional title; or $2.50 Bookrate 1st title, 
$1.00 each additional title. 
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primtoentrythatthecraft 
WOUlddULplpCO&VtS~~ 
through-the electricaI hat- 
down. WenowmusttaIkabout 
“time-txaveI”, however, and 
thiswoddodycedbethe 
subject in point. The puint is 
that the deeper into the earth, 
itdf,fhrf- cuhmtnlc- 
tured-the le88 impact. You 
uordiMryc#le4pII~arenotin- 
chaded in the plans-f= the 
plansoftheEUtearetoD& 
POPULATEtheplauetandthis 
isoneofthemean8inprobabIe 
usetodoso.] 
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES 

NOW FOR A VERY IMPOR- 
TANT PART OF THIS GRANDI- 
OSE SCHEME BY THE ELITE. 

Photon Energy is THE Energy 
-of the FUTURE. Reports indicate 
that there are experimental PHO- 
TON rockets on experimental 
craft. The AURORA CRAFT, for 
one, is now being regularly flown 
@eyondtestin@inCalifomiaThe 
SR-7 1 BlackBird has to be in the 
sky--at full speed-just to track 
this experimental craft. Find 
someone to talk about this ifyou 
dare. mti N&h= should 
you confuse the SR-71 “Black 
Bird” with the beyti-top-se- 
cret ‘%lacMrd PROJECT”.] 

to function; therefore, no grid, no 
electric power. Batteries simply 
wilI not work This means cars, 
etc., will not run more than the 
battery will allow. 

psanln: Factmrethatycm 
CUWpCtW~crmcalh- 
tionofelectrki~totheemtent 
thatinavery8htiperiodof 
tbneabatteaywilInotemit 
power either. so, evengenera- 
torswiIl5rststalIoutandfi- 
naIIywiIInot~~ Itthere- 
fme becomes mandatory to 

~~=WP@-fQWW, Russia is assumed to share iden- 
hdb&t3tC.,thinb#XOh49 tical goals, making possible a 
ekbical@iduringthenulI ‘strategic partnership” between 

PslliW the superpowers. 
There is no way that this has 

been missedl! It is only that we 
have been lied to and deliberately 
kept from this information. 

Are these premises valid? 
The collapse of the Soviet 

Oh...our adversaries...have 
pcatectsdt=h-wY-wm 
touaeitfobtheir~advan- 
tage. What is the game plan?? 
PUN 2ooo...lvl!! QWRAL 
COM!ROL... 

Union is surely the seminal went 
of our time. But the nature of 
what is to replace it is still un- 
settled. Other established pat- 
temsofglobalrelationsarebound 
to alter. Care must be taken not 
to foster principles of world order 
that unintentionally encourage a 
cycle of instability and constrain 
the evolution of newly fi-ee coun- . 

YeltSb’S Deal Of The Centurv tnes’ The newcharterisperme- 
Y 

ated by a tone redolent of aglobal 
Russo-U.S. condominium. [x: 

7/9/92 #l HATOl’M ing, which are carried in every Does ANIf reader knuu what 
Establishment paperasheadline Mr. m= just said in this 

Note please: Yeltsin got abso- news: sentencer Russia is called a 
lutely EVERYTHING he went af- QUOTE: ‘Strategic partne? In addition, 
ter at the G-7 Conference in Ger- Los Angeles lbes, July 5, “the United States and the Rus- 
many. Themostdangemustmns- 1992 by Henry Kissinger: former sian Federation will unitefempha- 
action is the most outrageously secrdary of state cd fkquenl sis addedjin their efforts toward 

clever maneuver of them all- writer for The 7lm4?s. strengtheningintemationaIpeace 
giving you the industrial facilities and security, preventingand set- 
(which you already control and THE BUSH-YRL- D&l& ding regional conflicts, and solv- 
are totally worthless with billions THAT NOBODY% w OF ing global problems.” 
of dollars needed to bring them Can the United States sus- 
into operation). I wonder if they Diplomacy: Russ(s]ia and the tainsuchanundertaki@ Should 
offered togiveyou back”Kissinger United States quietly sign adocu- Russia be encoumged into a glo- 
and Associates” in Russiain ex- ment aimed at remaking the bal role, which is like putting 
change forwerythinggiven them? world. The problem is they didn’t liquor before a reforming alto- 
Ifthis were not so serious it would ask anybody else. By Henry A. holic? Where does this leave the 

A craft that uses Photon pro- be the comic went of the centu- Kissinger, New York. U.S. allies? 
pulsion may have been a very ries. My cmw is still on the floor President Boris N. Yeltsin’s The atmosphere of condo- 
slow, cumbersome craft in usual trying to catch their breath. Now visit to the United States pro- minium emphasizes the CUriOUS 

. circumstances, but would, in the watch the action in this now un- duced a charter that seeks to give clause stating that the two coun- 
Photon ‘belt” become very, very derway “summit” and see how concretemeaningtothetermneu tries abjure “the threat of Use Of 
speedy and very, very efficient. much YOU gain or Iosel I simply worldaardsl. Thedocumentcould force against the territorial imeg- 
The Russians have space plat- do not see how you can look at involve, if its ideas take hold, a rity and political independence of 
forms RIGHT NOW...that have your papers and newscasts with rwolutionaryreorderingofglobal each other [emphasis added]“. 
Particle Beam Weapons that the a straight face. I wish I had time relationships. Such radical Could this not be read to mean 
U.S. ismostdeathlyafmidof. The to go down the articles, inorderof changes should not be imple- that the threat of force against 
U.S. has NO WEAPON TO writing, and point out theabsur- mented without a full national other countries is permitted by 
COUNTER THIS TECHNOLOGY dity in each and every one. It is debate. the charter? Previous U.S.-!%- 
ATPRESENTANDALLATTEMPlS TOTAL hog-swill. True, statements of prin- viet statements of principle al- 
TOCONSI’RUCI’SAMEARESIM- ciple are rarely implemented lit- ways contained clauses de&r- 
PLY ‘TAKEN-OUT’. HENRY KISSINGER erally. But they do reflect a state ing that nothing in them super- 

of mind and hidden assumptions seded existing obligations, or they 
NOW THE NULL ZONE For you who still don’t believe that shape long-term policy. made new mutual obligations 

=Dr.’ Kissinger has anything to The most significant pm- genera. Thenewrestrictiveclause, 
Thisisanelectromagnetic zone do with your government and/or mises of 'A Charter for Ameri- wen ifinadvertent, is bound to be 

where there is an energy B world&fairs-let me reassure you can-Russian Partnership and noted. [H: Andjust haw many of 
andthereisanabsenceofelectm- that his input is taken as “gas- Friendship” are that no geopoliti- you no&d tht (1 . ..tone 6 
magnetic fields. Ezmything sim- pel” and, while he operatesone of cal issues remain between the &&oJaglobaZ RusseUS. con- 
ply aumels evfziything. the largest businesses in both United States and Russia and domirttum”? Didyon,fu&mx, 

ElectxicPower GeneratingSys- Moscow, Russia and in China- that the spread of democracy will take note that this u . ..a* 
temsutilizeearth’s magneticgrid he writes things like the follow- guarantee permanent peace. sphemofcondomlnzrmrenlpha- 

. a 6, . 
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The charter emphasizes a 
vast new effort by the United 
States and the Russian Federa- 
tion to “support the strengthen- 
ing of the Euro-Atlantic Cornmu- 
nity” because “security is indi- 
visible from Vancouver to 
Vladivostok.” When this concept 
first appeared in the Mikhail S. 
Gorbachev era, it was the slogan 
of European and Soviet leaders 
seeking to reduce U.S. influence 
and to gain maximum freedom of 
action for essentially national 
purposes. Once everybody is al- 
lied to everybody else, existing 
institutions will dissolve into a 
vague structure incapable ofjoint 
action and thus, in the end, best 
suited to nationalistic policies. 

[H: Oops-it appears Mr. 
Kissiugerisjustabitconcerued 
about some thiugs that could 
come from this-l&e wipe-out 
his own business interests iu 
some way. Let’s see now, it 
seems Mr. Gorbach~ is presi- 
deutofI&siuger&Asqx&ates 
in Moscow (by whatever 
%amen). It also appears that 
while Mr. Yeltsin was in the 
U.S., Mr. Gorbachev was doiug 
‘komething absurd” tith the 
IsraelisinTelAviv. Whatcould 
ithavebeen? Why? Could&be 
that the UB61sheviksn may be 
in troubIe with the world order 
asitnowappearstobecomiug 
dowu? Someoue is certaMy 
blackmai%g someone else, it 
appear8 to me.] 

TheEuro-AtlanticCommu- 
nity seems to include the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization, the 
European neutrals, thenew East 
European democracies and all 
the successor states of the Soviet 
Union. p: What does he mean 
by”seem8--heir;thevemyone 
who 8et up the w. Don’t 
yousortofthiukhe“kncwrs”?] 
The interests of these countries 
are assumed to be identical and 
to flow naturally from theirdemo- 
cratic structures. But, in the real 
world, can this melange be called 
a community? Does the phrase 
‘indivisible security” entitle ei- 
ther superpower to act alone in 

.-- . _____ s-. __ .- ..- 

the#likely went there is no con- 
sensus, or does each side have a 
veto? Is the choice between hege- 
mony or paralysis? 

And in what way can the 
five Central Asian republics of the 
Soviet Union or the three new 
states of the Caucasus be said to 
belong to a European security 
structure, not to speak of a Eum- 
Atlantic Community? If 
Kieghizstan, one of the Central 
Asian republics, becomes UEuro- 
pean’, why not Pakistan or India 
nearby? The unspoken premise 
is that all the states of the former 
Soviet Union, however different 
their culture and history, are still 
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moxxknt-ho doYOU think is titx&ips of the former Soviet 
at war?] Russian leaders ma- Union? At theend ofan evolution 
neuver with persistence to estab- that weshouldassist, Russiamay 
lish themselves as the linear de- turn into the partner envisioned 
scendants of the historic empire. by the charter. As of now, such a 
The entry of all the successor role isat best premature, atworst 
republics into the European Se- dangemus. 
cur@ Conference is a measure of END OF QUOTING 
this campaign’s success. Goodness, this must have a 

If Moscow attempts to “fog-factor” of somewhere near 
recentralize its. former empire, 100%. At any rate, considering 
some sort of military conflict is what a leader Mr. Kissinger is in 
probable. If it succeeds, even the Elite One World Order Global 
partly,alarmbellswillringaround 2000, is it just posdble that 
the Soviet periphery-but espe- Yeltsin (and moreaver and 
cially in Eastern Europe. The above, Pamyat and Soy@ may 
traditional pattern of mutual fear not be such vicious crkninats 
between Russia and its neigh- -@‘you-the-IiD 

treated as if they were under bors will reappear. The U.S.- tSizen# as against the Elite . 

Moscow’s tutelage. Russianpartnershipwillcollapse. Administration?? It does be- 
The unprecedented role This may not be an acute come obvi&s that THAT mau 

assigned to the European Secu- problem as long as Russia, to- they aIllaughed at andinsulted 
rity Conference and the phrase gether with all the successor when he FIRST came to visit 
that *America and the Russian states, faces economic disaster. Americahassomehow gained a 
Federationcannotacceptanother But as they recover, the question lot of how- ough to com- 

phase of European instability” of whether the new charter re- pletely get EVERYTHING he 
point up the charter’s basic in- duces the dangers becomes rel- goes after aud your Elite e- 
compatibility with existing Atlan- evant. bemscapitu.lateatEVERYTURN. 
tic institutions. Within NATO, The Bush Administration Hmn-n-n! Does it not indicate 
the United States opposes asepa- seems to assume that liberal de- thatthere issomekiudofpow= 
rate European military force on mocraq and market economics somewhere? Why would the 
the ground that it weakens the will, by themselves, achieve and world capitulate to a broken, 
integrated comman d. The char- preserve peace everywhere. But bankrupt and now defeus&ss 
ter, however, leaves little scope even if true, this point will not be nation if there is not %ome- 
for NATO, except to contribute reached for decades. Meanwhile, thi&‘afbotthatisVERY,~~ 
forcesand resourcesto thenewly the United States must contrib- POWERFUL? Think about it 
invented Euro-Atlantic Commu- ute to international stability with most careklly bsfare yea read. 
hity as some kind of exclusive a foreign policy that goes beyond on and we share our next blast 
club directed against Asia. social engineering. The effort to ofjnsults firom none othex thau 

Similar ambiguities shore up the Russian govern- the UFO Bible (magrcrpS) as 
weaken the charter’s relevance to ment is laudable, and the Con- “faxed to me pest&y”. 
the strains produced by the gress should support it. But we 
breakup of the Soviet Union. In must not so idealize and person- 
less than a year, 15 new states al.& the relationship as to lose 
have emerged. All have become sight of geopolitical imperatives. 
members of the United Nations. We need to balance the respect 
None, except the Baltic states has and cooperation to which Russia’s 
known independence for the last reforms and potential power en- 

WHO SHOULD 

150 years. Hundreds of thou- title it against the dangers of he- 
INCORPORATE? 

sands of soldiers of the erstwhile gemony over smaller suCCessor 
Find out all the details and ben- 

Red Army remain on theirterrito- states. 
efit of having your own corpora- 

ries. The soldiers intervene in The toughest question 
tion. 

local conflicts ostensibly to pm- raised is whether a Russia seek- 
Contact: 

tect Russian minorities. ing to build democracy and a 
Corporate Advisors 

While the Russian Repub- market economy and in need of 
Corporation 

lit has not directly challenged the vast amounts of foreign assis- 
independence of the new states, it tance can possibly fulfill the role 

2533 N. Carson St., Suite 645 

has not fully accepted it either. assigned to it by the charter. Isit 
Carson City, NV 89706 

pI: I could have m there wise to divert Russia into aglobal 
702-885-9638 

were wars go&g on in almoet enterprise that may keep it from 
ALLdthenmrstat wen defining a responsible role 

ask for Cart ‘Christie 
mpe- -. 

dally Yugodavia at this v&y ;tith respect to the internal rela- 
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&veaZkzg UFO 
- Magtine Attack 

719192 #l HATONN inthewaruntilsudztimeasAmenw 
could achieve a fiLU war-time 

NEW SERIES BEGINNING ewnumy, and in concert with the 
British, the Russians and other 

Good gracious, a series about peoples would ultimately beat the 
little old ME?!? Or is it to tear Nazi gangsters into the ground. 
down George Green whom the There were other convoys 
UFO ucommunity” is after for headed towardRussia on a simi- 

bringing you the truth about lar mission, and most did get 
“things” and “them”? Let us let through. But my Bad’s shrp did 

YOUdecide--1amwearyof”my” not. ItwashitbyaU-boatandthen 
friends being the last to know finishedojfby Nazibombers. (My 
what is going on. father survived the ordeal.) 

The following is from UFO, 30 Asweallknow, WW-Ilhada 
Vol. 7, No. 4,1992. A copy of the ‘success@l endiq; the Nazi re- 
“article” was sent to my attention girne was destroyed, but by I 945, 

on July 8, 1992 so I assume the Nazis still had managed to kill 
issue is “new’. I think, for this about 20 million Russians, both 

particular group in point, it is rnilitay andcivilian. 
interestingthat the pictured copy The British lost just under a 

of the LIBERATOR utilized was million people, both military and 
the one with the headline: Under- civilian, theI+en& about 750,000 

not faring quite as well under the 
scrutiny of Ed Condon at the Uni- 
versity of Colorado’s govemment- 
sponsoredinqui y. La&ridiculed 
by many, Condon’s report seemed 
to. ignore the many fu cases, 
instead concentrating on 
‘wntacteeB orfinge-element re- 

PO&. 
Contactee activity has been 

around as long as people have 
chasedlightsintheshyandthought 
often waclcy and incredible, usu- 
ally amounted to largely harmless 
claims. But much more recently, 
some of the wntactee information 
has taken on darker overtones. 

InFebrua y, UFO b&me more 
directlyinvolvedinlookingatsome 
recentinwmationsofthewntactee 
message whena call came inFpm 
a reader in Chicago, who was 
inquiring about apublishing wm- 
pany called America West. 

Based in Tehachapi, Cali- 
fornia, [WRONG1 11, America West 
Publishing is owned and opemted 
by George and Desiree’ Green. (It 

ground Bases Honeycomb U.S.. andpOland, 4 l/2 million Loss of has no relationship to the airline.) 
The adversary really didn’t like Eifein the death camps included 6 The Greens’ company regularly 
THAT ONE. My scribe is at agreat million Jews and 5 million Europe- prints and distributes a news- 
disadvantage for she has no idea ans of other races and back- print publication called THE 
WHO in the world these people gtatnds. PHOENIX LIBERATOR, formerly 
are who so graciously write about Germanyakosufferedpdy. the PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
our work. Perhaps Mr. Ecker Bywar’send, she had lost around PRESS, purported to be tram- 

(Don) will be relieved to know that I I millionpeople, whichconsisted missions from an extraterrestrial 

I DO! Furthermore, he may just of milita y and civilian wsualties. in orbit around Earth. 
not like what I have to say in “that Thesefigures are cited in 7’he En- This alleged ET calls him- 
sought after interview” he claims c@opedia of Military History, by self, according to George, 
to desire with “Hatonn”. So be it. Dupuy and Dupuy, Harper and Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Com- 

COPY: Row, 1977.) mander in Chief, Earth Project 
Iam sure you are by now won- Transition, Pleiades Sector Flight 

A NEO-NAZI ET? HATONN’S dering what this has to do with Command, Int.erg&ctic Fa$xa- 
WORLD’-PART I UFOS. tion Fleet-AshtarCommand. v: 

Wewiugettothatinamoment, He has a couple of things mis- 
by Don Ecker tifkd let us drop back about25 construee being in the 
h. 1943, myftihe.rrwQsa young years to the dawning of the Age of Command of someone named 

merchantseamanonboardawn- Aquarius.Backin1967and1968, A&W. A&tar k on@ a label 

voyleavhgEnghd~~nysup "flo~rpower"~in,h.msnot giventheentity whoheadsthe 
plies to the soviet union lbe unwmmontotumonthetelevision Pmacuatlon-andandCea- 
Second World War was at its andseenewsbnmdwst sofqove- tral Computer system and I 
height, andthe united-, along ins”, sit-ins and crowds of young only have occasionaI need to 
withEngland France andthe So- high school and wuegeage lads participate w&h &at flee& in 

viet Union, was locked in a life- mamhingforpeace andwllingfor any mtiom *t m- 
and-&zthstruggle with Nazi Ger- acceptance and equality of all tfon &s bw,n explained h de- 

my. l%e Nazis had ovenun all people everywhere. tail in the JOURNALS. Fur- 
of Westemlkqx, England was We we= all human afk all, ther, I am IN COMMAND-not 
on her knees and everyone was and for many the ’60s ushered in Commander-ip-Chiaf. This is 
sum that Russia uxzs a rotting the new age of love and under- ju&f~aMtofclarificationfor 
sbudu?ejust uxliting to topple. Standing There was no mom for 

Thesuppliesonboardthatwn- intokan.ce or bigotry. 
you readan of THIS document. 
Moreover, I am ouly occasion- 

voywereintendedtokeepRussia UMls ontheothdumc$ were ally in “orbit around your 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

planet*, if the difference is 
important to you. ] Earth Rep- 
resentative to the Cosmic Council 
and Intergalactic Federation 
Councilon EarthTransition. (But, 
he says, you can just call him 
“Hatonn.“) p: Ah so! Would it 
be so %trange” if this author 
introduced himselfas Mr. Don 
Ecker and said, you may call 
me “Don” or %cker”? Do you 
condemnabeingforbeingcour- 
teousaudusiuggoodmanners? 
I do note that not many gra- 
cious manners are utilized by 
this one toward me and/or 
GeorgeGreenaudwehavedone 
NOTHINGTOORWITHHIMOR 
HIS MAGAZINE. HOW DOES 
HE HAVE INSIGHT ENOUGH 
TO PRONOUNCE SUCH CAR- 
NAGE UPON OUR PRESENCE 
AND RIGHT OF EXISTENCE? 
OR, IS THIS THE TYPE OF 
JOURNALISM NOW FULLY AC- 
CEPTED AND RESPECTED IN 
YOURCONTROLLEDEI’MRON- 
MENT OF DISINFORMERS?] 

Hatonn isnot a specifically 
channeled entity, however, Green 
says, “He sends the information 
on a military channel that is re- 
ceived and written down by the 
scxibe,Dharma.” DharmaisDoris 
Ekker, a60-ish grandmotherwho 
purportedly receives and then 
writes down the transmission 
from Co mmander Hatonn. [H: 
Well it is NOT a milim,chan- 
nel. It is simply short-wave 
high-band transmi&!aion. Fur- 
ther, have none of you ever 
heard of a %anslato? or a 
“secretaryn? How quaint!] 

POLITICAL COMMENTARY 

Cmdr. Hatonn does not 
limit himself to spiritual counsel. 
He is concerned with uZI aspects 
of life on Earth,’ particularly po- 
litid aspects. In the myriad 
writings attributed to Hatonn, he 
“rains wisdom” on every subject 
.fmm the history and instability of 
neighborhoods in Cubaand Peru 
to the covert agenda of the world’s 
power-brokers. (Issueswhichare, 
of course, very much related). In 
DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET: 
ZIONISM IS RACISM, Hatonn 
introduces himself, saying, 
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‘Hatonn present in the Light of 
Radiance, in service unto God 
and Man.” 

For an extraterrestrial, 
Hatonn is extremely well informed 
and opinionated on just about 
everything. His diatribes encom- 
pass Reaganomics, medieval his- 
tory, the “actual” origin of the 
Jews, the wisdom of incorpora- 
tion and current American eco- 
nomic woes, and much more than 
can be described here. pH: Thank 
you for takmg notation of the 
above. I wiIl point out that in 
view of my accepted KNOWL- 
EDGE of wide diversity-WHY 
WOULD MR. ECKER CHOOSE 
THIS PARTICULAR SUBJECT 
TO FOCUS UPON??? COULD IT 
BE WE HAVE AN ELITE 
GLOBALIST ON OUR HANDS 
OR SIMPLY A DISINFOR- 
MATION/ MISINFORMATION 
COUNTERFEIT JOURNAL- 
IST??? I would suggest that 
almostANYsubjectuponwhich 

.I have written would be more 
valuable than the one he has 
chosen to blast universally and 
with intentionalfocurr. Or, will 
we find that Mr. Ecker doesn’t 
READ AT ALL OR IF SO, VERY, 
VERYPOORLYANDHISARITH- 
METICAND RESEARCH CAPA- 
BILITIES ARE SORELY LACK- 
ING.] 
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izingitsallusiontoJewsandanti- SR-71smdC-13O’stoutiliuein SEARCH JOURNAL!] There 
Semitism. [H: Good @--aOrr clandestine activities as are were not even six million Jews in 
so? I have told you over and present TODAY. Besides it all of Europe prior to the start of 
over aud over43EMITES ARE would have beeu most propi- the war,” Green stated. Accord- 
NOT JEWS! Sure Mr. Ecker, tious to use such “silent run- ing to him and Hatonn, the copi- 
youcanreadbettertha.nTHAT!] 
When queried, Green denies hav- 
ingany anti-Semitic feelings him- 
self. But if he doesn’t,’ Hatonn 
does. w: WRONG! I AM A 
“SEMITE” AND SO IS GEORGE 
GREEN-you hadbetter check 
out your historical research 
capabilities.] According to the 
works flowing from America West 
Publishers, attributed to “Com- 
mander Hatonn,” most history is 
not what it is purported to be: 
books like Destruction of a 
PhnetqZionismISRacismand 
The Trillion DoUar Lie: The 
HOLOQIUST, Vols. 1 and 2, as- 
sert that there was NO HGLO- 
CAUST. [H: WRONG. There 
mostcert&lyWASaholocaust 
butNGTLIKEPRESENTEDAND 
YOU REDUCE THE VERY 
HONOR TO THE ONES WHO 
“DID” SUFFER SO CRUELLY 
BY YOUR LIES AND DECEP- 
TIONS! IT IS NOT wP, SIR, 
WHO Is THE FOOW] Hatonn 
says Jews are not really Jews, per 
se, but “Khazars,” who came out 
oftheareathatusedtobethe 
U.S.S.R. p: Indd] 

UFO material appears at 
The transmissions have a times, with explanations no one 

familiar ring. According to else hascome up with. According 
Hatonn-as recorded by to the word from Hatonn per 
“Dharma”- most of what is George Green,. for instance, the 
wrong with the world, and. more Tunguska explosion in Siberia in 
specifically with America, is a June of 1908 was actually a se- 
“secret government” within the cret, 30-megaton atomic bomb 
government. This secret govern- designed and built by a secret 
mentor New World Orderiscon- society of British and German 
trolled by ‘TheCommittee of300” scientists. Green tells * that 
and international bankers. w: the bomb was delivered by a bal- 
So? And do not all of Mr. loon. m: where have yeu bAan 
Ecker’s FORMER FRIENDS Mr. Ecker?? Scientists on 
state the same thing?? What YOUR-PLACE gave that infor- 
have we here? The UFO mation and a whole lot more 
magazine’sthrusthasbeenthe and it has been written up iu 
%ecretgoverum ent’scover-up major well accepted news-let- 
of EVERYTHING-INCLUDING ters such as Antony Sutton’s 
UFOS!] works. There was a magn& 

cent plan to actually tilt the 
ANTI-SEMITIC MEANING planet with that eu@onion em 

cept the perpetrators couldn’t 
Oneofthecaveats tointer- get their time-zone changes 

preting an-u-non phrases such as meetly computed! As to bal- 
?.ntemational bankers” is real- 1oondelivery:theydidnothave 

dug” craft, would it not?] ous number of photographs that 
showed the world the horrors 

?I0 HOLOCAUST’ endured by victims incarcerated 
in the Nazi concentration camps 

[H: Mm this man were misinterpreted; the moun- 
has a hang-up of some sort for tains of dead, starved bodies, the 
out of some riKty JOURNALS, tattooed numbers on the arms of 
he can’t seem to get rid of a all inmates, even small children, 

. 
uaggmg urge to beat this to were all a fabrication. w: Mr. 
death-ethinglikedoesthe Ecker-itishardtobeli~eyou 
ADL (branch of British Intel& couldtwiststatementstoTHIS 
gence), WZO, WJC, and “hate extent by util&iug the term 
crimen squealers. Do not you ALL, etc. Do younot thinkthat 
readersfindthisinteresting? A even a deceiver wouldbe more . 
WFW journaland no mention cautious than to make such 
or curiosity is even SHOWN encompassingaudstupidsta~ 
about possible UFG knowledge ments? It seems theterm”aIln 
orpossibilitiesofgleaniugsome in both instances is YOURS, 
information regarding the cos- not Mr. Green%.] 
m-ST DEAL WITH GAR- In a casual tone of voice, 
BAGE, LIES AND DISNFOR- Green told UKXhat those corpses 
MATION AS NEANLY AS I CAN were actually dead Germans that 
DISCERN. If YOU were given Gen. Dwight David Eisenhower, 
possible chance of information World War11 Supreme Allied Com- 
from a Space-command ofXicer mander and future President of 
and a “Host” of Holy God who the United States, had once in- 
knows enough to see to it that temed in the former Nazi %ork 
the very worldqp of God and camps”. Then, Green Said, 
Universe is put to JOURNAL- Eisenhower allowed them to 
would you ask about the num- starve to death. m: Gads, Ildt. 
bersiuGermanyiuthe194O’s? Ecker,wherehaveYOUBEEN? 
Wouldyounotthinkitwiseto Have you been so narraw4n 
choosesom~w~chwould your -chastonatREAD 
actuallybeofMerenttothe whatis avdable?? WV 
mansesandpo6sibIygiveyou Ng~Tk?lllrcsuFcdcmEistand 
insight to what con&o&s you dammsofot#wf~AND 
as a species and civiBzation3 how about the book called 
SObdt.] OTHER LOSSES by Bacque, 

Therewerenodeathcamps which was uburnsdn in the 
in Germany or Poland, according U.S.? My, my, it would appear 
to the Phoenix material. w: Mr. it is YOU who dweIls in %uter 
EckerzyouarefuIlofit,asyou space”andnotHatonn!] 
late. say about Ums”. There Of course, Green added, 
werecampsinwhichdeathwas this is not his own information, 
incredibly massive so I suggest but facts from the almost-omni- 
you GO READ THE MATERIAL ‘scient Commander Hatonn, who 
AS WRITTEN AND POSSIBLY stays in orbit and beams down 
EVEN WRITE WITHOUT SE wisdom from the stars. [H: 
LECTED TAKE-OUTS, THE No~inf~ation&omthe 
WHOLE LOT OF MATE-1 %tars”-although I can give 
HEREIN GIVE YOU PERMIS- youalotofiuformationABOUT 
SION TO REPRINT EVERY THOSE STARS! “Almost-om- 
WORD I HAVE WRITTEN AND niscient”? Not too bad!] ’ 
MY“BROTHERS”&3WELL! IN Onpage 162ofZUD=Ls 
FACT, IF I HAD THE TIME I RACISi&Cmdr.Ha~nndaimsthe 
WOULD INSIST THAT YOU DO Nazis decided “Since fm could 
S-IN YOUR SO-CALLED R& not be used (to get the Jews out of 
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Germany) for fear of potential in- par&uhu conclusion which Elders of Zion”, which purport to SINGLE‘SURVIVOR” WHO SAW 
ternational repercussions, the uinf=s” arrnihilntion? Perhaps be a blueprint for a “Zionist” or ANYTHING PRONOUNCED AS 
way to break down their resis- that lswhat it meant-but mOte Jewish takeover. Redundant HAVING HAPPENED AS TO 
tance was to instill a distinctive likely, as with your own state- quotesinclude,“Anarchyissome- DEATH CAMPS! I DO NOTE, 
Jewish identity amongst them by ment regarding Mr. Cooper- thing that the Jew promotes r-e- HOWEVER,THATTHOSE“SUR- 
systematically promoting Jewish youdidn’tlikeaccountsinsome lentlessly. Whileincompletecon- VIVORS” ARE VERY WILLING 
schools, athletic teams, Hebrew, fashion and “would settle....” 3 trol of the financial powers of the TO EXECUTE INNOCENT 
Jewish art and music, etc. Corn- You men claimed Mr. Cooper state, they promote internecine PEOPLE SUCH AS DEMJANJUK 
bined with Zionist occupational had threatened to “kill” you! strife...” p: What would you FOR CRIMES “NOT” COMMIT- 
re-training centers, this would and you stated that on an open have me do, misquote a docu- TED. 
induce the recalcitrant Jews to radioin- whatareyou, mentutillzedasanactionblue- Iwouldappreclateyouread- 
abandon their homeland.” (II: Mr. Ecker? Perhaps you would print far centuries?? I did not ers giving me even ONE good 
Commander Hatonn %laim8” like me to share morewith our WRITE THE PROTOCOLS but REASON why I should 8pbjeCt 
this?Goreadagain,lbIr.Eckee readexs, and yours!] you seem to present’tht as if my people to this nerd? He 
that was a direct “quotem dram In America(n) [sic, sic] somehow I DID1 Nope, sorry- wants to know my relationrbip 
an “earth- document and West’s volume entitled SPACE. they came right along befixe withmypeople? Howabouthis 
Habnn“chims”n&hingObthe GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED, it’ andw&htheCommllnbtMa& relationship with cme Viclde 
sart!Thkhappenedtobetruth a.ppearsthatCommanderHatonn ferto,NaziManifestoandnow Cooperuf~Whenwes~ 
BUT NOW IS USED TOTALLY is not above plagiarizing. Taking your New World Ordtiew of Hatonn, it should be noted 
OUT OF CONT- IN THIS sectionsfiomsomeofthevolumi- World PLAN 2000.1 Later, on thatonesneedfqmtothiuk 
ARTICLE ]uo UFO as the entire nous tracts of Milton William page 153, Hatonn says that after in term8 of % -God’s- COM- 
article t relati to Unidenti- Cooper (Cooper at one point astate exhausts itselfduringwar mm a& Creation’8 
fied m O&@&s and par- threatened that he was going to or civil war, “IT CAN THEN, IN Universal LAWS. 
‘ale cocrmbc (space) infm- sue Green), Hatonn put in his ANY CASE, BE ACCOUNTED AS YOU, Mr. Ecker,doNOTWANT 
tion and/or focus. If you are own words that tired old canard: IRRETRIEVABLY LOST AND IN AN INTERVIEW WITH ME-you 
tzying to. discred&@ me, Mr. “YES, DEAR ONES, PRESIDENT THE POWER OF THE JEWS.” want moregames in order to dis- 
Eckerqou are ONLY discred- JOHN F. KENNEDY WAS MUR- Yet, Hatonn bills himself as an credit Truth and cover your own 
itingsdfl I am come as a Ho& DERED BY THE SECRET SER- extraterrestrial bringer of light, insecure. and ridiculous assets. 
of md I 5d you ALSO VICE AGENT WHO DROVE HIS condescendingly referring to his- You seem to tell the audience 
AVOIDTHATSUBJECT LIKEIT CAR IN THE MOTORCADE.” (All readers as “misguided children”. WHO HATONN I!+whenwillyou.. 
WILL.- YOU A BAD CASE capitalize@. .w:JALLA CAPITAL+ Could Hatonn ,be a mouthpiece tell them WI-IQ: YOU. ARE?. 
OF PL&C3-] IZED): IJUSTWROTEITAGAIIW for someone e&x?? Ones such as you, Mr. Ecker, 

THE FATAL SHOTS WERE w: Yes, I COULD be. But I have turned what could have been 
HITLER’S ‘MEIN KAMPF’ FIRED BY GREER FROM THE am not. I do suggest however, a worthy JOURNAL for infor- 

LIMO DRIVER’S SEAT AND BY that I prould not deprive You of mation into what is nothing more 
We all know how very un- HUNT FROM THE uGRAssY the privilege of holding that than a rag-sheet of drivel and 

concerned the Nazi regime was KNOLL”. There w-e many honor, Mr. Don Ecker!] misinformation of the highest 
about world opinion in 1936, involved and I have named al- Part Two ofthis article will ex- form. The articles are without 
when Hitler ordered German most aU of them in one place or amine mire ofthe infimation of- merit, basis or truth in almost all 
troops tore-occupy the Rhineland another. By the way, JUST fered byAmeriaz West. DonEcker instances and you dishonor any- 
in violation of the Treaty at WHAT IS IT YOU DO NOT UN- will attempt a direct intervkw of one who would give you truth 
VersaiIle. Hitler had spelled out DERSTm, SIR? Funny thing Hutonn, as we21 as speak to sev- through just such articles as the 
his plan years .before in Mein about Up- -TRUTH eral sutivors of the “non-exis- foregoing. I do not judge you-1 
KampJ the book that became the CANNOT BE PLAGIARIZED! tent” Jewish HoZoamst. simply ‘judge” your work and 
Nazi bible. In Mein Kampf, Hitler Furthmooe, I continua& get *** actions and I find them sorely 
stated fortherecord that hewould. correspondence urging me to END OF QUOTE wanting value or truth. Your 
“settle with the Jews”. [H: Is look into the fact that “.;.Coo- Attempt an interview of thrust is obviously toward mkn- 
thatsupposedtomean%hty pefrlspbq@i&ug your work, Hatonn???? Attempt?? It seems formation and Elite involvement 
them allw?--ngas them all?- Hatonn!” Can’t havs it BOTH any who have efforted to speak to cover-up and disinformation- 
what mean you when you say, WAYS, chelas! NOW, WHAT DO with Hatonn have received gra- in order to further deceive read- 
for instance, that you u... will YOU HAVE TO SAY ABOUT cioustirne and service, although ers seeking truth. 
settle with Mr. CooPer”-on THAT INCIDENT, I WONDER?? often I have been invited to attend Your world is coming apart 
the AIR yet?! Does that mean WHOSE SIDE MIGHT YOU BE your “interviews” and only have and you would utilize trite mis- 
thatyouwillmurderhim? How ON, SIR? YOUSOUNDPRETTY received threats, insults and stu- guidance and that would appear 
come you to this conclusion? SELF-INCRIMINATINGTOME.] pi&y in return for the reception. to me to be only a mammoth 
Taken out of context as you THE TRILLION DOLLAR If this is your thrust and intent of discredit to your own integrity. I 
have, perhaps it meant he was LIE, THE HOLOCAUST, again dealing with such a subject in would guess, herein, however, 
going to se&tle accounts and supposedly the dictums of Corn- point-wherein you will “inter- that Mr. William Cooper and I are 
pay them all they were owed? mander Hatonn, delivers rhetoric view several survivors ofthe ‘non- in pretty much identical harmony 
How abopt--arettling by giving that sounds terrifyingly close to existent’Jewish Holocaust” I sug- concerning the type of writer as 
them -any or Palestine? fascist propaganda. In it, we get gest you are really “reaching’, areyou. Isanctionneitherofyour 
How. . is - it. ym. some. -to this the text pf. the,“Protocols of the Mr.,Ecked $ haveyet to wime.ss A behavior@u t J do s,uggest that, 
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at least, in spite of tlammable ‘pity”, foryouofmankind. Bless- can pay attention and have prepa- testing is now done and the capa- 
temper, problems of control ings upon you of vision who can rations which can take you bility readied); the nation can be 
through many means and mis- understand the circumstances through this time of change. brought to total and instant am- 
guided dire&o-HE AT LEAST confronting your species and Do you ACTUALLY BELIEVE trol by Executive Order-that 
TRIES TO BRING TRUTH globe. Blessings upon you who GOD IS WHAT ARMAGEDDON meansbyMr.Bush. Heistaking 
WHEREIN YOU DELIBERATELY can see the dangers toyour Con- IS ABOUT? You had best look theORDERwithhirnwhemverhe 
BREAK IT DOWN INTO A RUB- stitution and your freedom-Pity again at the prophecies and in- goes to have it ready to releax!- 
BISH HEAPOFYOUROWN GAR- upon you ones who dwell in the structions--God is only about IT IS ALREADY SIGNED! 
BAGE. Now, rightfully M dark places and insist ALL OTH- sending for his people+MAN is Now, look back at those news 
you so often quoted above: this is ERS REMAIN INTHEDARKWITH about bringing down the world clips-how about the ones eon- 
“...inHatonn’sopinion”. Iwould, YOU. into HIS OWN CONTROL. tinually shown on the G.E. ‘Pho- 
however, measure my some sixty Salu. ton” system?? Note alI the neat 
books against your representa- 

---Ewnm1 
SAFETY? tricks that system produces--in- 

tions of almost everything you eluding the need to wear espe- 
‘cover”. So be it. amaandtheSan Andreasbmak- It must, by now, be becoming cially and exceptionally dark 

Consider this to be “PART F” off points, etc. this can only arealizationthatnornatterwhere goggles to be in the same area 
ofyour ‘series”. Idon’t think you mean that it is KNOWN by the you locate+hem is ajuicy expe- withtheapparatus, a”pNdseOf 
actually want a personal inter- “inside groups” that things am rience awaiting you. All you can energy” forthrustingaimraftand 
view with m-unless you can %xxningdown”acaxdingtoElite actually do against this particu- on and on. IvhUtdoyouthink- 
change the content and, them- Plan %)(X)-and right on time. lar thrust is be prepared to sur- they cue fdking c-hut? 

fore, it seems most unwise of me Let us consider natural phe- vive wherever you might be. The 
to do that to my people already nomena about the U.S. as an human body needs food and wa- CURRENT PHOTON 
being quite aware of a ‘fixed” exampI~inthisimmediatetime- ter and some type of sheltering, NULL-TIME 
setting. span. Across the U.S. there are, even ifit be only a blanket. Chil- WOULD BE MAN-MADE 

In fact, you desire self-ego within the past week-end and dm need tending and a place to 
stroking with your clever articles ongoing, Earthquakes which are ‘be”. Those who assure you that You as a planet am not ex- 
and accusations of false thrust NGTonknown (oron~t,dly~c- God will simply *pickyou up” are petted to enter the genuine pho- 
andworsepemeption-pleasefeel tive) faults. The reports am that lying to you with the most hei- ton belt zone until e!ar& in your 
free to print this as Part II. YOU the=~isturningliquid.“This nous lie possible. NO, you will be second decade of your new oen- 
have stirred up others on the can only mean that these am given to experience whatever tury. You am already gradually 
‘Get Green and Hatonn Trail” manufactured earthquakes by comes-down-for-the time of cycle picking up e&&s NOW -because 
and it is going to be most costly Mm utilizing abeams” (photon migration is not yet. I con only it will not be an abrup! “pull @?I 
and painful to them, also, and I particle lasers) and transmitters give you warning for the things light switch” encounter. Your 
think they will not thank you for from =oQt there somewhe& to coming upon you NOW are those scientists not only know it but are 
your’service” unto them. When specific receivers and amplifiers of MAN and NOT OF GOD. Wiling it to enslave you. The 
in a ‘nest of thieves” the ‘thieP ‘in there somewhere”. If you TheEactthat’inteIligencecon- ozone-hole is a dastardly hoax for 
cannot,findtiefoolishness ofhis Iook at your m=‘IyIRs and tacts”axe”acting”andmovingto thera.comingtiugh~sim~ 
visible projection. check the locations of the quakes places wherein safety has been ply photon rays and ozone won’t 

I am pleased to see that you in California, you will find them “assured” by inside resources stop them but your Elite have to 
are reading some of our material, linked to the major underground tells it all. The intelligence agen- have an “excuse’$$o feed to you. 
however, and hope that some ofit facilities of the Marines, Navy, ties have to KNOW TRUTH be- The scientists CAN produce 
rubsoffonyourintelligence-seek- etc., i.e., Twenty Nine Palms, cause the entire of your military up to five days of null- or void- 
ing brain system. One more pm- ChinaLakefRidgecmst),Ed~ards has been shifted to places of time (such as the genuine null- 
sentationofa”sighting”fr6mthe AFB (Mojave/cal. City) and so plannedinvolvementTGINSUl?E time will produce) quite easily. 
40’s or 50’s is going to make me on. Thesesametypesof“shakes” CONTROL BY THE ELITE. They cannot, however, produce 
heave-up. Do you not think the have been stimulated all across Now, you can’t believe this? the o’photon belt” passage efIeds 
world and space has perhaps your nation. Then I suggest you get reruns of (of constant light and other ef- 
changed since half a century? Next, lookat weather patterns this weekend’s non-news-casts. fectS) to follow for more than a 
Who cams about 1950 when you and what is happening: flooding While Bush is laid back” with brief few days, ifat all. The con- 
face the New World Order To- in Salt Lake City, tomados in “low profIle” during the Demo- fusion and chaos would create 
DAY? In fact, how can you IX+ Florida. and elsewhere, rains, cratic Convention-first to Cali- suchananamhy situation that it 
mainchained toa 1940 scenario death and everything WNSEA- fornia where it woukl seem he would not even benoted. 
as abovewhen the REAL HO- SONABLE~. How about the would be avoiding such place- 
LGCAUST is descending upon Daytona. Beach, Florida ‘tidal ments-he will then go to Wyo- ELECTRICAL FUNCTIONING 
you? Ah indeed, I have no need to wave” that originally had NO ming to spend a few days at the DURING THIS TIME 
inttmiew one with such limited CAUSE, then reportdwasdueto James Baker ranch. This coin- 
vision and narrow insight-I underwater landslides, only to tides with the peak ‘show and I get very valid questions re- 
would consider it a disservice to later digress to tinknown wind tell” of the convention, does it gatxling this time and what jmu 
the readers seeking lhth. ~ gust?. Windgust?? Chelas, you not?? should do-but I can’t f&um it all 

If this be your leadership mp- are in for a long ride on primrose Let us say that you have some out FOR YOU. This is NOT MY 
resentatives, readers, I have only petals. you can go silently and nice big”natuml’ disasters dur- SHOW-AND-TELL, ,ehelas. The 
compassion, or perhaps simple never know-what hit you or you ing this time in point (and the man-manufactured itern cannot 
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be as perfected as a natural pas- 
sage and you may well be able to 
usenwts until batteries die, 
etc. I don’t know. Some areaswill 
be hithardandothersmayfeelno 
effects depending on intent of the 
producers. 

I suggested availability of 
candles and lamps and I am 
blasted for the suggestion by ones 
whosaythehousemaybeinruin 
and the fires started from open 
flame could be more devastating. 
What do you want of me?? It is 
YOUR show and I ‘MAKE YOU” 
do nothing+0 that which you 
will. The point is intended to 
make massive power failures and 
zero out all electrical apparatus. 
Duringthe naturalnull-zone en- 
counter ALL WOULD BE NULLI- 
FIED. 

CAUTION, ABOUT MISINFOR- 
MATION 

At yesterday’s meeting we had 
questions and answers in which 
I ‘had to speak out in direct con- 
tradiction to the speaker of 
“Bask. Bashar has told his 

1 listeners that there would NOT be 
allowed a nuclear war and if it 
were started’allwarheadswould 
be inactivated by space Com- 
mand.” NO, NO, NO that is NOT 
SO! Total annihilation of your 
planet by such means would not 
be allowed. You can actually 
depend on a nuclear war if total 
control is not accomplished by 
these fake “natural” devasta- 
tions. You may believe anyone 
you wish and you may discount 
everything I bring to you-but I 
promise you that you are not 
being given correct information 
in such instances as that above. 
I realize that you PREFER 
Bashar’s version but the facts 
are, it is not to be. Yes we can 
negateyournucleardevicesbut 
we will not do so except in very 
isolated andvery special circum- 
stances and war of regular cause 
is not among them. By the way, 
‘Basha? simply means ‘Mes- 
sengei” or ‘Comman de?’ so be 
sure WHO you receive and 
through who and what is the 
attitude toward Lighted God--as 
in instant presentation.. If other 

thingsthis~(oranyother) 
says, allow freely the breaking of 
the Laws of God and/or Creation 
to be permitted, HE IS NOTYOUR 
FRIEND! 

I realize your perception is 
that there are millions of “other” 
ships available to lift-off beings 
from your planet-so you will go 
with ‘Bashar’s” group. This 
would, of course be Daryl Anka’s 
group, pnmarily. No, it will not 
happen thatway-the command 
of the adversary will not litt any- 
one to anywhere unless you have 
a ticket to Australia or one of the 
planetary (very, very nearby) 
bases, for Man of Earth Dimen- 
sion in physical form will not be 
brought outside the compression 
of same+xcept for total replace- 
ment elsewhere and that will be 
without bodily transfer. 

“But God said,” you might 
claim! No, God DID NOT SAYI- 
MAN SAID!!! 

SIGNS OF 
MAN-MADE EXPECTATIONS 

TheNavalofficerfiomthearea 
of Bahrain who called, for in- 
sta.nce, and all ship hands are 
already on full alert because of 
TQTAL’ power failures of unex- 
plained cause, are further on 
immediate and ‘emergency duty” 
painting of all signs, instruction 
plaques, exits, and mechanical 
‘levers” in “night-effixtiv~ lu- 
minous paint. This indicates that 
theTOP MILITARY personnel and 
plannersKNOWEXACTLYWHAT 
IS COMING DOWN HEREIN. 

STOP THE GAMES 

I now suggest that all you nice 
supposedly “reformed” intelli- 
gence agents who effort to dis- 
tract us and mislead umr even 
work with us but KNOW MORE 
THANYOUPERCEIVETHEREST 
OF YOUR BROTHERS KNOW-I 
SUGGESTYOUSTOPTHEGAME 
RIGHT NOW FOR YOU ARE IN 
SERIOUS TROUBLE AS YOUR 
OWNTEAM-MATESAREREADY 
TO PULL YOU DOWN. 

Usinterfere? NoweWILLNOT 
INTERFERE. We have signed 
agreements and a treaty with the 

Elite for we have no intent to 
counter-ur thrust is simply to 
‘play through”, inform the 
masses according to God’s prom- 
ise of sending the WORD OF 
TRUTH, getting a remnant 
through and reclaiming GOD’S 
PEOPLE. Wf!!~n,actrsal 
tlm?!attvarq(oftheE~for 
tlscy- aummthattheyhwe 
-amjobof-Z2y 
disublhgpu-the-musses 

Lastly, they will unify the 
masses against this %ommon 
enemy” they will produce for you 
as having caused all the commo- 
tionandyouwillmarchlikesheep 
to the slaughter behind their 
drummers. The Elite will even 
HELP OUR FEW for we actually 
seem to represent no real threat. 
They know that you will believe 
whatever they tell you, for the 
most part-r, to save selves it 
will not MATTER WHETHER OR 
NOT YOU BELIEVE THEM- 
POWER WILL CONTROL YOU 
AND THEY KNOW IT. 

“So, should God’s people just 
give up?” comes the rebuttal. If 
you are of Go@% people, the 
thought of *giving upm is not in 
your thought patterns. God 
wins-ALL know as much in- 
cluding the adversary-but He 
(GOD OF SOURCE) only wants 
that which is His and if you have 
chosen to not be His-then what 
has HE lost? POUCHOOSEAND 
YOU TAKE YOUR CONSE- 
QUENCBS OF THAT CHOICE. 
ONE, AT MOST, GIVES YOU A 
BRIEFLIFESPANIBIUOSTAN- 
NOYINGCIRCUMSI’ANCBSAF- 
TER THE ADVERSARY GETS 
DoNBwITHYou-THEOTHER 
GIVBS YOU INFIBITE JOUR- 
NEYToTHBsTARs4.F-You 
GETPREPAREDANDDOYOUR 
PART. THE CHOICE IS MOST 
CERTAINLY YOURS AND MY 
OPINION IS OF NO VACUE- 
ONLY THB TRUTH I BRING IS 
OFVALIDMERIT. EITHERWAY 
YOU SHALL EXPERIENCE IN 
YOUR-PROGRAM 
ACCORDING TO THOSE 
CHOICES. SO BE IT. 

Few thingi are harder to put up with 
than the annoyance of a good trample. 

THE PHOENIX UBERATOR 

“GENESIS REVISITED” 
BY ZECHARIA SITCHIN 

I cannot recommend ‘more 
highly any book than this one. 
NONE. Are there others? Yes, 
and a lot of pieces here and there. 
I give you information in partial 
sequence to get information and 
source for more, to your eyes and 
ears. You must come into con- 
frontation with your creation, 
cause and placement. This only 
deals with the “physical” side of 
your projection. The other is, by 
far, more important-the spiri- 
tual creation and how it works. 
Those are in the PLEIADES CON- 
NECTION series WHICH ARE 
NOW BEING IMPOUNDED AND 
BANNED FROM PUBLICATION. 
OUR PUBLISHER, AMERICA 
WEST, HAS ALmY CEASED 
AND DESISTED, BASICALLY 
BEEN FORCED OUT OF BUSI- 
NESS AND CAUSED TO MOVE 
LGCATION. THE BOOKS ON 
HAND HAVE BEEN GlVEN TO 
ONEWHO HASA DISTRIBUTING 
COMPANYANDWILLCONTINUE 
TO OFFER THEM UNTIL SUP- 
PLIES ARE DEPLETED @e page 
23ofcurmntLIBERATOR THERE 
WERE SOME IN REPRINTING 
AND CANCELLED BUT REPRINT 
MAY BE ACCOMPLISHED ELSE- 
WHERE. IT WILL NOT BE 
THROUGH THESE ONES. IF IT 
IS EXPECTED TO SILENCE 
GOD’S TRUTH-DON’T COUNT 
ON IT-THE ADVERSARY WILL 
HAVE TO SUE THE ENTIRE 
POPULATION AND ALWAYSTHE 
ONES HE SUES WILL “HAVE 
NOTHING” TO REWARD HIM 
FOR HIS EFFORTS BUT HE WILL 
SURELY PAY DEARLY FORTHE 
DAMAGES PRESENTED UPON 
THOSEHEHASA’ITACKED. TIM 
BINDER OF PLAlNTIFF IN THE 
ABOVE CASE EVEN THINKS 
GEORGE GREEN IS I-IATONN-I 
SUGGEST AVERY ABRUPT AND 
RUDEAWAKENINGVERY SOON 
NOW!!! 

Where can you get GENESIS 
REVISITED? Perhaps at America 
West (Nevadaaddress) orthrough 
the same system as always for 
contacts havenot changed in any 
manner whatsoever. If not avail- 
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good bookstore. It is not consid- ASSURED of that very passage as AS YOU CLING TO THE PHYSI- 
ered very controversial (zmtil I intended and thrust upon you. If CAL EXPERIENCE IN LUXURY 
@ &lforthe theory d w’- I were you, I would CONSIDER AND ERRONEOUS PERCEP- 
mdion seemed so absund that OTHER POSSIBILITIES for it can TIONS, YOUR “TIME” SLIPS 
the EZite discounted ttSpossi- certainly do no harm and might AWAYFORTHE“TIMEOFTHE 
bilities immediately as ar- actuallysaveyourneck. Iamnot PROPHECIES IN FULFILL- 
chaeological hoopla. Besides, your conscience or your MENT” ISAT HAND. 
the intent L(MS todesbpy Imq keeper-I am but an elder 
which wouZd a&o destroy the brother from a dimeusion of ELDER BROTHERS 
information solulce &tce the wisdomaudorderlyexperience. 
texts come from Iraq’s I offer my haud and my “Com- YOU MAY BEGIN TO REF- 
%lksopotwnia~. maud” iu your service-we co- ERENCE US AS ANUNNAKI/ 

ercenorforceauythiugauditis NEPHILIM OR ANYTHING 
POSSIBILlTIES AND not our need to service you or NEARLY AS SUCH, TO RECOG- 

ASSURANCES fix you or save you! We, fur- .NIZEUS-BUT RECOGNIZEUS 
thermore, of the Fleet wilI de- YOU MOST CERTAINLY WILL. 

I can only make an observa- tide WHO WILL BE BROUGHT I,further,suggestyougetmaae 
tionaboutthisinformationwhich ABOARD OR ALLOWED PM- clarification of the term 
we are bringing, etc.: checkwithin SAGE ACCORDING TO THE IN- ELOHIM. I would point out 
andseeWHYyourefusetolookat STRUCTIONSOFOURHIGHER that the terms are the most 
possibilities? Ican PROMISEYOU CO IKMAND-EVIL WILL NOT important terms in any lan- 
ONETHING-ifyoucontinuewith BE ALLOWED ABOARD OUR guage and yet, the book THE 
the lies and with the accepted CRAFT WHICH SERVE GOD. I LIVING BIBLE, Reference Edi- 
prophecies which have already HOPE YOU WILL THINK OF tion, Red Letter Concordan- 
proven to be incorrect-you are THIS MOST CAREFULLY FOR listsNEITHERintheconcordance. 

Tapes & Transcriptions 
Iri addition to audio ‘tapes of 

meetings with Commander 
Hatonn, THE WORD is now of- 
fering written transcriptions of 
some taped topics. 

theses and mentioning if the meet- 
ing has a special focus: 
2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4); 
3/21/92(2); 3/28/92(l); 4/4/92(3); 
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Commu- 
nity Church; 

You are in REAL trouble World of 
Earth. I think you probably begin 
to understand the fact that on the 
“return journey” we probably 
won’t be too crowded “aboard 
ship” for most of you will leave 
your very passage in the hands of 
otherswho have but deceived you 
and selves. 

Donations to cover the costs 
of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, 
$6.00 for two tapes and $2.50 
per tape for three or more. The 
transcriptions are $3.00 each. 
(Mexico or Canada add $0.25 
and other foreign countries add 
$0.50 per tape or transcription.) 
Postage is included in tape and 
transcription prices. 

Since we are not set up to 
take credit card orders, please 
send check or money order to: 
THE WORD, P.O. Box 6194, 
Tehachapi, CA 93582. Call 805- 
822-41 76 if you have questions. 

If you desire- to automati- 
cally receive tapes from future 
meetings, please send at least a 
$50 donation from which tape 
costs will be deducted. We will 
try to notify you as your balance 
reaches zero. 

Special Order tapes are noted 
below by * and are not automati- 
cally sent since this material is 
either already in print or will be 
soon. Available written transcxip- 
tions are noted by #. 

The following is a complete 
list of meeting dates with the 
number of taPes in bold in paren- 

4/13/92(l) # “What is a Semite?“; 
4/l 7/92(l) # “Who Were the First 
Christians?“; 
4/25/92(2) * # “The Photon Belt”; 
4/26/92(3); 
5/1/92(l) “L.A. Riots and The Big- 
ger Plan”; 
5/2/92(3); 
5/8/92(2) radio talk show; 
5/9/92(4$; 
5/l l/92(3) * “Silent Weapons For 
Quiet Wars”; 
5/l 6/92(3); 5/23/92(2); 
5/30/92(3)* ‘The Divine Plan and 
Places In Between” tapes 1-3; 
6/l/92(3); 6/4/92(2); 
6/6/92(4’); Q/i 3/92(3); 6/2 l/92(3). 
6/27/92(2); 
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, 
Salt Lake City, UT; 
6/3@/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and 
Places In Between” tapes 4-6; 
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK, 
Salt Lake City, UT; 
7/12/92(3). 
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THE TRILLION DOLLAR 

LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST. VOL. I 

By Gyeorgos Ceres 
Hatonn...$lO.OO 

jetails are given regarding the facts 
If the Holocaust; the history and 
lackground of the “Jews”; why 
srael receives reparations paid to 
Ler due to the “Holocaust”; why 
nillions of “Jews” receive 5,000 
Zerman marks annually for “dam- 
ages”. Plus current events about 
)ur economy, the Anti-Defama- 
ion League, the Torah, and the 
Talmud. 

THE TRILLION DOLLAR 

LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST. VOL. II 

By Gyeorgos Ceres 
Hatonn...$lO.OO 

In this journal we are given addi, 
tional important information abou 
how and why the Holocaust is i 
massive deception against all hu 
mans on planet earth, either di 
rectly or indirectly. Details abou 
phoney pictures, phoney numbera 
phoney gas chambers, etc., are in 
eluded. 

To order call 
America West Publishers, 

a Nevada corporation 

800-729-4131 

4 II 

NOW. 
Indeedthisyesterdayearthquake Note other “news” bears a big 
in Mojave, CaliforniawasIMPOR- show and tell of Photon enew 
TANT. Recall I warned YOU about and even demonstrates the need 
any quakes on or near that forspecialextm-darkenedgoggles 
Gallock Fault must be watched ad intense enhancement of re- 
most carefully! Note further that cent photon ~r~~%hich 

itwas, aswere thepriortwomajor m intended for use as aircraft 
quakes, over strategic areas of thrust systems.” Pay attention 
underground facilities and the and between the lines you will 
side quakes were NOT find all the confirmation of truth 
DETRACTORS but very, very #on which you wiII need. Watch vari- 
target” such as the massive un- ous players and you will even find 
dwund facility at 29 Palms the culprits by what they are 
(Marine base), Ridgecrest (China doing and WHERE. 
Lake Naval Weapons Center and 
largest of all the Californiaunder- 
ground secret facilities) and now, RESEARCHLAB LAW: 
California City (right at Edwards 
AFE3’s dooryard!). This indicates Under the most rigorously wn- 
many things but not the least of trolled conditins ofpressure, 
which is beam-induced ‘termi- temperature, volume, humidity, and 
nal” backfed amplifier contact- other variables, the organism will 

well plea. and. .wdl. !esMk , , , ,& as, it,bfl.wdplw~.q , , I .,- 
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Our New Look 
Regular readers of THE 

PHOENlX LlBERAToR have 
probably noticed various 
changes in appearance and 
presentation of the paper 
lver the past several weeks. 
These changes will continue 
[or awhile and are one vis- 
ible result of Commander 
Hatonn’s restructuring of 
THE LIBERATOR’S manage- 
ment and operations. 

Another change is our of- 
ficial business name, now 
THE PHOENIX LlBERAToR, 
[NC. Our new address is: 

THE PHOElwy LIBERATOR 
2810 W. Charleston Blvd. 

Suite 66723 
Las Vegas, NV 89102. 

This address is for mail 
processing only for sub- 
scriptions, comments or 
general communications. 

Our new phone number 
is l-800-800-5565. 

This restructuring has 
been gradually implemented 
to relieve America West Pub- 
lishers (already overworked 
with book and JOURNAL 
publishing activities, lus 
speaking engagements) rom P 
a growing burden they gra- 
ciously carried from the time 
of THE LlZ3ERAToR’S incep- 
tion and evolvement from the 
smaller newsletter called the 
PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS. The EXPRESS, in 
turn, evolved from THE 
PHOENIX JOURNALS as a 
mode for more rapid delivery 
of communications than the 
JOURNALS could provide. 

Again, please note 0111 
new mailing address is fol 
MAIL PROCESSII’JG ONLY 
and not for “stopping by”4 
Please know that your warn 
notes of support and other 
sharings are appreciated and 
treasured beyond our abiliq 
to adequately express, or of. 
ten, even acknowledge un- 
der the work load of our pro. 
duction schedule. We thank 
you for being there at just 
the right times and at jus 
the right places, else wt 
would certainly have 
stumbled and fallen alon 
the way. And, as Corn. 
mander Hatonn put it, above 
all, the sharing and the car- 
ing are really what this is all 
about. --The Editors 

PHOENm JOURNALS LIST 
THESE WORKS ARE A SE- THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 

2IES CALLED THE PHOENIX 
JOURFIALS BY ENTITIES FROM 
SIGHER REALMS TO ASSIST 
3UMANKIND IN UNDERSTAND- 
[NG HOW TO MOVE THROUGH 
THE “TIMES OF TRIBULA- 
TION” THAT ARE UPON US. 
JOURloALS ARE $10 EACH. 

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS 
NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 
SANANDA 
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL 
REMOVED 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC 
DISASTER 
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGED- 
DON 
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN 
FEET FROM HELL 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 
12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE 
PHOENIX 
13. SKELETONS IN THE 
CLOSET 
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, 
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF 
THE PHOENIX 
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITU- 
TION 
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE 
DRAGON 
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 
18. BLOOD AND ASHES 
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 
21. CREATION, THE SACRED 
UNIVERSE 
23. BURNT OFFERINGS 
24. SHROUDS OF THE SEV- 
ENTH SEAL 
25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 

ANY NAME: KHAZARS 
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
OWNER MANUAL 
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 
30. MATTER ANTI-MATTER 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 

41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 
PLANET ZIONISM Is RACISM 
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 
47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS 
VOL. I 
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 

EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES I & II (BOOK) 
$15.00 
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES III & IV 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES V & VI 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 4 PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XIII & XIV 
(BOOK) $20.00 
EX 5 PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI 
(BOOK) $25.00 

FOR I#I”ORMATIOIo CONTACT: 

America West Publishers, 
a Nevada corporation 

P.O. Box 2208 
Carson City, Nevada, 87702 

l-800-729-4131 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR is 

published by THE PHOENIX LIB- 
ERATOR, Inc., 2810 W. Charleston 

Blvd. Suite G6723 Las Vegas, NV 

89102. 

Subscription orders may be placed by 

mail to the above address or by phone 

to l-800-800-5565. Subscriptionrates 

are: $20 for 13 issues (US); $22 
(Canada/Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 

26 issues for $40 (US); $44 (Canada/ 

Mexico); $60 (Foreign); or.52 issues 

for $75 (US); $80 (Canada/Mexico); 

$110 (Foreign). 

Ouantitv Subscrintions: $97.50 for25 

copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 cop- 
ies of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 
copies, of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 
copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 
100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS 
postpaid Continental US. Alaska, Hl., 

Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or 

write for shipping charges. 
Single copies of back issues of THE 

PHOENIX LIBERATOR or EX- 

PRESS are $1.50 each. Quantity back 
issue prices are as follows: l- 10 copies 

$1.50; 11-50 copies $15.00; 51-100 
copies $25.00. Shipping included, 

postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. 
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign 
orders please call or write for addi- 

tional shipping charges. 

Cowright Statement 
COPYRIGHT 1992 by THE PHOENIX 
LIBERATOR, Inc. Reproduction of this 
newspaper for private, non-profit use is 
expressly encouraged, as long as the con- 
tent and integrity is not altered. For com- 
mercial purposes, reproduction is strictly 
forbidden until permission is granted in 
writing from THE PHOENIX LIBERA- 
TOR, Inc. 

1 

YOUNG’S LAW 
All great dibcoveries are mah 

by mistake. 
cidhy: 

The greater the finding, tht 
longer it take to make the mistake 

L-2 
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